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ABSTRACT 

This study examines factors whidi infiuence educational sucœss among 

First Nation secondary students from the Sioux Lwkout Distrid of Northwestem 

Ontario, who attend school in Sioux Loakout, Ontario. First Nation people view 

education as important for increasing the number of professionals in their 

communities in order ta advance First Nation's self-government, and regain self- 

detemination and self-sufficiency. Although more Fimt Nation students from the 

Sioux Laokout District First Nations are graduating at the secondary level than in 

the past, they face incredible challenges. 

This thesis utilizes a case study approach to examine the educational 

experiences of Sioux Lookout District secondary students coming from similar 

backgrounds but attending two significantly difierent programs administered by the 

Northem Nishnawbe Education Council in Sioux Lookout, Ontario - the Pelican 

Falls CentrefFirst Nation High School and the In-town Boarding Home program for 

students attending Queen Elizabeth District High School. A detailed description of 

both programs, partiwlarly through the students' perspectives is provided to gain 

an understanding of their secondary educational experience. Data was collected 

through student and administratw interviews, with data from other sources serving 



as a triangulation function. Fifty-one forma1 interviews with students engaged in 

their secondary education and administrators twk  place during the 19-99 

academic year. 

The major ifluences on secondary student success revealed in this study 

are academic preparation, cognitive dissonance, utility of education, support, 

personal background, urban experience, alcohol and drug abuse, and cultural 

discontinuity. Many of these factors interact to influence success, although this 

study suggests that academic preparedness is the 'Hercules" factor upholding ail 

the other factors. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

This study examines factors Mich influence educational success among 

First Nation secondary students from the Sioux Lookout District of NortMstem 

Ontario, who attend schwl in Sioux Lookout, Ontario. First Nation people view 

education as important for increasing the number of professionals in their 

communities in order to advance First Nation's self-government, and regain self- 

detemination and seif-sufficiency. Although more First Nation students from the 

Sioux Lookout District First Nations are graduating at the secondary level than in 

the past, they face incredible challenges. The la& of formal education has a 

significant negative impact on their further educational, personal and employment 

goals. In addition, M i le  only two of the twenty-three First Nations in the Sioux 

Lookout District currently deliver full secondary programs, a number of First Nations 

are seeking approval to develop and administer grade nine to hrcielve secondary 

programs in their communities. Very few of the First Nations mernbers have been 

able to wrnplete secandary programs and receive a secandary school certificate, 

whether accessing their secondary education through distance education, on- 

reserve schools or off-reserve secondary programs, due to a variety of reasonç 

which will be examined in this study. With the huge increase of Aboriginal control 

over service delivery in the Sioux Lwkout District First Nations area, and the 

movernent towards self-government, research which potentially supports irnproved 



secondary educational success may prove beneficial to new educational program 

development. 

This study seeks to identify factors Mich potentiall y influence secondary 

school success for Sioux Lookout District First Nations students. Marie Battiste 

suggests that academic and First Nations identity outcornes are indicators of a 

successful education. 

lt was not enough that AbonQinal students should 
su- in the school systern and mceive diplornas or 
certificates. It was al= important that the educational 
processes of Indian educathn should sfrengthen First 
Nations languages and cultures, buiM upon the sfrong 
tbundations of anœstral heritage and cuiture, and enlist 
the invaluable advice and assistance of elders 
(Battiste, 1995:xi). 

In the discussions held by the rasearcher with Sioux Lookout District First 

Nations stakeholder groups including Tribal Councils Education programs, it was 

agreed that a successful education involves a biwltural and bilingual program 

generally understood as: 

An education which provides Abomina1 students with a 
strong positive sense of their Abonginal cuItura1, 
language and identdy, and permits them to mtum to 
their First Nation mmmunities to live andlor work; or 
continue to receive an education or Iive andlor work in 
mainstream swety.  ' 

This study utilizes a case study method in examining the educational 



experienœs of Northem Nishnawbe Education Council (NNEC) students attending 

Pelican Falls First Nation High School and the Queen Elizabeth District High 

School in Sioux Lookout, Ontario. (The methodology is descfibed in Chapter 

Three) This case study approach provides an opportunity to examine the 

educational experienœs of students coming from similar backgrounds but 

participating in two significantly difFerent programs administered by the Northem 

Nishnawbe Education Council. The primary fows of the stuây is to elicit the 

students' perspectives on their educational experiences and what factors they 

identify as potentially influencing success. This will provide an opportunity for the 

students' opinions and perspectives to be voiced as wll as those of the 

administrators who actually set policy and are the decision-makers of the 

educational process. Presenting the student perspectives as well as that of the 

administration may lead to a deeper understanding of issues facing students and 

influence su bsequent educational policy decisions. 

This study compares and cuntrasts the students' perspectives on their 

philosophy of a successful education, motivation for pursuing a secondary 

education and long-terrn goals with those of Sioux Lookout District First Nations 

leadership, administrators in Chapter Four of this thesis. 

This study provides a narrative of the tw case study environments in 

Chapter Five of this thesis. Students' perspectives about their educational 



experiences, specificall y related ta: their educational history; th& support networks; 

their sense of community; strengths of the program; controls and rules; wping 

rnechanisrns; and additional supports they wu ld  Iike to improve their educational 

experienœs are presented. In addition, the perspectives of administrators 

regarding these same themes are provided in this chapter. 

Chapter Six presents a discussion of the overall findings from this study. 

Factors potentiaily influencing success are delineated from the findings of this 

study, including challenges that w r e  identified by students and administrators as 

negatively impacting on students' ability to successful complete their secondary 

school program. These factors are discussed in relation to the Iiterature 

Education in the Sioux Lookout District First Nations: 

Pre-contact education in the Sioux Lwkout District was provided in the 

traditional way of role-modeling and the informa1 round of daily life experience. It 

was a holistic education system which prepared their community members for full 

participation in Iife - emotionally/mentally, socially, physically and spiritually. It was 

a life-long educational process wtiich emphasized the strengths and skills of each 

member of the community (Faries, 1997). The teachers vvere the community 

adults, including parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles. 

lntegral to each day and ead, life, coamundy members 
take responsibiïity fbr passing on needed skills and 
understandings as events corne to pass within the 



community. Whether leaming the ways of the fisher, 
the ways to conducl a ceremony or a witnessing, or the 
ways to prepare hides or meat or gather ben?&, 
communrty members work together each taking on the 
responsibilitres appropriate to their abilitiès and 
knowledge. Watching and trying, children and adults 
are expected to participate in daily work and other 
activities in the ways that theirdeveloping cornpetencies 
alto w them (Haig-Bm wn, 199 7:2 1) ). 

Education also emphasized values such as caring, shating, honesty, respect 

for the wisdom of elders. Community history was passed on through story telling 

and legends. 

There was little change initially in the Sioux Lookout District w*th the signing 

of treaties M ich  took place at various tirnes between the 1920s-1950s. In the 

1930s and '40s the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Churches muld run 

schools at the summer camp of the First Nations people. Some children were 

removed from the community and sent to residential sdiools in the 1950s 60s. 

Relatively few people attended residential schools, and most did not progress 

beyond primary grades (Winter, 1996:60). This era marks the beginning of an 

increased federal government presence and contact with the First Nations people. 

The govemment was bewming more interested in the resources available in the 

north. For example, although Sandy Lake signed a treaty in 191 0, no reserve lands 

were officially granted to them until 1947 because three mining daims (zinc and 

gold) had been located on what w u l d  be reserve lands (Fiddler and Stevens, 



19851 93). Eventually Sandy Lake was accorded only seventeen square miles 

outside of their traditional lands, so that the resourœs on their lands could be 

mined by the govemment. By the nineteen-sixties, recognizing the failure of 

residential schwls, the govemment insisted on the establishment of permanent 

communities, so that children wu ld  attend elementary federal day schoals on a 

full-time basis. In retum for the loss of self-sufficiency from their nomadic lifestyle, 

the Aboriginal people were provided with social assistance2 lndian Affairs 

administered education programs in these communities, until they gradually 

transferred varying degrees of responsibility for administration of education to the 

First Nations in the 1980s and '90s. Residential high schools have been 

rnaintained within the Sioux Lookout District, The Poplar Hill Development School 

fun by the Mennonites Northern Lights Gospel Mission was closed October 16, 

1989 M e n  NNEC refrained from sending students due to the refusal of the school 

to revoke its strapping policy (Personal File). Two other Mennonite operated 

residential high schools, Stirland Lake for boys and Cfystal Lake for girls closed 

after the 1989190 acadernic year. 

Only hm of the twenty-three First Nations provide a complete kindergarten 

to grade -Ive program on reserve - Sandy Lake and Pikangikum. Most Aboriginal 

students must move from the Aboriginal education system to the 

System to complete high sdiool. With the exception of the 

Ontario Education 

hlK) comrnunities, 



students who wish to wmplete high school must leave their cornmunity ta do so or 

take Wahsa Distance Education Correspondence Courses. 

General Overview of Sioux Lookout District First Nations 

This study focuses on secondary students from the twenty-three wmmunities 

known as the Sioux Lookout District located north of the 51* parallel in 

Northwestem Ontario. These Wnty  three communities are members of the 

Nishnawbe Aski Nation and signatories to Treaties Nine and Five. The Sioux 

Lookout District encompasses a 161,000 square kilometre land base. The 

population of 15,000 First Nation Band Membership is predominately youthful and 

is characterized by high growth. With the exception of two road accessible 

communities, these First Nations are accessible only by air, except for a brief period 

each year w b n  a vvinter road system is in place. The communities are isolated from 

each other, and have population bases varying from two hundred to hiK> thousand 

people. See Appendk 6 for a map of Sioux Lookout District First Nations. 

Most First Nations have electricity. although the majority of homes are 

heated with wwd. Housing conditions in First Nations are clearly inferior in 

cornparison the majority of Canada. charaderized by overcrowded and 

substandard housing, inadequate sewage disposal and lack of clear dnnking water. 

Wawatay Native Communications provide the Sioux Lookout Distrkt 

newspapers, radio and television in Native languages. Native languages spoken 



in the area include Cree, Ojibway and Ojicree. Each First Nation has a Health 

Clinic staffed by a Community Health Representative (CHR), or a Nuning Station 

staffed by nurses and CHRs. The communities have access to an air ambulance 

sewice in emergency situations. Health care professionals such as physicians, 

dentists and ophthalmologist make periodic visits. Patients must leave their 

communities for medical Gare which is provided by the Sioux Lookout Zone 

Hospital. The Sioux Lookout District First Nations established Tikinagan Child and 

Family Services to provide community based child protection and care services. 

The Nishnawbe-Aski Nation assumed responsibility for policing in the First Nations. 

The imposition of on-reserve federal day schools in the 1960s disrupted the 

traditional means of livelihood for the hunters and gatherers of the Sioux Lookout 

District First Nations. Due to the isolated geographical location of the First Nations 

and high cost of living, there are few employment opportunities. Unemployment 

rates on most First Nations range between 65 and 95% (INAC, 1998). 

The Sioux Lookout District is a unique area of study given that it has only 

been in the last forty years that the First Nations have had any kind of sustained 

contact with the "outside". These communities had a strong cultural identity and 

wrresponding values, attitudes and beliefs. The communities had a stable socio- 

economic system which allowed the First Nations people to thrive physically, 

mentally, emotionally and spiritually for mare than eight thousand years. Howver, 



the First Nations people have experienced rapid change in the past W n t y  years 

resulting in upheaval and widespread serious social problems. As one Key 

Respondent for this study pointed out, 'despite our lengthy personal expefii?nœ in 

these communities, w e  wnnot begin to imagine what these young people have 

been through in their short Iives" (PFCIFNHS Administrator 05199). It would seem 

that al1 lives are touched by a sense of grief and loss. The social upheaval and 

erusion of traditional structures (family units, livelihood, values and beliefs) has left 

First Nations people bereft - with nothing to replace the void. The resulting high 

unemployment, inadequate education, family violence, physical and sexual abuse, 

broken homes, lack of parenting skills, and high suicide rate has had a profound 

effect on the wmmunities and especially the youth whose burden is compounded 

by a lack of self esteem (Equay-wk, 1998:6). In addition to developing wlturally 

based wunselling programs and healing initiatives, Sioux Lookout District First 

Nations believe that providing academic programs which supply students with a 

sense of belonging, teach and promote First Nations values, culture and language, 

and provide counselling, will enable these youth to facilitate positive change in the 

future (NNEC Annual Report, 1998). 

Political Structure 

There are four levels of Aboriginal governance representing First Nations in 

the Sioux Lookout District (Treaty Nine and Five) and involved in education 



jurisdiction issues. They are the Assembly of First Nations, Nishnawbe-Aski Nation, 

Tribal Councils, and the individual First Nations Chief and Councils. 

a.) Assembly of Fimt Nations 

The Assembly of First Nations (AFN) is a national organization based in 

Ottawa, Ontario representing Status Indians and First Nations communities. All 

First Nations have a vote with the AFN and theoretically are given an opportunity 

to provide their national organization with guidance and direction. 

The Education Secretariat of the Assembly of First Nations was 

commissioned in 1984 to undertake a major study of Indian Education in Canada. 

This study, named the National Review of lndian Education, was 'desiQned to 

assess the impaci of the 1973 National Indian Brotherhood Poiicy Paper, indian 

Control of lndian Education, and to provide opti6ns tbr the future direction of indian 

Education" (Erasmus, 1 988: 1 ). This report was wmpleted after four years of 

consultation, resulting in the 1988 publication entitled, Tradition and Education: 

Towards a Vision of our Future. 

The intention of the National Review of Education was to detennine and 

voice a current philosophy of First Nations education that wu ld  lead to the radical 

changes necessary to put into practiœ First Nations goals and objectives, and 

10 



change the current education practices of the lndian and Northem Affairs Canada 

(INAC), and the provincial and territorial govemments. Henœ, this national 

philosophy of Aboriginal education as outlined in the Assembly of First Nations 

report States, 

ln articulating a philosophhy, it is the view of First Natbns 
that educatbn must be addressed cutturally and 
holistka/ly. Leaming must be associateci with spiritual, 
physical and emotional growth, as w l l  as academic 
growth. Traditional First Nations methoddogy of 
teaching and learning rnust be cwnsidered. It is 
imperative that First Nations use the strategy of jaiacing 
education into culture rather than continuing the 
practice of placing culture into education 
(Erasmus, i 988:3). 

b.) Nishnawbe-Aski Nation 

Nishnawbe-Aski Nation (NAN) is a regional political body representing forty- 

eight First Nations in Northwestem Ontario, and is involved in many jurisdiction 

areas with both the federal and provincial governments. NAN's main offices are 

located on Fort William First Nation in Thunder Bay, Ontario. The Board of 

Directors of Nishnawbe-Aski Nation is composed of the Chief of each First Nation, 

including the M n t y  three First Nations known as the Sioux Lookout District, wtiich 

are the fows of my research. NAN is currently involved in negotiations a 

federally appointed negotiator regarding education jurisdiction issues. They are in 

the early stages of preparing a list of items for discussion and negotiation over the 

next three to five yean. Given that NAN is representing Sioux Lookout District 



First Nations interests in these negotiations, their philosophy on a successful 

education is significant to this study. 

The AFN education philosophy is echoed by Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN), 

partiwlarly as outlined in the mandate of the proposed Education and Training 

Institute "Oshh-Pimache-O-Mnn: 

w Tlie Chi& of the Nishnawbe-Aski Namn 
reoognize education as fundamental to the 
maintenance of our nishnawbe idkntdy, our well- 
king,  and the devielopment of ouf cornmunifie~~ 
The Chiefs of the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation view 
and understand education to be a 
cornprehensive, holisîic, and life-ong leaming 
proclesS. - . 
The Chie& of the NishnawbeAski Nation 
reoognize that educatian is the cornestone to 
achieving setfgovernment within and b r  our 
Fi& Nations . . . (NAN Education and Training 
Vision Statement, May 1997). 

In his opening address to the1997 Nishnawbe-Aski Nation Chiefs and 

Education conference, attended by Sioux Lookout District First Nations community 

members and education staff, Deputy Grand Chief Goyœ Kakegamic spoke on the 

proposed institute and education jurisdiction. His introduction began with the 

comment that aculture is not stagnant, it evolves and redefines ifself, but is bas& 

on consistent values." This is an important viewpoint in these rapidly changing 

times. Marlene Brant Castellano noted: 



...it is not always made clear that culture is dynamic, 
adjusting to changing conditions, and a particular 
practjce that embodies a timeless tmth may need to be 
adapted in order to be e M i v e  in an altered 
environment. Constant testing of knowledge in the 
mntext of curent reality creafes the applications which 
make timeless truths relevant to each generatiôn 
(Brant Castellano, 1 99822). 

Deputy Grand Chief Kakegamic emphasized that culture is still the basis of 

knowledge and wisdom in the Aboriginal community, and that First Nations 

education in the Nishnavkbe-Aski Nation must be based on traditional education 

such as holistic, lifelong leaming, using observation and role-modeling from family 

mernbers to acquire knowledge and skills during everyday activities. It should not 

only fows on academics, but also incorporate the mental, emotional and spiritual 

\nieIl-being of students. 

The 1997 NAN Education Conference participants demonstrated that the 

common themes of holistic, traditional, culture-based education is the philosophy 

supported by the Sioux Lookout District First Nations Chiefs and comrnunity 

members. The challenge facing Nishnawbe-ski First Nations is developing a 

framewrk to achieve these goals given some significant barriers and difficulties 

they are facing at the comrnunity and federal level, such as limited financial and 

curriculum resources. 



Dr. Emily Faries, the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation Education Jurisdiction 

Negotiator, reminded the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation Education Conferenœ 

part ici pant s that 'traditional educatlion prepared childmn to become fully fundional 

members of their wmmun&s.* This simple statement reflects the sentiments, 

goals and aspirations of the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation Chiefs and Education 

Conference participants. Govemment policies Hihich took away control over the 

raising and education of their children have b e n  implemented relatively recently 

in the north compared to the experience of other First Nations (only 30 - 40 years 

ago for most remote wmmunities). Although some First Nation people from the 

Sioux Lookout District did attend residential sdiwl, the experience was quite 

different from that faced by many Aboriginal people in other parts of Ontario and 

Canada. The residential school experience was not implemented these First 

Nations until the 1940s - 1950s and was primarily limited to early elementary 

education (Winter, 1996). Therefore, the colonization agenda of residential 

sdiools agenda was less effective in these First Nations. Language. and culture 

have remained relatively intact until recently, although technological (television, 

internet) and social changes (loss of traditional hunting, gathering lifestyle, 

modemization, urbanization) pose a threat today. NAN Deputy Grand Chief Goyœ 

Kakegamic suggested Mat the Nishnawbe-Aski people have resisted assimilation 

and have never given up the dream of establishing their o w  education system. In 

his concluding remarks, Kakegamic emphasized the importance of maintaining a 



NAN wide focus to achieve jurisdiction over education. He stressed the importance 

of coming together as First Nations, to agree and move forward as one. 

At this 1997 Chief s Conference, the political leadership of the Sioux Lookout 

District First Nations espoused support for jurisdiction and control over education. 

The leadership argue that Aboriginal people in the Sioux Lookout District 

traditionally maintained an education system that met the needs of their people and 

was based on cultural values. The Chiefs suggest that their culture is dynamic and 

viable, and that education must be utilized to maintain this strong Nishnawbe 

identity, language and culture. Although there is general discussion about the 

components of traditional education and culture, there is not a great deal of specific 

information provided detailing what this specifically means. Howver, Nishnavube- 

Aski Nation is undertaking steps to negotiate jurisdiction over education and 

establish an Aboriginal specific post secondary institute that w*ll enable them to 

have some control over educational pradices for their people in the future. 

c.) Tribal Councils 

Tribal Councils are regional organizations, whereby a srnall number of First 

Nations (uswlly oiree to five) work together to achieve wmmon goals in a number 

of areas, including education. There are fout such organizations active in the Sioux 

Lookout District - the Independent First Nations Alliance; Keewaytinook 

Okimakanak Chiefs Council; Shibogama First Nations Council, and the Windigo 



First Nations Council. Not every First Nation belongs ta a Tribal Council. Sandy 

Lake and Mishkeegogamang First Nations are unaffiliateci, independent First 

Nations. The offices for these organizations are located in urban settings rather 

than in the isolated comrnunities, and the Board of Diredors are composed of the 

member First Nations Chiefs or representatives. Each Tribal Council is presently 

involved in bilingual, bicultural education program development at some level. 

d.) First Nations Chiefs and Councils 

The fourth and most important level of political decision-makers are the 

Wnty-three First Nations. First Nations Chiefs and Councils ultimately hold the 

decision-making power for their communities, in that the other political bodies may 

not proceed with decision-making without first obtaining the consent of the Chiefs 

(Dickason, 1997:259). If a situation arises whereby a decision is made by majority 

consent, any dissenting First Nations may choose to simply "opt-ouï' of that process 

and proceed with their o w  negotiations. Accountability is a major concern for First 

Nations. Despite the fad that they may initially support the establishment of an 

organization to provide joint service delivery to a number of First Nations, after a 

Mi le  some communities cease to feel ownership of that organization and hence 

stop supporting it. This issue of accountability and diversity of viewpoints often 

leads to the reorganization of Tribal Councils, and First Nations declaring 

themselves independent of Tribal Councils. Each First Nation is wrrently 

responsible for administering its o w  education program from kindergarten to grade 



eight, ten or twelve. As noted earlier, individual First Nations are involved in 

varying degrees of developing bilingual, biculturel education programs and 

negotiating jurisdiction issues with lndian Affairs. 

It is important to identrfy these four levels of Aboriginal govemance involved 

vvith self-government, specifically education jurisdidim negotiations, to illustrate the 

complex nature of the First Nations communities, and to caution that representation 

is not a simpl istic hierarch y. "Most First Nations are clear thet they are ultimately 

responsible for self-government, and that the ro/e of the other political bodjès is 

supporfive in nature" (Smith, t 995:6). 

Individual First Nations follow different models for managing their community 

schools: some schools have an administrator appointed by the Band Council; some 

schools are run by an Education Authority, which hires staff and has varying 

degrees of community involvement; and some schools are following a Provincial 

Board of Education model. H w v e r ,  al1 models report to the Chief and Council for 

final decision-making. To date, Indian Affairs is still responsible for funding the 

education programs. A nurnber of First Nations are currently developing or 

im plernenting new bicultural education programming . The longest mnning bicultural 

program in the Sioux Laokout District has b e n  in existence for approximately six 

years. 



In conclusion to this discussion of the context of the environment, the 

importance of situating the secondary educational experiences of the Sioux Lookout 

District First Nations within that of Canadian society as a Mole is recognized. The 

Royal Commission on Aboriginal People found that 51 % of Aboriginal People aga 

1 5 and over had less than a grade nine education in 1991 or did not graduate from 

high school. The comparable figure for non-Aboriginal people was about 37% 

(Canada 1996: Volume 3, Chapter 5, Section 4 ). Winter found that 'only 10 to 

1 5Oh of grade nine NNEC students graduate from grade twelve and only 0.7% 

graduate from grade thirteen" (Winter 1996:78). However, less than 35% of the 

Sioux Lookout District First Nation population over the age of 15 years attended 

grades nine to thirteen. Only 5% of the Sioux Lookout District First Nations 

population who attended secondary school completed their program and received 

a secondary school graduate certificate. Despite this low figure, 256 of the 

population who identified having an education, have received an university degree. 

(See Figure 1-1 )' 

5 Census Infornation was not availabie for the follcwing Sioux Lookout District First Nations: 
Kitctienuhmaykoosib Inninuwug (Big Trout Lake); McDowell Lake; Mishkeekogamang (New 
Osnaburgh); Wawakapewin; Kooctieching. 



Figure 1-1 : Highest Level of Education On Resenre 

Population Figures as of November 1999 
Education Figures according to 1996 Census of Canada, Statistics Canada. 
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Motivation: 

My personal interest in studying this topic wmes from a desire to support the First 

Nations in the north. During the past thirteen years, I have ftequently been employed on 

a contract basis by the Northem Nishnawbe Education Council, often in a problern-solving 

or program devetopment role. My experienœ has afforded me a glimpse of the changing 

dynamics of education in the nortti. I am a strong advocate of Aboriginal Self Govemment 

and have been a member of the community at a time when the Northem Nishnawbe 

people have taken control of Child and Family Services, Police Services, Health Services, 

and to some extent education. Some community members and former colleagues are 

uneasy about what the final transition of education will ultimately look like. Time is ninning 

out due to government pressure to download services, and the concem of some 

community members is that, in the absence of a delivery model, the money will simply be 

divided between each First Nation. The rapidly growing needs of First Nation communities 

and a lack of global vision may result in insufficient funding for meeting the educational 

goals of the communities. 

Given the number of political bodies wrrently involved in negotiating education 

jurisdiction, I have abandoned my earlier intention to attempt to develop a shared delivery 

model that meets political needs and provides a quality and cufturally appropriate 

education for the students. I have chosen to look more closely at M a t  First Nations 

students identify as their needs for accessing a quality education. 



It is recognized that the final thesis wiil present findings that are the perspective of 

the researcher. As the researcher, I will attempt to be self-reflective, identifying 

assumpt ions and bias throug hout the process. To quote Rupert Ross, 9 cannot tell you 

about Aboriginal reality, only about how I have corne to understand my own exposure to 

small parts of it" (Ross, 1996: 34). 

Professor Marlene Castellano asked me hiiio questions Mich I have refiected upon 

during the witing of this thesis: Who do you wmnt to validate your knowiedge? Who do 

you want to persuade with your knowledge? Despite conducting this research to fulfill 

academic requirements to obtain a Master's Degree, it is the Native community in the 

Sioux Lookout District that I wish to validate this wrk. I have beeri in contact on a wekly 

and in some cases daily basis with community members and administrators who took part 

in the research, almost unknowingly in an effort to validate these findings. At the same 

time, I want to persuade the same Native community with my understanding of the 

knowledge I have gathered in the course of this study. I also want the knowiedge to be 

able to be used by the Native community to persuade others, particularly funding agencies 

and lndian and Northem Affairs Canada, to assist them in their efforts ta better meet the 

needs of their secondary students. Finally, with the submission of the final thesis paper, 

it is hoped that some new information will be avaifable for negotiation and discussion by 

both the Aboriginal and academic communities. I hop  to present the information in a way 

that others may interpret and analyze the findings in a variety of contexts. 



Northern Nishnawbe Education Council: 

The Northem Nishnawbe Education Council (NNEC) is a Sioux Lookout District 

Education Authority established in 1979 to coordinate secondary and pst-secondary 

programs for First Nation students wishing to pursue further education off-reserve or 

through distance education. The Northem Nishnawbe Education Counal was founded in 

the belief that 'district F i m  Nabons exetcise seFgovemment authority in educafron through 

distnct Fi& Nations organizations and institutions" ( N  N EC Annual Report, 1 998: 3). This 

is reflected in the composition of NNEC's Board of Diredors Mich consists of two Chiefs 

(or their delegates) and one Elder from each of the four Tribal Councils, as wll as one 

representatives from each of the two independent unaffiliated First Nations. According 

to agency documents, the three main objectives of the organization are: 

. to provide secondary level education services to their First Nations students 

attend school away from home; 

. to increase the number of First Nations' professionals through post- 

secondary programs in order to advance First Nations' self-government, self- 

determination and economic SM-sufïiciency, and 

. to assist Band Councils with local control of education, as requested. 

(NNEC 1 998:3) 

The Guiding Principle of Northem Nishnawbe Education Council is as follows: 



Our culhm is unique and must be kept alNe for our children. 
Education must indude knowledge of ouf language, cuItufe, 
history, values, heritage and spiritual beliefs. Educahnal 
programs must be culturally relevant with cumcula designed, 
developed and delivered by Fimt Nations people. (NNEC 
Annual Report 1997-98:3) 

The Northem Nishnawbe Education Council receives its education funding by direct 

contribution from lndian and Northem Affairs Canada and through service arrangements 

with member First Nations. Program Services provided by NNEC include: InSchool 

Program, Pelican Falls First Nation High School; Pelican Falls Centre; Northem Eagle 

Education Program; Wahsa Distance Education Centre; Post-Secondary Program; Native 

Teacher Education Program; Administration and Finance; District Native Language 

Projects, as well as liaison, advice and training as requested by First Nations. 

Students pursuing a secondary education live in boarding homes in a number of 

urban centres such as: S i o u  Lookout, Thunder Bay, Sault Ste Marie, Ottawa. In-School 

Prograrn Counsellors are provided in Sioux Lookout and other major centres where 

possible. Students retum home at Christmas break, March break and for the summer. 

This study will focus on NNEC sponsored students attending secondary SC~OOIS 

in Sioux Lookout. This case study approach provides an opportunity to examine the 

educational experiences of students coming from similar backgrounds but attending two 

significantly different programs administered by the Northem Nishnawbe Education 

Council in Sioux Lookout, Ontario. This cornparison of students from similar backgrounds 

yet experiencing two distinct programs, a) an open boarding homelpublic school 



environment with sorne Native Studies content and b) a closed residentiallbilingual, 

bicultural First Nation controlled prkate school environment, will allow for an examination 

of factors potentially infiuencing student success, M i ch  the l iterature review establishes 

has not been undertaken before. 

Sioux Lookout Boarding Home Program/Queen Elizabeth District High Schod 

(1 n-town/Queen Elizabeth) 

This study will examine the educational experiences of students residing in 

community boarding homes and attending the Queen Elizabeth District High Schwl, a 

public school located in Sioux Lookout with a student population of 500. The student 

population decreases throughout the year with student dropouts. Prior to the 

establishment of Pelican Falls First Nation High School, this public high school accepted 

150 NNEC students each year wbich has since been reduced to 100 NNEC students. The 

school has a 50% Native population. a mixture of off-reserve Native people and some 

overfiow of First Nation students wtiich cannot be accommodated at Pelican. Students 

reside families in town who are paid by NNEC to provide boarding homes. There are 

three In-School Program Counsellors in Sioux Lookout M o ,  in addition to their 

responsibilities for the 335 secondary students attending school elsevuhere, oversee the 

Boarding Homes, provide social and recreational activities and generally supervise and 

support the Sioux Lookout students' education. 



Queen Elizabeth District High School provides an Ontario accredited secondary 

level program designed to meet the needs of students residing in Sioux Lookout and area. 

"At Queen Elizabeth District High Schml, we believe the purpose of education is to help 

students achieve their potential in physiwl, intellecual, social, cuftufal and moral 

development" (Queen Elizabeth District High School Course Calendar 1999-2000, page 

1). 

Queen Elizabeth District High School offers 130 courses developed following the 

requirernents of the Ontario Ministry of Education. Courses are offered at the basic, 

general and advanced levels and are designed to "meet the needs, inZeresh and abilities 

of the students in this commundy and district" (Queen Elizabeth District High School 

Course Calendar 1999-2000, page 1). Courses are offered in: Art, Business Studies, 

Accounting, Computer Studies, Introduction to Business, Keyboarding , Law, Drama, 

English, French, Geography, History, Mathematics, Music, Native Language, Native 

Studies, Personal Life Management, Physical and Health Education, Science, and 

Technology Studies. A total of eleven courses are specifically related to Native people, 

six of which are available on altemate years. These courses are: grade ten, eleven and 

W l v e  Native Arts and Crafts at the general level; a grade eleven general level English 

course in Native Literature; grade ten, eleven and twelve general level Native Language 

course and a grade ten and eleven Native Studies course at the general and advanced 

fevel. Courses may lead to an Ontario Secondary School Diplorna, Ontario Academic 

Courses (OAC) and a Certificate of Education. 



Additional programs offered by Queen Elizabeth District High SdKKJl indude a 

French Immersion Program whereby students may take up to four courses taught in 

French - Canadian Geography, Law and two French courses. C-ative Education is 

offered to students with good discipline and attendance to provide meaningful leaming 

experiences outside the classroom wtiich complement learning experiences in the 

ciassroom and is based on a partnership be-n the school and business/industry in the 

community. Queen Elizabeth District High Sdiool has a program Hihereby OAC courses 

with low enrolments may be offered in combination with interested students fmm other 

area high schools through distance education. Queen Elizabeth District High School 

delivers a PASSfConnections Program. The PASS Program (Parents Attending 

Secondary School) is meant ta accommodate those students who find it difficult ta attend 

regular classes due to pregnancy and/or the responsibilities of child care by offering 

lndependent Learning courses. The Connections Prograrn has the same academic 

component as the PASS program but differs in the eligibility of students, recognizing 

special needs of students that can't be accommodated within the regular classrwm 

setting. There are very specific selection criteria whereby the vice-principal and guidance 

counsellors assess each application to detemine student qualification. 

Services for students provided by Queen Elizabeth District High Schoal include: 

Guidance Services; an Individual Leaming Program for exceptional students as identified 

by an lndependent Placement Review Cornmittee; Special Education, and Health Care 

Services are provided by a school nurse. Tutorial Services for NNEC sponsored stuâents 

are available at Queen Elizabeth District High School from Monday to Friday during school 



hours and Monday to Thursday evenings. 

Student Activities supported by Queen Elizabeth District High School include a 

Student Council, which is an elected group representing the student body. Fundraising. 

public relations, student conœms, leadership courses and school activities are al1 duties 

of the Council. A Yearbook is produced each year by students. The Athletic Program 

offered by Queen Elizabeth District High School includes school teams which cornpete in 

the NorWOSSA league against other schools across NorUiwestern Ontario and lntramural 

sports. Special events hosted by Queen Elizabeth include: Halloween Activities; 

Christmas Assernbly; Winter Carnival, and Spfing Activity Day. Students at Queen 

Elizabeth produce a newsletter entitled 'Nonamenews" Mich is a Native Students' 

Newsletter sharing poetry, pictures, arbmrk, birthdays and upcoming events. 

Queen Elizabeth District High School's year is divided into two semesters, each 

approximately twenty weeks in length. The first semester extends from September to 

January and the second uns from Febniary to June. Students take four courses per 

semester or eight courses per year. The Keewatin Patricia District Schwl Board and 

Queen Elizabeth District High School believe that " W a r  attendance is an essential part 

of every course taught" (Queen Elizabeth District High School 1998-99 Handbook, page 

8). Students who miss twelve classes in any one subjed except for the reason of 

bereavement, hospitalization or school-related adivities have that course credit removed. 



The objective of the In-School Program is to suppat students emotionall y. socially, 

spiritual l y, academically and financially. Staff assist full-time district First Nation students 

attending off-reserve special education and sacondary schools. There are three In-School 

Program Counsellors in Sioux Lookout who assisted 435 students in the 1997-98 schml 

year attending school in Thunder Bay, Ear Falls, Sault Ste. Marie, Winnipeg, Ignace. Fort 

Frances, Kenora and of course Pelican Falls Centre and Sioux Lookout. Approximately 

one hundred of these students are accommodated in the boarding home program in Sioux 

Lookout. NNEC pays tuition, travel and room and board for these students. Students also 

receive a small monthly allowance and an annual clothing budget. Admission Referrals 

to the In-School Program are accapted through each First Nations Education Authority. 

Students must be Status Indians, live on a First Nation within NNEC's jurisdiction, meet 

secondary school entrance requirements and be less than 21 years of age. NNEC has 

policies related to the expected behaviour and performance of students in the program 

which includes: no consumption of alcohol or illegal substances; regular attendance; 

curfew; daily study time; and respect t w r d  teachers, peers and boarding home parents. 

Disciplinary measures may be implemented for failing to comply with these policies and 

range from being "groundedn to signing a contract and lastly, k i n g  dismissed from the In- 

School Program and sent home (NNEC Policy Manual). 

The need for boarding homes in Sioux Lookout is advertised through the media and 

community members apply through NNEC. In-School Program counsellors interview and 

screen prospective boarding home parents and provide them with support. 



Counsellors arrange for students' dental, eye and medical care. Counsellors 

promote social and recreational activities for students such as danœs, movies, leadership 

workshops, student meetings, dinnen and dances, fishing, barbecues, concerts, lntemet 

instruction and more. Students undertake extensive fundraising including bingos, truck 

raffle, 50150 draw and nimmage sales. This fundraising supports student trips to such 

places as: Beaver Lake Camp, Minneapolis, Thunder Bay, Winnipeg and Toronto. Sian 

Lookout students also take part in NNEC organized sports at the TM Recreation Centre. 

The In-town1Queen Elizabeth program is not as stnictured at Pelican Falls Centre 

since the students are dispersed in numerous homes located throughout Siow Lookout 

and area. Given the high ratio of counsellors to students, supervision is lefi primarily to 

Board Home parents. 

In conclusion to this general program overview, it should be noted that the retention 

rate for Sioux Lookout In-todQueen Elizabeth students is officially recordeci as follows: 

1 998199 = 81 %; 1 997198 = 80%; 1996197 = go%.' 

There is a significant difierence in calculation of retention rates between NNEC administration as 
reflected in their annual report and staff who work at the Queen Elizabeth District High School. 
Queen Elizabeth school staff conservatively calculate the retention rate at 60%. For example, there 
were 88 students enrolled in Fehary  1999 and only 53 students still registered in May. Whereas 
Pelican Falls Centre calculates their retention rate based on every student who physi~ally shows up 
at the Centre, the In-town retention rate may be calculated basexi on nominal roll figures, that is, 
students for whom NNEC pays tuition. Nominal roll count does not take piace until6-8 weeks into 
the semester. Students M o  drop out during this priod may not taken into account in NNEC's 
official retention fiures. For the purposes of anal* of this study, the rate of al1 students who 
register and subsequently remain in the program, as indicated in Pelican FaIl's Centre f ~ u m ,  will 
be utilized. 



For the comparative purposes of this study, I characterize the In-TMQueen 

Elizabeth program as an 'Open Environment", that is, a less controlled boarding 

horne/public school environment with some Native Studies content. Some elaboration of 

the NNEC student school experience in the "open environment" is provided in Chapter 

Five. 

Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nations High School (PFCIFNHS) 

The Northem Nishnawbe Education Council developed its own high scbwl program 

at Pelican Falls upon the direction of the Sioux Lookout District Chiefs to better meet the 

needs of the students coming from the north. Pelican Falls First Nation High School is 

located on 172 acres of woodland on the shores of Pelican Lake. approximately IHRnty 

minutes from Sioux Lookout. 

Pelican Falls First Nations High School (PFFNHS) has been in operation since 

1992. It has grom and changed from a grade 9-1 O transition program school preparing 

students to enter provincial secondary schools to a grade 9-12 high school preparing 

students for post sewndary. The Pelican Falls First Nation High School provides a 

bilingual, bicuttural education prograrn for First Nations students who do not have a 

wmplete secondary program available on resewe. Offieserve Aboriginal students are 

not eligible to attend. PFFNHS has a student population of 150, with 120 students living 

on site and 30 students commuting daily from Lac Seul First Nation. 



The Pelican Falls Centre (PFC) is the Boarding Home Program on the site. Pelican 

Falls Centre began with three student homes in 1978 for grade nine and ten students 

attending Queen Elizabeth District High School in Sioux Lookout, in order to prepare the 

students for the transition to an urban centre. It has expanded to nine homes for the grade 

9-12 students attending PFFNHS. Each home bouses eight to twelve students and is 

staffed by Counsellors. 

House parents and teachers are predominately Aboriginal people, or non-Aboriginal 

people with extensive cross-cultural experience, sensitivity and awareness of the 

Aboriginal culture. A modified schaol calendar is provided which a l l ~  students to spend 

more time throughout the school year at home in their First Nation. During the course of 

this study, September 1 997 to May 1999, Pelican Falls First Nation High School had a 

qualified Native Principal with a strong sense of cultural identity and MO continues 

traditional pursuits such as hunting, trapping and fishing. This program provides al1 

academic and social development supports within a closed environment on the site. For 

the comparative purposes of this study, the Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School 

program is characterized as a "Closed Environment," that is, a twenty-four hour a day 

supervised residential program Mich provides al1 aspects of bilingual, bicultural, social, 

emotional, mental and physical programs within a controlled and highly strudured self- 

contained First Nation private school environment. 

Pelican Falls First Nation High Schwl (PFFNHS) provides an Ontario accredited 

secondary level program designed to meet the ducational needs of Sioux Lookout District 



First Nations students and the educational aspirations and goals of parents and wmmunity 

leaders. 

The mission of Pelican Falls First Nation High School is to 
ensue students develop a strong sense of identity in the 
distinct language, culture and traditions of the Anishnawbek 
and achieve academic excellence to bemme acWe members 
of society as a selfqovernance people. ( P F F NH S Ca lenda r , 
1 999:3) 

The goals of Pelican Falls First Nation High School are: 

To improve the secondary school graduation rate of distnCt Fi& 
Nations students. 

To teach studenh the knowledge, sl<ills and values to successfully 
pursue post secondary education or enter the work force. 

To assïst students in developing a sense of identity and pddè in First 
Nations hetifage thmugh knowledge and understanding of 
themselves and their history. 

To develop and deliver programs that pmo te ,  enhance and teach 
First Nations values, languages, histary, heritage and culture. 

To promote Native Language fluency and literacy by teaching district 
First Nations languages, using First Natbns languages as the 
medium of instruction, encouraging the use of the languages 
socially, and actively promoting the languages through schml 
meda and communications. 

To provide a positive, canng, nurtunng environment that encourages 
life long learning. 

To involve students and parents in the decision-making of the school. 

To develop in consuifation wïth students and parents a modifieâ 
school year wlendar. 

To provide a vaned school cumicuum that pmvEdes pmgrams and 
activities to encourage comrnunity, social and moral 
responsibilitrés. 

To encourage excellence in teaching and high standards of 
pedomanœ in leaming. (PFFNHS. 1 999: 7 )  



The curriculum at Pelican Falls First Nation High School has been developed to 

support the program's mission statement and goals, and has been adapted in the following 

ways: 

A// coumes must renect Fi& Nation's perspectives 
AI1 English courses mustpmmote F M  Natlon authorwjpoets up 
to 50% of the course. 
Native language courses are a requirement f& studenfs in 
grade nine and ten. 
Native language is o&red fmm grades 9-1 2 in Ojbway and 
from grades 9-OAC in Oji-Cree. 
Native Studies is the required Canadian Histoty course for 
students. 
Elders sham their knowledge and skills in a vaMy of courses 
within the school. 
AM students pamCipate in a cultural camping tdp held dutïng 
the month of September- 
Traditional outdoor sMls are taught in grade nine and senior 
level outdoor courses. (1 999: 1 3) 

Pelican Falls First Nation High School offers three levels of diffiwlty al1 leading to 

a Secondary Schooi Graduation Diploma or an Ontario Secondary School Diploma. The 

school only offered grade 10 math at the basic level in 1998-99 to assist students in 

building their math skills. Al1 other courses are provided at the general or advance level. 

Courses are offered in: Drama; ArtsfCrafts; Photography; Accounting; Entrepreneurship; 

Business Studies; Consumer Studies; Coop Education; Cornputers; Data Processing; 

English; Regional Geography; Law; Native Studies; World Religions; History Twntieth 

Cent u ry; Cree; Oji bwe; Mathematics; Parenting ; Career Planning; Personal Life 

Management; Outdoor Education; Physical Education; Biology; Environmental Science; 

and Technology. 



Additional program senrices provided by the Pelican Falls First Nation High School 

include an Elders Program, whereby Elders living at PFC provide students and staff with 

spiritual guidance, support, wunselling and advice. As part of the daily school prograrn 

and Board Home program, Elders w r k  with teachers. staff and students to teach the 

language, values, history, traditions and wltural activities. The Cultural Inclusion Program 

ensures that cultural program components are integrated in the school curriculum, and an 

Education Assistant helps with interpretation and translation and tearn teaching in cultural 

programs such as the construction of canoes, tikinagans, camping, canoeing, hunting. 

setting mare, natural medicines, crafts and so on. Native languages are taught and staffs 

encourage the use of the Native language. 

Student decision making is encouraged through the establishment of Chief and 

Council, an elected student body vutiich plans and coordinates social activities, raises 

student issues and represents the student body at functions and presentations. They 

appear to be very involved and have a strong relationship with the school staff and 

principal. 

The school year calendar is developed Ath student and parental input to 

accommodate student travel and to allow less tirne for students to be separated from their 

families living in the north. The schwl year begins the first week of September and ends 

the first week of May. There are longer breaks at Christmas (four weeks) and Mar& break 

(1 2 days) to allow students to have a longer visit with their families. Teachen Professional 

Development Days are built into times M e n  students are in their home cornmunities, so 



they do not get days off during the week. The school day begins at 8:45 a.m. and ends 

at 4:00 p.m. each day with four 93 minute periods. Two evenings per wwk students must 

attend tutorial from 4: 15- 5 1  5 p.m. On the tvvo evenings per w e k  that students vvho Iive 

on the site are not involved in tutorial, students are encouraged to take part in 

extracurricular activities during the sarne time period. Activities include, art, sports, drama, 

music, field trips, photography, school newsletter, wodumrking, yeaftmk, travel club and 

student council to name a few. 

Pelican Falls First Nation High School provides a caoperative education prograrn 

whereby students may earn credits wrking in a job related to a career interest such as 

policing, medical, communications, engineering and business. Students may participate 

for tw classes per semester, equally onehalf day on alternate school days. 

A School Counsellor provides academic, career and personal counselling. T w  

Pelican Falls Centre Student Support Workers provide personal counselling and Iiaise with 

Elders, parents, teachers, Pelican Falls Centre staff and support agencies. Tutoring is 

provided by school staff two evenings a week. 

The boarding home program located on the site is known as the Pelican Falls 

Centre and predates the development of the High School. With the establishment of the 

High School at Pelican Falls Centre, the boarding home program underwent revisions so 

that it works in partnership with the sdiool. Pelican Falls Centre Counsellors, or 

Houseparents as they as more popularly known, are employed to staff the boarding 



homes. uPelican Falls Centre House Counsellors prowde parenting, home /if&, meals, 

emotional support, social and recreational programs and Iife skills ranging from personal 

hygiene to meal preparation and budgeting" (NNEC Annual Report 1997-98, page 8). 

Pelican Falls Centre provides a well-structured routine vuhich begins with a wake-up cal1 

and ensuring al1 students attend sdiool and ends with 'lights out" at 11:30 p.m. The 

Counsellors sleep on the site when on duty, although they are often counselling troubfed 

students through the night. House Counsellors do not stay on the site between 8:30 - 4:30 

p.m. during the week while students are at school. 

Since the Pelican Falls Centre was originally designed to assist students making 

the transition from living in remote native communities with family to living away fmm home 

in a more urban setting, they have a transition boarding home program for intermediate 

and senior students where there is a less structured routine, an easing of rules and the 

students are given more personal responsibility. This home is staffed by permanent live-in 

counsellors. Students do not have a superviseci study hour and are responsible for meal 

preparation. They are not required to participate in every social or recreational activity 

delivered by the program. 

In conclusion to this general program overview, it should be noted that Pelican Falls 

CentreIFirst Nation High School retention rates are as follows: 1 998/99 = 81 %; l997/98 

= 89.5%; 1996197 = 92%. These numbers reflect every student who came into the 

program, "even if they didn't stay long enough to unpack." 



Conclusion: 

The context of the educational situation and the roles of the various stakeholders 

has been described. Fomal eâucation has been a relatively recent phenornenon in 

cornparision to Aboriginal experience in other parts of the province and Canada. As a 

result, Sioux Lookout District First Nations have an opportunity to develop an education 

that v d l  maintain and reinforce their language and culture Mi le  at the same time providing 

students with skills and tools to participant in mainstream society. Aboriginal education 

literature wïll be examined more thoroughly in Chapter TWO although the initial sense from 

Sioux Lookout District leadership clearly suggests that Aboriginal people view education 

as a means of providing skills and tools to participate effedively in the mainstream 

economy, Mi le at the same time validating and reinforcing Aboriginal cultural values, 

Aboriginal ways of knowing and doing as well as Aboriginal language. 

Given the stark statistics presented in Figure 1-1, whereby only 5% of the Sioux 

Lookout District Aboriginal population has wmpleted a secondary education, research on 

factors which influence secondary school success becomes more meaningful for 

educational development. The model presented in Figure 1-2 is designed to help organize 

the information derived from this study. The knowiedge presented in the following 

chapters will culminate in application to the two school programs. 



The wmparison of Sioux Lookout District First Nation students from similar 

backgrounds who are experiencing two distinct programs, a) an open boarding 

home/public school environment with some Native Studies content, and b) a closed 

residential/bilinguaI, biwltural First Nation controlled private schoof environment, will allow 

for a interesting examination of factors potentially leading to student success. The findings 

of this study may contribute to First Nations biwltural, bilingual education program 

development in the Sioux Ladkout District, and enhanœ semndary school success both 

in ternis of academic achievement and contributing rnembers of their communities. 



Figurs 1.2 
Factors lnfluencing First Nation Seconda y School Success 

Utility of Education 

- - - - -  Pm-existing Factor 
Ongoing Factor O Acadernic Factors - Pre-existing and Ongoing Factor 0 ldentity Factors 



CHAPTER TWO 

UTERATURE REWEW 

This section well provide a brief literature review describing the concept of 

successful education and factors identified as having a direct or adverse Mect on 

Aboriginal student participation and retention in secondary education. Most of the 

literature surveyed addresses Aboriginal students, and where available, specifically 

the Sioux Lookout District of the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation. The researcher was 

unable to locate any studies focusing on Aboriginal secondary education in 

Northwestern Ontario. The broader literature uncovered was largely silent on the 

interaction of factors that contribute to Aboriginal secondary school success. In 

addition, the researcher is detenined that this wi-Il not simply be another study in 

Native Student dropout rates, rather the thesis wiII focus on examining factors will 

potentially support a successful secondary education, however that may be defined 

by the stakeholder groups involved. 

This chapter will begin with an examination of literature related to Aboriginal 

educational success. An overview of literature discussing Aboriginal educational 

models related to success is followed by discussion of fiterature related to specific 

factors influencing Aboriginal student progress. 



There is very little literature which focuses specifically on Aboriginal 

concepts of success related to education. These concepts are imbedded within the 

philosophy of Aboriginal education literature and the social psychology of 

Aboriginal literature. A review of Aboriginal education Iiterature identifies that the 

primary function of education is the socialization of the young into a society and 

reinforces the notions of an education which respects Traditional Aboriginal values, 

history of Aboriginal people and traditional ways of leaming, M i l e  preparing 

students for interaction with rnainstrearn society. Supporting the ideology of 

education promoting academics as well as positive Aboriginal Identity, the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal People summarizes theirfindings regarding a philosophy 

for education. 

In the main, Aboriginal peoples want two things from 
education: They want schmls to help children, youth 
and adults leam the skills they need in order to 
participate fully in the ewnomy. They want schools to 
help children to develop as citizens of Aboriginal natbns 
- with the knowledge of their language and traditions as 
necessary for cuitufal continu@. (Canada 1 996: 82) 

In particular, tradition is vievmd as an important component of a successful 

education. The concept of tradition seems to refer to cultural worldview specific ta 

Aboriginal people including their beliefs, values, attitudes and behaviors that have 

been maintained and evolved despite assimilation efforts. This idea of tradition is 



operationalized in different ways within the diverse Aboriginal cornmunities, but 

Aboriginal educators in particular would argue that there are some common themes 

particularly related to the traditional ways of knowing and learning that apply to 

most if not al1 Aboriginal people. Jeanette Amistrong notes that traditional 

education is 'a natural p m s s  mumng duting everyday activiües ... ensuring 

cultural continuity and survival of the mental, spintual, emotional and physical well- 

being of the cultural unit and ifs envitonment" (Kirkness, 1992:7). Eber Hampton 

continues to expand upon this theme of Traditional lndian Education by 

suggesting: 

AI1 traditional Native Methads oçcurred within cultural 
settings that were characterized by subsistenœ 
economies, inantext learning, persona1 and kinship 
relatans between teachers and students, and ample 
opportunities for students to observie adult role moâels 
who exemplifled the knowledge, skills, and values being 
taught- In attenuated form, many lndian families and 
communities continue to use these methods to teach 
their children content from both lndian and Anglo 
cultures. (Hampton, 1995:8) 

These characterizations of Traditional Aboriginal education suggested by 

Hampton, Armstrong, Haig-Brown, Battiste, Armstrong and others rings tnie for the * 

Sioux Lookout District First Nations. Traditional Aboriginal education is a wrldview 

based on natural Iaw; everything is alive and has a spirit. A key aspect of 

traditional Aboriginal education for the student is leaming to be a good person. The 

reci procal relationship be-n humans and "Mother Earth' is based upon respect, 



and fundamental corresponding duties and responsibilities to maintaining that 

balanced relationship. The hunting and gathering societies of the Sioux Lookout 

DistrÏct First Nations in particular used rolemodeling, kinship and inantext 

learning to support the daily activities and survival of the group in a very harsh 

environment. Didadic teachings in this society include story telling, with different 

layers of meanings as the child became more mature and reached deeper levels 

of the quest for knowledge and understanding (Fiddler and Stevens, 1985; 

Stevens 1971; Macfie and Johnson, 1991; Beck and Walters, 1977; Banai- 

Benton, 1 979; Ross, 1 996) . Archibald sumrnarizes traditional patterns of teaching 

as including the following characteristics independence, self-reliance, observation, 

discovery, practical experience, and respect for nature (1 995:303). The 

introduction of institutionalized elementary education system (day schools) in the 

Sioux Lookout District First Nations is quite reœnt (thirty - forty years), and some 

wu ld  argue that elements of the traditional learning style are still pradiced in many 

Sioux Lookout District First Nation families. 

Aboriginal educators suggest that traditional education is a concept that 

continues to inforrn Aboriginal education in its various iterations. "Sorne people 

currently focus on traditrons and have vety little to do with institutional education; 

some work in and around public schools or in Band wntrolled situations and look 

to tradition for wntributions to a cumculum development respeclful of Aboriginal 

cultures and their histonès" (Haig-Brown, 1 997:20). Arlene Stairs proposes that 



the movernent in Native Education from lirnited witural inclusion to a broad cultural 

basis of leaming and teaching including Native language, content material, 

ecological context, social process and cognitive process is a feature of Native 

educational successes (Stairs, 19951 50). In the model proposecl by Stairs, the 

Queen Elizabeth District High School would be considered as offering lirnited 

cultural inclusion to its students by occasionally offering Native language or history 

courses, and wu ld  therefore be situated at the lowest stage of her mode1 teading 

to Aboriginal student educational success. In cantrast, Pelican Falls First Nation 

High School is an example of providing leaming and teaching on an expanding 

cultural base, although the program does not meet Stairs' criteria for a broad 

culturatly based education program, the highest stage of her model for Aboriginal 

student educational success. The Pelican Falls High school is strongly based in 

Native language, vvhich is spoken freely in school as wll as offered as courses, 

curriculum material is based on the history and values of the area First Nations, and 

the program is rooted in an ecoIogicaI context vvhich reinforces the hunting and 

gathering values and activities of the students' home environments. In addition, 

Pelican Falls makes an effort to support the social cunure of the leamers, by 

attempting to reinforce a kinship model of leaming to some extent through the 

informai relationships teachers and staff, and a cooperative leaming 

environment which promotes group leaming in some instances rather than 

individual achievement. At the cognitive level of Stairs' model, Pelican Falls First 

Nation High school recognizes that there are difierent way of leaming and knowing, 



but have not attempted to define or integrate traditional cognitive culture within the 

confines of provincial educational guidelines. 

The underlying theme reinforced by al1 of these Aboriginal educators refers 

to the potential role a biwltural education may provide in successfully meeting the 

education needs of Aboriginal people. Faith Maina suggests that these education 

strategies "must validate and support al1 aspects of a child's culture in the 

classroom, provide a learning environment that is congruent to home reanng 

practices, and provide skills and knowledge that will enable students to participate 

in the larger Canadian society if they so wishn (1995:86). The challenge facing 

Aboriginal educators and First Nations rests with who holds the power and control 

in designing programs Midi will meet the social and cultural identity needs of 

Aboriginal students so that they may become functioning members of their 

communities, as wll as provide students with academic skills and knowledge of the 

larger society. Arguably, Aboriginal leadership view jurisdiction over education as 

a wrnerstone to self-detemination (McCaskill in C harnpagne 1 994394). 

Diane Longboat confimis the concept of education as the key to the future 

of Aboriginal peoples and the importance of grounding such education in reinforcing 

and rnaintaining Aboriginal identity: 

Education can enhance SUM-val of Fimt Nations people 
only if it mntributes to idenMy development through 
learning our languages, our culfural traditions, and our 
spifitual beliefs. The development of Indan human 



beings involves this type of a-ve growth as w l l  as 
the development of academic skills in the s f M  a&pifiIie 
sense. A First Nations person must first know himseif, 
his clan, his nation and his responsibilities if he is to 
function as an Indian. An Indian identity provides a 
framework of values upon which one wews la, the 
natural wr ld  and one's place in i t  Ski11 development 
becornes a mechanical acquisiticn once selfesteem, 
identity and confidence have been Ibnned- (In Barman 
et al. 1 987:4O) 

Hence, this review of the literature suggests that key aspects of defining a 

successful Native education include both identity and academic outcornes. The 

social, cultural and spiritual wmponents of Aboriginal identity are an important 

component of education and should be based on traditional ways of knowing and 

leaming in order to reinforce students' ties with and wntribution ta the Aboriginal 

community as a whole. At the same tirne, achieving academic skills and taals that 

will enable students to participate in mainstream society, if they wish, is also 

recognized as an important component of a successful education. 

Factors Influencinci Successful Education: 

Overview: 

Dr. Gail Winter (1 996) has witten the most relevant literature retating to this 

study . Her wrk provided the foundation for the analysis of findings in this 

research and is frequently referenced throughout this thesis. Winter's 1996 Doctor 



of Education thesis "Breaking the camel's back: Factors influencing the pmgress of 

First Nation post-secondary students studying in Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada" 

elucidates Sioux Lookout District F irst Nations students' perspectives on their post- 

secondary education experiences. Winter stated that she w s  unable to locate 

any study focusing on Aboriginal post-secondary education in Northwestem 

Ontario. The literature she did locate w s  largely silent on the interadion of factors 

which affect Aboriginal port-secondary students' progress. Thus, Wintef s study 

contributes to filling in these gaps in literature. Winter found that academic 

preparation, support, the utility of education and cultural dissonance are al1 factors 

which influence student progress. She found that weakness in one factor can 

intensify the weakness in other factors so that only a small setback can end p s t -  

secondary studies. Winter's study will be examined more thoroughly in Chapter Six 

in a cornparison to the findings of this research with Sioux Lookout District First 

Nations secondary students. 

Most of the literature referring to the interaction of factors related to 

Aboriginal educational progress or success is based upon post-secondary or adult 

education. Aboriginal literature related to secondary education in NorViwestern 

Ontario addresses primarily issues related to jurisdiction, local control and policy 

(Witt, 1 994; Maina, 1995; Paquette, 1986; Brady 1991 ). Examination of the 

Aboriginal literature which proposes models which address educational success or 

progress suggests the following factors as important: wlturally relevant curriculum; 



contextual leaming based on Aboriginal history; reinforcing cultural ways of learning 

and knowing through emphasis on the group rather than individual achievement; 

informal relationships between teacher and learner and an education Hlfiich is 

service-oriented (Hampton, 1995; Wilson, 1988). In addition, the iiterature suggests 

that motivation and an education which provides skills and tools to succeed in the 

mainstream environment also are contributing factors to Aboriginal educational 

success. Coldeway (1 986) has developed a distance education mode1 identifying 

factors which influence leamer success, including: personal factors such as 

background and experience; personal reasons for enrollment; institutional pacing 

and delivery factors; and course design and delivery factors (1 986:91). 

Eber Hampton (1995:18) wnducted research into the Iimited success of 

programs designed to educate Indians. As a result of his research with lndians 

enrolled in the Harvard Graduate Schooi of Education reflecting on "this is what 

lndian Education was, this is what it is, and this is what it should ben (1 99S:l6), 

Hampton identified -Ive standards of education forfurther discussion which could 

enhance success of Aboriginal eduwtion programs. These twelve standards: 

spirituality, service, diversity, culture, tradition, respect, history, relentlessness, 

vitality, conflict, place and transfomation, provide a framework for rewnsidering 

education for Aboriginal people, some of Mich will be elabarated upon in Chapter 

Six of this study. Eber Hampton tentatively (his words) suggests the followihg 

propositions as steps towards articulating a theory of lndian Education, in an article 



entitled "Redefinition of lndian Education" contained in The Circle Unfolds: 

Spiritual concerns are an important part of lndian 
Education. 
There are distinctive Indian styles of thought and 
wmmunication with educational implications. 
For most Indians, education has the dual purpose of 
promoting lndian features as well as providing skills and 
information relevant to non-lndian stxiety. 
Indian education cannot be understood apart from an 
historical analysis. 
Indian education occurs in a cultural atmosphere that is 
perrneated by both strong group bonds and great individual 
freedom . 
Indian education is se~ioeoriented. (Hampton, 1 995: 1 5 )  

Janet Wilson (1 983) conducted a study with 860 Wisconsin lndian college 

students and graduates to identify positive factors contributing to the completion of 

college, after finding few studies that included success factors with failure factors. 

Wilson's findings from the students' perspectives suggest the follow.ng factors as 

contributing to cornpletion of college degraes: school was enjoyable; students were 

encouraged by adults; secondary school grades were average or higher; English 

skills were adequate; racism had k e n  recognized in high school and successfully 

coped with in college; students were healthy; students believed in the necessity of 

college education to achieve goals in life; students intended to use post-s8condary 

education to benefit lndian people; students identified an inner sense of purpose 

and determination (1 983:86). The British Columbia Ministry of Education 

developed curriculum to support Native literacy and life skills and builds upon 

Wilson's study from an administrative perspedive. The Post-secondary department 



identified W l v e  factors "imporfant to the succzessful implementation of a native 

adult program" (B.C. Ministry of Education, 1 989:26). These factors include: 

community based leaming; student centred curriwlum; Native culture built into the 

curriculum; experientiallactivity oriented leaming; dialogical relationship be-n 

student and instnictor; Native personnel and involvement; maximum student input 

and choice; witurally relevant materials and content; recognition of adult roles; d e  

emphasis on academic stratification and campetition; utilize research on effective 

teaching styles and Native leaming styles; and an 'informaln instructional approach. 

This l iterature focuses exclusively on pst-secondary education, but provides 

suggestions for factors vutiich may influence Aboriginal sewndary success. The 

more recent studies examining or proposing factors related to success, emphasize 

the importance of gaining students' perspectives in responding to this research. 

Academic Preparation: 

One of the areas into wtiich there has been research revolves around 

Aboriginal student attrition. A number of recent studies (Winter, 1996; Degen, 

1992; Pavel and Padillo, 1993) utilize a conceptual schema developed by Tinto 

(1 975) that attempted to intertelate the basicfactors suggested by diverse research 

literature, that influences the phenomenon of student withdrawal from callege. 

Tinto's causal model did include individual student attributes and characteristics, 

and he found that one of the key factors for persistence in undergraduate studies 



is high secondary school grades. Wright (1991) confimis that witing, math and 

science skill levels are especially problematic for Aboriginal students at the post- 

secondary level but asserts that the issue of academic preparation is not a matter 

of intel lectual ability or potential (1 991 :6) Whittaker (1 9 s )  cautions that much 

previous research has perpetuated the inaccurate inferenœ that attrition can be 

explained by limited factors or a single equation representing the likelihood of 

graduation. This waming is definitely supported by Winter (1 996) who found that 

it is not one factor but the interaction of factors h i c h  lead to Aboriginal student 

withdrawal and that these factors interact differently depending on the individual 

student. 

Winter describes a 1989 survey of Confederation Collage instnictors Mich 

found that they consider that NNEC students are not academically prepared in 

eleven skill areas, including: ability to wite an essay; ability to participate actively 

in class; ability to research reasonably -11; ability to study in an organized manner; 

ability to read at course level; ability to do an oral presentation in class; and how 

to prepare for and write tests. Winter supported this finding witing. Wthough 

NNEC students are achieving increasingly higher levels of secondary education, 

insumcient academic preparation for postsemndary educatan remains prevalenr 

(Winter 1996:78). These findings have led to the development of seven transition 

programs in the Sioux Lookout District for students wishing to access a 

postsecondary education. NNEC encourages students to take advantage of these 



programs prior to enrolling in college or univenity (NNEC Counselling Unit 

interviews Feb 1 999). 

Winter concfudes that the major cause of "insuffiCient academic preparation 

in the district is the high rate of high school attrition rather than the Ievel of academic 

cornpetence obtained in high schoo/" (VVinter 1996:80). This finding differs from 

f iterature which promotes increased collaboration between post secondary and 

secondary institutions to better infom secondary schools on M a t  is required by 

students at the postsecondary level . The predominant challenge for Aboriginal 

students in Northwstem Ontario is not a lack of understanding of academic 

requirements at the postsecondary level, rather simpfy completing their secondary 

education. Winter suggests that many students enter postsecondary as mature 

students wïthout completing their secondary education, hence the lad< of academic 

preparation. Regardless of the reasons for lack of academic preparation, it is 

unquestionably an important cornponent for achieving higher educational progress. 

Support: 

The literature identifies support as a factor influencing Aboriginal student 

progress. Support falls into three main categories: family, community and 

institutional support. Parental support has b e n  the main focus of research, with 

the literature reiterating the important role it plays in helping Aboriginal students 

reach their educational goals (Aitken and Falk, 1983; Wilson. 1983; Noley 1991 ; 



Kleinfeld, 1992; Winter 1996). 

Degen's (1 992) study of Manitoba Aboriginal post-secondary students 

specifies that close family members' (usually parental) support is related to student 

success. Degen noted that there was no specific aspect of parental support that 

was crucial, such as financial support, rather the key factor was the student's 

perception of how satisfactory the support was. The failure of students wbo had 

problematic interaction with parents, such as ongoing confiict, family breakdown. 

or loss of closeness, served to underscore the importance of parental relationships 

(1 992: 168). Kleinfeld's (1 992) wrk with Alaskan secondary students supported 

this finding, recognizing that not al1 parents unequivocally support their children's 

pursuit of further education due to wncerns about loss of culture. Wintrob and 

Sindell (1 968) hypothesize that identity canflict faced by Aboriginal secondary 

st udents can be resolved by developing "positive affective parent-child relationships 

in the pre-school period, which are reinforceci during sumrners and holidays when 

the student is reunited with the child" (1968:34). They further argue that some 

encouragement or "at least the absence of strong parental opposition" (1 968:35) 

towards the students' educational and occupational aspirations enhances students 

educational efforts. 

There has been little witten about the importance of community or First 

Nation support as a factor infiuencing Aboriginal student progress or success. 



Schoolcommunity partnerships was a key principle of provincial education refom 

promoting Anti-racist and Ethnocultural Equity in 1994-96. an emphasis on 

developing relationships with Aboriginal communities. This legislated policy has 

since been rescinded and no studies have specifically examined how such 

partnerships could enhanœ Aboriginal student success. Winter (1 996) argues that 

Sioux Lookout District postsecondary students want First Nation communities to 

provide more support to them, suggesting that concrete signs of support such as 

employment offers and expressions of approval would a d  as encouragement for 

hem to complete their education (1996:308). These students view this as a 

mutually reciprocal relationship arguing that they intend to use their acquired skills 

to benefit the Aboriginal community. Mackay and Miles (1 995) argue that First 

Nations who rank education as the top priority of their children enjoy a high 

graduation rate. They suggest these First Nations demonstrate their cornmitment 

to education by holding high profile promotion ceremonies, establishing attendance 

policies with incentives, using Elders. providing encouragement and direction to al1 

students as well as recognition and praise to students who perfonn well, and by 

working with parents to assist them in reinforcing their children's school efforts 

(1 995: 1 73). 

Institutional support is also identified by the literature as infiuential in 

supporting student success. The literature argues that students vvho interact with 



the institution and use the services available through the institution are less likely 

to withdraw than students who have no relationship with the institution 

(Oppenheimer. 1 989; Radwanski, 1 987; Winter 1996). Tinto (1987) summarized 

that Sbsence of sufficient contact wiM other members of the institution proves to be 

the single most important predictor of eventual deparfuren (1 987:64). The 

consensus is that institutions can not a d  in a vacuum, nor can they place all the 

blarne for student withdrawal on the student. Rather, institutions are encouraged 

to improve programs and delivery by elaborating on social. educational and 

ocwpational goals consistent with the students potential for their achievement. 

Utility of Education: 

The literature suggests that one of the factors leading to Aboriginal student 

progress is the ability to Iink their education to useful outcornes. If students 

perceive that their education lead to employment or other future opportunities, 

then they are more likely to meet with success (Stairs, 1995; Winter, 1996; Noley 

1 991 ). Noley (1 991 ) concludes that an inability to link their present academic work 

to their future career plans contributes to student wi-thdrawal from school. Noley 

further argues that a lack of long-range or career goals contributes to low motivation 

(1 991 :19). 

Part of the discussion around utility of education addresses the real concem 

experienced by both students and parents about the sacrifices invoived in gaining 

a formal education. There is a fear that forrnal education will lead to alienation 



bemen the students and First Nation and subsequently reduce their employability 

and the immediate utility of their education. Fomal education may be perceived as 

threatening to their culture and contributes to a fear of loss of group membership 

(Kramer 1 970: 1 29; Maclvor 1995:84). Conversely, Stairs (1 995) and Kleinfeld 

(1992) suggest that, despite deep concem about children drîfting away from 

cornmunity tasks M i l e  pursuing a secondary education, parents also fear that 

children taught Native ways in school will not acquire mainstream weys and be 

unable to wpe in either world (1 995: 149). 

Cultural Discontiriuity: 

Literature supports the idea that reduction of CU ltural wnflict for Aboriginal 

students in education and the presence of identifiable, sensitive and culturally 

aware rote models are factors which contribute ta persistence in pst-secondary 

education (Falk and Aitken, 1983; Winter 1996; Degen 1992; Kleinfeld 1992). 

Aboriginal educators believe that reducing cultural discontinuity is paramount for 

students to maintain or regain pride and confidence in their Aboriginal identity, 

arguing the necessity of strong identity in order to achieve academic success 

(Hampton, 1995; Battiste, 1 995; Winter 1 996; Stairs 1 995). 

Dr. Gregory Cajete (1994) takes the cultural diswntinuity argument to a 

deeper level by asserting that Aboriginal young people need to be given 

opportunities to leam again how to live through vision and reconnect their 



contemporary lives with that of their 'Tribal" heritage. He writes: 

The essential dilemma of many Indian young people is how to 
/ive purposefully. lndian youth need to see the relationships 
among lndian cultural values, finding a purpose for their lives, 
understanding the khd of work they need to act on purpose, 
and developing of a vison that guides them toward fulfilment 
of themîelves as complete hurnan beings. (Cajete 1 994: 1 48) 

This returns us the earlier discussion in this chapter that traditional Aboriginal 

education was designed to enable Aboriginal people to lead 'good lives". 

Some of the literature suggests the homesickness is a symptom of cultural 

dissonance and a prevailing reason for secondary school attrition (Mackay and 

Mi les, 1 995: 1 70). Jon Reyhner (1 991 ) obsewes that ‘Tao offen in schools today 

teachers are not reinforcing what Native parents show and tell their students 

producing cultural disoontnuity be-n home and school and fomng Native 

chikiren to choose between their Native heritage and schoolsucœss with disastrous 

results"(l997r11). It is further argued that many of the problems faced by students 

such as drug and alcohol abuse are symptoms of the poor selfconcepts of Native 

students who have unresolved intemal conflids resulting from educators asking 

students to give up their Native culture (Reyhner 1991 ; Mackay and Miles 1995; 

Duran and Duran, 1995). 



Transition to Urban Environment 

Transition to the urban environment has long been recognized as an 

stressful factor influencing Aboriginal student educational achievement. 

(Castellano, 1 998; McCaskill, I W O ;  Wintrob and Sindell, 1968; MacKay and 

Miles, 1 995; Kieinfeld, 1992). Sorne of the initial discontinuities experienced by 

Aboriginal students in rural/urban school millieu involve language, food and 

adapting to niles and routines. 

Aboriginal wmmunities traditionally place emphasis on independent 

exploration and self-relianœ. Many students find it hard to adjust to the many 

routines and rules Mich  entering the formal schooling system entails such as 

definite scheduling of classes, meals, activities and bedtime, and precise 

boundaries defining where students can and cannot go in the schoal and t o m  

environments (Wintrob and Sindell, 1968; Mackay and Miles, 1995). 

To reduce the stress of adjusting to the urban environment, students have 

to effectively integrate values and behavioural patterns derived from the dominant 

"White" culture without becoming psycolugically alienated from their family and 

cultural values they embody (Wintrope and Sindell, 1968:27). For this process to 

be successful, individuals w u l d  require sufficient familiarity with and access to 

institutions of the White w r l d  (economic, legal, social and political) so that their 

goals could be efFectively pursued. It w u l d  require that appropriate oppartunities 



be available in the region so that the individual could maintain contacts with family 

and wmmunity. McCaskill(1970) suggests factors Mich support transition to the 

urban environment include: a positive attitude towards living off-reserve; support 

from kinship group already established in the urban environment; initial 

establishment in a stable (read upwardly mobile) environment; and participation in 

their home wmmunity and other organizations (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal). 

Cognitive Dissonance: 

There is a large body of literature which discusses the impact of cognitive 

dissonance on educational achievement (Festinger 1 957, 1 964; Kramer, 1 984). 

Aboriginal educators are only beginning to explore this phenornenon in more detail, 

but it is seen as a factor which may influence Aboriginal student educational 

success. In terrns of Aboriginal education, it is suggested that cognitive wlture has 

implications for the organization of program content. Educators should examine the 

characteristics of individual and collective wrldviews, value systems, spiritual 

understanding, and practical knowledge of students and incorporate this knowledge 

into program and curriculum development (Leavitt, 1 995: 126). 

Stairs (1995) suggests that at the cognitive level, there are comprehensive 

systems which guide the life and leaming of individuals within their cultural contexts 

(1 995: 1 44). Stain argues that in the Inuit wlture, knowiedge is validated on the 

basis of l ife experienœ and wmmunity consensus, as well as conveyed holisticall y 



and thematically. 

lsumaqayuq is the way of passing along knowlecfge thmugh 
the observation and imitations ernbedded in daily family and 
communify activihës, integration into the immediate shared 
social structure being the principal goal. The focus is on 
values and identity, developed through the leamefs 
relationship to other persons and the environment (1 995: 1 40). 

In contrast, Stairs observes that the forrnal leaming system in educational 

institutions (Ilisayuq) validates learning on the basis of objective proof and expert 

opinion, where leamers are isolated from one another and are usually removed 

from the context of their leaming (1 995:145). Stairs argues that the implications for 

Native education of these contrasts of forrnal thinking are largely unexplored. 

Although there is recognition of the different conceptual mrldviews at play 

(Colorado, 1988; Cajete, 1994), there have been few (if any) studies undertaken 

which explore at a deeper level the implications of these distinct cognitive ways of 

knowing upon the leamer. 

In the broader literature review, Judith Kramer (1970) diswsses the 

challenges faced by minority communities and how they cope with such challenges. 

Kramer argues that within their own community, mernbers of a minority came to 

terms "with the social deprivation and psychoIogical derogation imposeô by their 

position in the larger s m e ~  (Kramer lWO:39). Kramer suggests community 

members cope with varying degrees of effectiveness, within the structure of the 

wmmunity, through organized patterns of behaviour, although &en destructive 



responses. Kramer proposes that the minority group must corne to ternis with the 

prevalenœ of the dominant groups' values and attitudes especially in the fomal 

education system, but do so at a wnsiderable social and psychic cost. The 

uncertainty in expectations leads to self-cansciousness and a need to prove oneself 

repeatedly, often without validation. Kramer argues that the inner chaos further de- 

stabilizes the self awhen categorical treatment deprives the individual not only of 

access to the values he desires, but also finally of motivation ta aspire to them" 

(Krarner 1970: 12). Kramer further contends that the resulting diminished self- 

esteem may lead to apathy, sense of inadequacy and there may be an escape into 

addiction. 

Festinger's Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (1 957) proposes that when 

individuals are presented with evidence contrary to their wrldview or situations in 

which they must behave contrary to their wrldview, they experience cognitive 

dissonance. Leon Festinger argues that when individuals perceive inconsistency 

among various aspects of knowledge, feelings and behaviour it sets up an 

unpleasant intemal state, cognitive dissonance, which people try to reduce 

Menever possible (Festinger, 1957). lndividuals will try to relieve this dissonance 

by rationakation or by dismisshg inwnsistent mgnitions Inconsistencies 

(particularly those with negative impacts) threaten one's sense of seif-wrth. By 

removing the inconsistency, the threat to self-esteem is rernoved and people feel 

sewre again. Howver, there are rnany other ways to restore a sense of self-wrth, 



such as: getting approval from others, and thinking about or doing something you 

are good at (Steele, Spencer, and Lynch, 1 993). Gleitman (1 983) further expands 

upon Festinger's theory by suggesting that people try to make sense of the w r l d  

they enwunter by looking for some consistency among their M experienœs and 

memories, and turning to other people for cornparison and confirmation. Gleitman 

believes that if the inwnsistency is among the person's M experiences, beliefs 

and actions, this will trigger some general trend to restore cognitive consistency - 
to reinterpret the situation so as to minimize Matever inconsistency may be there 

(Gleitman, 1983). 

It takes a great deal of energy to reduce cognitive inconsistence by either 

rationalizing them or dismissing them. It could be argue that the process of 

retuming home is frequently chosen by Aboriginal students to reduce the cognitive 

dissonance they experience M e n  they enter a formal educational institution away 

from home. Aboriginal educators suggest that reducing cognitive dissonance by 

adapting curriculum and program delivery would be art effective means of 

addressing dissonance and enable Aboriginal students a stronger opportunity to 

achieve educational success. 

Summary: 

There is very little literature wtiich focuses exclusively on Aboriginal 

secondary school experience, particularly as  related to factors influencing success 



or progress. The body of literature available applies to adult or postsecondary 

educat ion. Gail Winter's study (1 996) Breaking the Camei's Back: Factors 

innuencing the progress of First Nation postsecondary students studying in Thunder 

Bay, Ontario. Canada, is the most thorough and relevant research available on this 

topic to date. The majority of previous studies facuç on Aboriginal student attrition 

or develop a philosophical framewrk for Aboriginal culturally-based education. 

Wintefs study provides a surface analysis of as many factors or domains as 

possible infiuencing Aboriginal postsecondary student progress. An approach 

Winter's argues is more holistic than trying to explain student attrition by focusing 

exclusively on one explanation. Wilson complained about the literature fowsing 

on Aboriginal student failure without balancing it with examining what leads to 

success. The work of Winter (1996) Wilson (1 983) and this study are efforts to 

begin to fiIl that gap in the Iiterature. 



CHAPTER THREE 

METHOWLOGY 

The primary research for this study took place in the t o m  of Sioux Lookout 

in Northwstern Ontario. A case study approach was used to elicit student and 

administrative/community perspectives regarding factors vutiich potentially influence 

secondary student success as outlined in Chapter One of this study. The Pelican 

Falls First Nation High School (PFFNHS) and Queen Elizabeth District High Schwl 

(QEDHS) and their respective Boarding Home situations wre chosen because the 

students attending the two offieserve schools provide a cross-section of students 

from twnty of the First Nations in the Sioux Lookout District. 

Conventional social science methodology utilizing qualitative methodologies 

including Participant-Observation, Interviewhg and Document Analysis were used 

in this study. 

Epistemethodological and Methodological Considerations 

The challenges and dilemmas of gathering and interpreting qualitative data 

have been thoroughly critiqued over the years. 

Qualitative research o&rs so&Iogists and others 
distinctive opportunities to develop analytic p e r s ~ s  



that speak direcfly to the practical cicumstances and 
processes of everyday l a .  It may also be used to 
apply and evaluate general theory, including 
macroscopic perspectives mnœrned with the bmad 
sweep of history, culture and socla1 sfructuresS Indeed, 
qualitative research is a unique arena for assessing 
these petspectives because it requins that they speak 
to issues of everyday lm and practiœs. (Miller, 
1 997:25) 

Miller argues that ethnomethodoiogy emphasizes how social realities are 

built from the "bottom up," from ordinary experience and interaction to general 

social processes. Garfinkel (1 967) describes the ethnomethodological project as 

fowssing on the cammonsense methods that v u e  use to make sense of our 

experiences and constitute social realities. Although this study is not 

ethnomethodolog ical, the researcher recognizes that knowledge and qualitative 

data, like other depictions of social reality, are social constnicts and are influenced 

by the researcher's assumptions about reality (Kirby, 1 989:26; Palys, 1 992: 1 9; 

Kassam, n.d.p.:72; Miller, 1997:27). The methodology chosen is designed to 

provide an opportunity for members of a previously unheard from community 

(students in particular) to give voice and transmit their knowledge about the 

research subject. The researcher becames involved in the social construction of 

knowledge by interpreting the voices of the community. 

Aboriginal community-based methodology is considerd a collaborative, 

experiential , mutual l y reciprocal process betwen equal partnen, which 



incorporates key principles of Participatory Research or Action Research 

approaches. Participatory Research approaches have been defined as involving 

three main processes: intersubjectivity of the researcher with the participants during 

the researdi process in which al1 are respecteci as knowi-ng subjects capable of 

producing and analyzing knowledge; a means of taking action for change or 

development; and it is an educational proœss for both the researcher and 

participants (Kirby 1989:28; Kassarn n.d.p.:70) 

Currently, there is a resistance in the Aboriginal communities to being 

studied without permission and having something taken away without retuming 

something. The researcher's graduate education was partially funded with the 

approval of Sandy Lake First Nation through NNEC. The thesis topic had to be 

approved by the First Nation wmmunity. One uiterion for funding approval was 

that the research make a potential contribution to the community. The researcher 

provided an outline of the proposed research which was approved first by the 

Sandy Lake Education Authority and then by Band Council Resolution. This 

approval was subsequently submitted to and approved by NNEC who utilize a 

priority scale to approve pst-secondary funding including previous post-secondary 

success and potential contribution to the First Nation capacity building. 

The researcher recognizes the importance of establishing a mutually 

reciprocal relationship with the First Nations communities in accordance with 



Aboriginal community-based methadology, in order to continue to gain entry and 

have support and cooperation for conducting the research for the thesis. Previous 

experience and contacts in the norîh m e  an asset in this process. The researcher 

sought and received permission to undertake this study from the Northem 

Nishnawbe Education Council as well as from the Principals of Queen Elizabeth 

District and Pelican Falls First Nation High School. 

A detennined effort was made in the early stages of the study that the 

Aboriginal wmrnunities feel some Y~wnership" and have voice in this research. An 

informal ne-rk of interested Sioux Lookout District First Nations stakeholders 

involved in education was consulted particularly M e n  refining the original research 

question. tiowever, time and financial constraints limited ongoing involvement in 

the decision-making process. In addition, the reality of acadernic requirements 

hindered community decision-making insofar as some expectations from the 

community exceeded a manageable Master's thesis. NNEC administration and the 

principals of both schwls w r e  provided copies of the propased interview questions 

and provided feedback. Topics considered by these stakeholders to be 

inappropriate to question students about included: spirituality, emotional, sexual 

and physical abuse, and the researcher respected these Iimits by not asking 

questions on these subjects. Although a formal cornmittee of community members 

was not established, vvhich w u l d  have made this research a community-based 

process, a community member w s  selected to be a member of the Thesis 



Cornmittee. An informa1 network of three community members from Sioux Laakout 

have also participated closely throughout the process, assisting with the proœss 

of securing interviews and reading and providing feedback on early drafts of the 

thesis. 

Although the research will focus on two schools, it is assumed that the 

findings will prove useful to al1 Sioux Lookout District First Nations amently 

involved in developing their own education programs. The researcher made a 

genuine effort to undertake research that vvill have potential practical implications 

for at least soma First Nations or stakeholder groups in the Sioux Lookout District. 

As part of the reciprocal relationship, the researcher offered resources to the 

stakeholder groups which w r e  uncovered in my research and wnsulting wrk. 

One important component of this relationship is the findings of the research itself. 

In addition to the thesis manuscript, the researcher will undertake to produce a 

separate summary which outlines the findings of the research. The thesis and 

sumrnary will be given to the principals of the two schools involved, NNEC and 

Sandy Lake Education Authority. The researcher will be available to make 

presentations to the stakeholders as requested. 

InsiderIOutsider Discussion 

Gaining entry to the Aboriginal community is always an important issue M e n  

gathering information, conduding research and acquiring the community input the 



researcher was seeking for this thesis. Much has been written about the 

significance of researcher-participant difference impacting on the quality of 

communication and analysis. Some argue that reducing the number of variables 

by matching characteristics, such as age, gender, ethnicity and social class will 

reduce researcher bias and increase the findings' credibility, in that the researcher 

will more clearty present the participants' perspectives. 

What knowledge we  am able to obsew and reveal is 
driectly related to our vantage point, to where we stand 
in the wotid. Our interactbn wifh the social wodd is 
affecfed by such variables as gender, raceJ class, 
sexuality, age, physical ability, etc. This does not mean 
that facts about the social world do not exist, but that 
what we see and how we go about csnstmcting 
meaning is a matter of interpretation. (Kirby, 1 989:25) 

There is an ongoing theoretical debate about Aboriginal Studies' scholarly 

accountability as well as 'insidef and "outsider" issues, with the argument that only 

insiders who match al1 the characteristics of the study group should be researchers. 

In her discussion of the "Researcher as an Instrument" in her doctoral dissertation, 

Gail Winters suggests the following: 

I think that if the researcher and the participant, by 
shaiing certain characten'stics, sham a cornmon ethos 
then the researcher w11l be more attuned to the manner 
in which the participant interprets expehenœ . . . and to 
the semantic meanings behind oral açcounts . . . This 
empathy would resuît in more accurate wn'tten accounts 
than someone who did not share the ethos. The 
matching of the researcher and participant 
characteristics is also considered important for 
establishing rapport and gaining infomatbn. ( Winters 
1996:151) 



For this study, insiderloutsider issues were the most significant factors in 

gaining access to the community and quality communication. There are varying 

degrees of "insider-ness* and 'outsider-ness" depending on the circumstances of 

the study. 

Although I have fifteen years experienœ facilitating community development 

work wïth Native organizations in the Sioux Lookout District, I was retuming after 

a two-year absence as a non-Native researcher which makes me more of an 

outsider. In some respects, I was granted insider status by both students and 

administration because I was an NNEC student, Iike many of the research 

participants. However, since the study was being conducted within the academic 

world and supervised by 'outside" professors, this supported the perceived 

"objectivity" of the research Mich was important to the participants. Students 

assumed that because I had Iived on reserve in one of their First Nations that I had 

some understanding of the Native way of life in Northwestem Ontario and shared 

ethos with the participants. The fact that I was granted lndian status through 

marriage prior to Bill C-31 and am a member of a Siow Lookout District First 

Nation, (although I have not lived there for many years) as well as my role as the 

mother of a Cree youth M o  traveled with me, al1 contributed to my being granted 

a degree of insider status. My previous experience as an NNEC contract employee 

with understanding of the inner wrkings of Native education also favoured insider 

status. 



However, the most valuable means of entry into the study comrnunity was my 

long-standing relationship with many of the key stakeholders and leaders. For 

example, during rny frequent visits to Sioux Lookout over the W y e a r  period of 

research, I stayed in an In-town Boarding Parents' home where upwards of six 

NNEC students resided at the same time. My decade-long friendship with this 

respected Native wman facilitated entry into the 'In-tOHnI/QE" student community. 

1 have an even longer relationship with the Head Counseflors of the Pelican Falls 

Centre. I was astonished M e n  I began the formal student interview process by 

how many PFC students voluntarily came fonmrd to take part, not to mention their 

apparent frankness during the intewiew. However, one of the Head Counsellors 

pointed out to me, =But Andrea, they know # is okay. They see that we know each 

other, and by inviting you into our house - that means it is salie ta speak with you." 

Although I made seven site visits totaling eleven weeks over the W y e a r  study 

period, I do not believe that I would have received the same level of entry and 

quality of communication without the previous decade-long relationships. 

Developing a rapport during the interviews was enhanced by my 

understanding of Native communication protocols; however 1 am white and 

throughout the thesis process, I was in a different role with the comrnunities, that 

of scholar and researcher rather than community member and employee. My study 

was occasionally greeted with some wariness, particularly by hm senior 

management or leaders from whom I was definitely accorded 'outsider" status. My 



preliminary interview with a highianking elected official of the Nishnawbe-Aski 

Nation was met with suspicion, questioning why I wuld be studying a topic they 

wre already negotiating as a jurisdiction issue on behalf of the Sioux Lookout 

District First Nations. A subsequent meeting with the Grand Chief of NAN (a former 

employer) produwû a completely opposite reaction of support for the study, 

i ncluding suggested lines of inquiry. One Chief questioned from the onset whether 

1 would be toa sympathetic to the Native perspective, as did a Nonqative 

administrator, given my past wrk experience and First Nations cornmunity 

rnembership. These concems about analysis are addressed through the data- 

gathering approach of ûïangulation. 

Data Gathering Methods: 

This is an interpretive study Mich ernployed three ethnographie methods of: 

Participant Observation; Doarment Review and Interviewing. Denzin recomrnends 

triangulation as a research strategy wtiereby several data-gathering methods are 

used to examine a single research facus. 'Tnangulation assumes that looking at 

an object from more than one standpoint pmvides tesearches and theonsts with 

more comprehensive knowledge about the objecr (Miller, 1 997:2S). 



Participant Ob~e~at ion:  

In keeping with the protocol of Aboriginal cornrnunity-based methodology, a 

good deal of time was spent sirnply visiting and developing a relationship with the 

study comrnunity, NNEC students. In tum, this time in the field contributed to a 

valuable source of data for the study. Observational methods in qualitative research 

strategies play a signfi~ant role in case studies concemed =Wh the uniqueness of 

particular social worlds" (Miller, 1 S97:27). 

As a methodology for this study, participant observation allowed the 

researcher to be flexible in gathering data for the study. Participant observation 

can be a wlturally appropriate methadology if used properly, reinforcing the 

mutually-reciprocal nature of the relationship with the First Nation study group. 

Throughout this study, the researcher was offered numerous opportunities to act 

as participant and observer with the study community. This methodology offered 

opportunities to become more familiar with the research participants and to leam 

more about their social world (reality). This methodology provided personal 

impressions and reflections which were subsequently inwrporated into the formal 

interview process and analytical stages of the study. In al1 instances where the 

researcher had the opportunity to engage in participant observation, researcti 

participants were infomed of the nature of the study and a handout w s  distributed. 



The first opportune moment to engage in participant observation came 

through attendance at a conference held in Thunder Bay, Ontario on November 

1997 at the beginning of this study. The Nishnawbe-Aski Nation (NAN) originally 

planned to host the first NAN-wide conferenœ on education. The participants 

wuld corne from the communities so that the local viewpoint w u l d  be heard. The 

intent was to promote representation from parents, students, community members, 

educators, Eiders and administrators. The main focus of the conference was 

education jurisdiction issues. A very interesting dynamic occurred M e n  it was 

decided to combine the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation Chief s wnferenœ (traditionally 

held in Decemôer) with the Education conference. This conference was timely for 

the research as it brought together al1 the players involved in the Nishnawbe-Aski 

Nation education jurisdiction negotiation process, including: 

National Chief Phil Fontaine, Assembly of First Nations; 
Dr. Emily Faries, contributor to the Assembly of First Nations report 
and Education Jurisdiction Negotiator for Nishnawbe-Aski Nation; 
Nishnawbe-Aski Nation Deputy Grand Chief Goyce Kakegamic and 
staff members responsible for education; 
Chiefs from the forty-eight First Nations; 
Tri bal Council Representatives involved in education; 
Representatives from the Northem Nishnawbe Education Council; 
First Nations Community members involved in education; 
Elders 
Post-secondary Aboriginal students attending institutions in Thunder 
Bay. 

Therefore, the context of the initial research for this study was based on 

observations as a participant in this conference, summary reports of the education 

workshops, discussions with key players, as well as a review of the Assembly of 



First Nations Education Report, and N ishnavube-Aski Nation conference literature, 

including a Nishnavube-Aski Nation 1995 Summary Report based on an Education 

Survey delivered to the forty-eight First Nations. 

As noted earlier, during research trips to Sioux Lookout, the researcher 

resided in the home of an In-tow Boarding Home Parent. Depending on the time 

of year, and nurnber of student dropouts, the researcher had the opportunity to 

interact with three-six male NNEC secondary students. Numerous discussions 

w r e  held about the proposed research with these students during the course of the 

two-year study. This experience provided the researcher with a glimpse of 

students' daily experience, including attending school, their sociallrecreational 

activities and their boarding home experience. In addition, residing in the Boarding 

Home for a total of forty days exposed the researcher to students deciding to drop 

out of the secondary school program, as well as students M o  succeeded in 

graduating from QEDHS. Observing and participating to some extent in their daily 

activities provided the researcher with some thoughtful reflections that influenœd 

this study. 

In addition, the close-knit nature of the Native wmmunity in Sioux Lookout 

and interest in the researcher's study allowed for numerous opportunities for 

informal discussions about the study. The researcher had informal discussions with 

an additional three In-tom Boarding Home parents and hiK, former students who 



shared their views and suggestions for improvements to the program. These 

discussions mirrored the findings of the fomal interviews. 

The researcher spent a fair amount of time on-site at the Pelican Falls 

Centre and High School(21 days during the study period). The principal and vice- 

principal of Pelican Falls First Nations High School ueated a wam and welcoming 

environment. The researcher sat in on cultural classes and was invited ta give a 

talk about Native Studies ta other classes and attended special events put on by 

the students, such as their Science Fair and their Graduation Dance. In addition, 

the researcher facilitated an interactive workshop for seventy-five students and 

teachen in recognition of the United Nations Elimination of Racisrn Day. On a 

previous visit ten senior students were invited to act as leaders in delivering 

WHORM - The World History of Racism in Minutes. Facilitating and observing 

student interaction in this three-hour game provided the researcher with additional 

reflections that influence this study. 

Although the researcher did not reside in a Pelican Falls Centre home, many 

days and evenings were spent there, observing some of the daily activities such as, 

mealtimes, home visits (prayer) by the resident Elder and sports events such as a 

baseball tournament. Another Participant-Observation technique was the use of 

informal focus groups to supplement interviews. If a cornfortable environment is 

established, fows groups make it possible to get the perspectives of several people 



at one time. It also allows participants to compare experienœs and encourages 

them to diswss concerns. The use of focus groups in the north support traditionat 

forms of discussion and sharing ideas and concerns. Two such informai focus 

groups took place at Pelican Falls Centre, at one male and one female boarding 

home. In both cases it evolved after one student had taken part in a formal 

interview and then shared with their fellaw housemates. The small group of five or 

six students first asked the researcher questions about the research and, in an 

unstnictured format, shared their thoughts on some themes, such as adjusting to 

the school environment and challenges they face. 

Interviews: 

Qualitative interviewing was chosen as a means of exploring the 

perspectives of the research participants. Interviews form an important part of the 

data gathering process. Interviews are interactive and provide more detailed 

descriptions of how people experience a situation. In keeping with the Participatory 

Research approach, it is important that the primary information come from the 

people who have the experience the researcher is seeking to understand (Kirby, 

1989). The emphasis of this study has been in gaining the perspectives of the First 

Nations sewndary students attending the hiK, schools. 



There were three stages to the interview process: preliminary interviews; 

formal interviews; and follow-up interviews. The Preliminary Interviews took place 

with stakeholder groups in an effort to narrow the research focus and gather their 

perspectives about "a successful education." These meetings w r e  unstructured 

interviews whereby a handout of my proposed research was shared with the 

research participants, and we diswssed the relevanœ of the proposed research, 

and they shared their definition of a 'successful education.' 

Prelirninary Meetings/interviews w r e  held in person (w-th one exception) 

with twelve people during three field research trips in November 1997, Mardi 1998 

and July 1998 including: First Nation Chief (1); First Nations Education Authority 

Staff Members (2); Nishnawbe Aski Nation Representatives (2);Tribal Council 

Education Representatives (3); Administrators at Queen Elizabeth and Pelican Falls 

First Nation High Schools, and counselling staff at NNEC and Pelican Falls Centre 

(6)- 

The formal interviews were conducted in person during a three week field 

visit in May 1 999. An open-ended interview guide was developed based on the 

research question and influenced by initial findings from preliminary interviews. 

(See appendix 3) It is argued that to achieve quality interviewhg there must be a 

sense of equality between the person gathering the information and the person 

*ose knowledge is being sought. Efforts were made so that the interviewer 



created an interview environment which reinforces traditional Aboriginal values of 

caring, sharing, strength and trust, through personal shanng and an informal 

interview environment. The interview was based on the pre-formulated guide, but 

aiso allowed for spontaneously developing questions. The interview began 

an identification of the research approach and purpose and inforrned witten 

consent for the interview was obtained. (See appendix 2) 

Tape recorders w r e  not used in the intewiew. Rather the researcher relied 

on listening skills and notes taken during the interview. Due to the sensitive nature 

of the interviews and disclosure of activities that cauld result in them being sent 

home, students inforrned me that they w r e  uncornfortable with using a tape 

recorder. In addition, the large number of interviews that w r e  eventually 

conducted mu id  have made the transcription process very tirne-cansuming and 

expensive. 

A total of 54 formal interviews w r e  conducted with two main groups: 

Students and Administrators. All formal interview took place in person, with the 

exception of hm interviews which were telephone interviews. A random approach 

to the selection of student interviews was undertaken, although efforts w r e  made 

to ensure representation from eacti grade and a diversity of First Nations 

represented. Staff from both schools w r e  asked to infami students of my desire to 

conduct interviews and suggest some candidates. The researcher approached 



students through connections with them at their boarding homes or school 

requesting interviews, and these students were also asked to inform their p e r s  of 

my desire to conduct interviews. The interviews took plaœ outside of school hours. 

Most of the interviews took plaœ outdoors, while other interviews took place in 

boarding homes or occasionally in a room in the school. Interview guides are 

provided in Appendix TM. The following tables (3.1 and 3.2) provide a breakdm 

of student interviews. Nineteen of 120 Pelican Falls Centre students wwe fomally 

interviewed reflecting a sample size of 16%. Sixteen of the approximately 68 

students who were still attending Queen Elizabeth in May of 1999 (maximum 

number of students before drop-out is 100) were intervievwd representing a sample 

size of 24%. 

Table 3.1 

Student Research Participants by Grade 

1 1 Peiican Falls Centre stud&ts 1 In-tow/QE  tud dents ITOG 1 
Both 

Female Male Total Female Male Total Schools 

Grade 9 1 1 1 1 2 
m 

Grade10 3 4 7 6 1 7 14 

Grade 11 3 3 6 2 2 8 - 

Grade 12 1 1 4 4 5 

Graduating 3 1 4 2 2 6 
m 

Totals 10 9 19 9 7 16 35 . 



Table 3.2 

Student Research Participants by AgeIGender 

1 1 Pelican Falls Centra Students 1 In-townK1E Students 1 Total 1 

The second group of research participants could be referred ta as *the 

adults" (although as indicated in Table 3.2 some secandary students are also 

adults). In my field notes, this group is referred to as Administrators, but this is a 

misnomer as it does not adequately reflect the tone of many of the interviews. Eight 

of these administrators, counsellors, boarding home parents and educators 

interviewed as part of this study are also First Nations community members, and in 

seven cases former students, hence their perspectives reflect those experiences 

as well. Nineteen research participants were interviewad in this group including: 

, 

1 

Age 15 
I 

Age 16 . 
Age 17 

Age 18 

Age 19 

Age 20 

Age 21 

NNEC: 3 Administrators; 3 In-tom Counsellors; 2 PFC Counsellors 

QEDHS: 2 Sr Administrators; 2 Staff 

Female 

2 

3 

3 

Bath 
Schwls 

20% 

5.75% 

25.7% 

25.7% 

8.5% 

Female 

3 

1 

2 

3 

Male 

2 

1 

3 
- 

1 

2 

8.5% 
I 

8.5% 

Total % 

21 % 

5.25% 

31 % 
-- 

21 % 

1 0.5% 

1 

1 

Male 

1 

2 

1 

Total 

16.75% 

8.25% 

16.75% 

31,25% 

8.25% 

2 

, t  

16.5% 

8.25% 1 

5.25% 

10.5% 



PFFNHS: 2 Sr Administrators; 2 Staff 

Boarding Home Parents: 3 (al1 three are parents from First Nation 
communities, one is a current boatding home 
parent living in Sioux Lookout. two are fomer 
boarding home parents who are also former 
NN EC secondary students) 

Follow-up interviews took place Ath four key research participants in order 

to clarify points or fiIl in gaps in data, including senior management at NNEC and 

Peiican Falls Centre, stafF at QEDHS, and a boarding home parent. 

Document Review: 

A document review was a critical cornponent of the thesis research. It is an 

examination of relevant documentation related to the research. The document 

review assisted gaining a sense of the broad issues related to the research 

and provided quantitativelempirical data. Documents consist of primary written 

records and were mainly found on location in Sioux Lookout. at the schwls and 

NNEC offices. Document review materials included: 

curriculum in the schools 

school policies and procedures 

student handbooks 

school statistics 

QEDHS Student Survey of educational attitudes 

student newsletters 

staff Iists 



reports from NNEC, Tribal Councils, Indian Affairs and NAN 

. NNEC Policy and Procedure Manual 

newspaper clippings 

. financial statements 

In addition to the documents that were provided, the researcher had access 

to a number of reports prepared under contract for NNEC, induding a 1989 study 

on secondary student suicide attempts, and the original philosophy and policies of 

the Pelican Falls First Nation High School. Documents used in this study are 

identified in Appendix 4. 

A limitation of the document review was that a number of critical empirical 

reports were not made available to me due to issues of confidentiality. Howver, 

staff were given permission to summarize the findings of these reports and share 

them with the researcher during the interview process. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis is the process of bringing order to the data gathered. It 

involves organizing and coding the data into patterns, categories, and basic 

descriptive units. Analysis includes identifying the concems and issues on the 

minds of the stakeholders, as wll as the value framewrks within which those 

concems and issues operate. Analytic wnœms of the perspectives can be 



successfully addressed by analysing several kinds of data. 

While the qualitative tradition in s ~ ~ ~ o l o g y  includes 
nurnerous and significant theoretical wntributions, 
these developments should not be separated from the 
empiriml focus of the tradition . . , qualitative and other 
data are themselves social wnstructrons that reflect the 
assumptions and prackes of the researchefs who 
produced thern. 

Acknowledging that qualitative data are social 
constructions, however, does not render them 
theoretibally useless or rirelevant. Rather, such an 
acknowledgement recasts thern as aspects of a 
distinctive disaurse that treats the practices of 
everyday life as warthy topics of analysis. Qualitative 
data provide ~ ~ ~ l o l o g i s t s  with a shared conversational 
focus &f managing their discussbns . . . (Miller, 
1 997141 -42) 

The challenge of analysis is to gather together al1 the various data, examine 

it, talk about it, and wave  it together into a whole. The analysis rnust be guided by 

what the research participants have said. Researchers must recagnize 

prewnceived ideas and not try to fit Wat the research participants have said into 

The development of analysis thmugh the process of 
living with the data and distancing yourself f b r n  it is like 
the weaving of a unique and rich thought cloth. The 
maBr threads the themes running thmugh the data. 
The mlours are the n'ch descriptions gathered through 
observations, mrdings,  surveys or other data 
gathering methods. Weavers concemed about the 
qualily and integnty of their w r k  will pmùuce fine 
matenals. (Kirby, 1 989: 1 54) 



The coding of the prelirninary interviews gave shape to the design of the 

forrnal intewiews. Pelican Falls Centre student interviews w r e  coded, followed by 

the In-town students, and then the Administration. All interviews were coded even 

after reaching the point of saturation. 

During the analysis stage I began by identifying key ternis and themes that 

occurred with cansistency. These key terms and themes became the categories 

around which the subsequent analysis was organized. A detailed analysis of the 

three groups of interviews was then undertaken, to build up a wmprehensive 

picture for each category. The degree to which themes were expressed in each 

category was noted. 

The next stage of analysis was to compare the key term and themes in each 

category between PFC students and In-tom students. The key terms and themes 

of each category of the Administration w r e  added as another layer of comparison. 

The final stage of analysis develops from the patterns and relationships that 

emerge from this comparison, the document review and reflections from the 

participant observation. These interpretations are sumrnarized as a discussion of 

findings in three chapters: Chapter Four: Philosophy of a Sucœssful Education, 

Motivation and Goals; Chapter Five: Examination of the Case Study Environments 

and Chapter Six: Factors Potentially lnfiuencing Success. 



Confidentiality 

Confidentiality was discussed with each research participant. As noted 

earlier, steps to maintain confidentiality were undertaken with each data gathering 

tool. Participants were infomed of the degree of confidentiality that will be 

maintained in the study. Research participants w r e  informed that names and 

identifying information will not be used in the final report but will be a part of raw 

data and be k n ~  to the researcher. Names, age and cornmunity will be 

maintained in a separate master Iist which will be kept in a lodted fire-proof file 

cabinet. Names are coded by number in al1 records including interview notes. 

The interviews and fows groups with the students and most Administrators 

allow for anonymity in the research findings. However the interviews with key 

stakeholders and leaders are more problematic given the small size of the 

communities involved. Although no one will be identified by name, it may ôe 

difficult to mask specific perspectives in such a way that the person will not be able 

to identify hirn or herself, or perhaps other cammunity members will speculate about 

W o  said Mat. This situation a s  explained to the research participants prior to the 

interview, and in al1 cases the researcher was granted permission to use their 

perspectives. 

In addition, although the researcher can maintain confidentiality of the 

research participants with the writing up of this study, in many cases, they chose 



to wnduct interviews in pairs. As with the focus group settings, it was explained 

that the researcher could maintain confidentiality but obviously couldn't guarantee 

that the other research participants that were party to the interview would do so. 

The students reassured the researcher that they knew that, and thought it was 

strange that in accordance with 'ethics' that the obvious had to be pointeci out to 

thern. 

Ethics 

University (SERC) guidelines w r e  utilized along vHth the Royal Commission 

on Aboriginal People's Ethical guidelines. An Ethics application  las subrnitted to 

Trent University's Ethics cornmittee and this research process was approved. 

RCAPJs guidelines are particularly relevant to this research in that guidelines 

related to Aboriginal knowledge are addressed. Researchers are direded to 

"wnscientiously address themselves to the following questionsn: 

Are there perspectives on the subject of inquiry that are distinctively 
Aboriginal? 

Yes. The methodology is set up to elicit these perspectives 
particularly through the intewiew proœss. 

. What Aboriginal sources are appropriate to shed light on those 
perspectives? 

Aboriginal educators, leaders, Elders, students and community 
members are appropriate sources. Many of these sources were 
intervievd with the exception of the Elder, vhom the researcher 
observed and listened to. 



Is proficiency in an Aboriginal ianguage required to explore these 
perspectives and sources? 

The research participants w r e  al I Engl is h-speaking or bit ingual with 
the exception of the Elder, for whom translation was provided. 

Are there particular protoails or approaches required to access the 
relevant knowledge? 

Yes, and they are descrïbed throughan this chapter, including taking 
time, Iistening, ownership and establishing a mutually-reciprocal 
relationship. 

Does Aboriginal knowledge challenge in any way assumptions 
brought to the subjed from previous research? 

Yes 

Howwill Aboriginal knowfedge or perspectives portrayed in research 
products be validated? ' 
Through the process of triangulation and data-recheck with key 
Aboriginal stakeholders. 

Infomed consent was obtained from al1 persons and groups participating in 

this research. Such consent was given by individuals *ose personal experience 

is being portrayed, and by authorized representatives of communities or 

organizations. However, infomed consent was obtained in writing from al1 the 

other participants in the research. No pressure was applied to induce participation 

in the research, and research participants were infoned of their right to withdraw 

at any tirne. 



Limitations of the Study: 

There are a number limitations of this study vvhich are referenœd throughout 

the thesis. In particular, the naming of the mstudent infonnants proved difficult. 

Although the terni, Administrators was chosen, it does not accurately reflect the 

diverse roles played by the various research participants, most of whom wuld  not 

consider themsefves administrators. Half of these research participants are also 

First Nation community rnernbers or rnarried to First Nation community members; 

therefore they have a close cbnnection and familiarity with the comrnunity 

environment. Although the senior management level, such as principals and vice 

principals, are clearl y administrators, the front-l ine mrkers including counsellors 

obviously have a difFerent role with the students. Indeed, the Boarding Home 

Parents are not staff at al1 - rather they are reimbursed for providing a service for 

NNEC. However, al1 of these research participants do play a part in the delivery of 

the academic and social programs to NNEC, hence the ultimate decision to settte 

on the term Administrators. Parents of students were not interviewml in an effort 

to narrow the focus of the study, and due to time and financial constraints. 

Unfortunately, financial constraints and the large travel involved in 

undertaking this study resulted in excluding an on-reserve secondary school as part 

of the case study wmparison as originally planned. !nclusion of an on-reserve 

sewndary school would have provided very interesting data and added to the 



analysis and implications for Mure Aboriginal secondary education program 

development. 

Unreleased interna1 documents relating to academic testing of grade nine 

students and wrnplete figures of In-tom students who entereâ the Queen Elizabeth 

District High School during the school year are also limitations of the study. As a 

result, the thesis had to rely on anecdotal informafian provided by the direct-service 

wo rke rs. 

Summary : 

AI1 we sociologists have are storks. Some w m e  from 
people, some from us, some from our intefadons with 
others- What matters is to understand how and where 
the stories are pruduced, which sott of stories they are, 
and how we can put them to honest and intelligent use 
in theoriung about social life. (Miller and Glassner, 
l997: l l l )  

Although the researcher is not a sociologist, this quotation sumrnarizes the 

approach that has been attempted through the methodology discussed in this 

chapter. This study is a narrative whereby the researcher attempts to present 

stories from students, stories from stakeholders and the researcher's story which 

is an analysis of these stories as the researcher understands thern. 

f he researcher does not assume that "insider" knowledge eliminates the risk 

of inaccurately presenting the social reality of the research participants. As 



Win tef s explained in her dissertation, 'iesearch findings cannot be imfutably 

established as true or false but only more or less credible than other findings" 

(Winter, 1996:155). This study's f m s  has generated much interest frorn the 

Aboriginal stakeholders in the Sioux Lookout District. It will serve as another 

source of socially wnstructed knowiedge to complement their ongoing diswurse 

regarding First Nation secondary education. 

It is hoped that the telling of these stories will contribute to the discussion of 

Native education and perhaps be useful in the wntinuing development of 

biculturallbilingual or culturally based First Nation education programs in the Sioux 

Lookout District. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
PHILOSOPHY OF SUCCESSFUL EDUCATION, MOTIVATION AND GOALS 

Introduction: 

The literature review in chapter hm provided a general ovewiew of the 

philosophy of Aboriginal Education according to Aboriginal Educators. This study 

was designed to elucidate Sioux Lookout District First Nations' student perspectives 

on their secondary school experiences to identify factors which potentially lead to 

student success. By focussing on success rather than exclusively progress 

(graduation), this study tapped into an ongoing discourse wtiich is occurring in 

these First Nations. Thus, the chapter will compare and contrast NNEC secondary 

students' perspectives of a successful education with the philosophy of 

Administrators who took part in this study. In addition, this chapter will include a 

discussion about motivation and long-terni student goals in order to establish the 

context under which students are pursuing a secondary education in the tww case 

study environments, the Petican Falls CentreIFirst Nation High School and the 

IntownIQueen Et izabeth District High School program. Student perspectives will be 

contrasted with administrators' in an effort to examine cornmon goals or recognize 

any discrepancies which may potentially influence student success. These findings 

will be further examined in conjunction with the literature in Chapter Six- 



Perspectives of a Successf'ul Education: 

This section will begin with a review of NNEC's philosophy of education, 

followed by the perspectives of a successful education from the Administrators, 

community members and students of the hlK) case study environments, Pelican 

Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School and the In-townlQueen Elizabeth program 

who took part in this study. 

The Northern Nishnawbe Education Council (NNEC) is a Sioux Lookout 

District Education Authority established in 1979 to coordinate secondary and p s t  

secondary programs for First Nation students wishing to pursue further education 

off-reserve or through distance education. The Guiding Principle of Northem 

N ishnawbe Education Council is as follows: 

Our culture is unque and musf be kept alive for our childan. 
Education must include kno wledge of our language, culture, history, 
values, heritage and spiritual beliefs. Educatiimal prograrns must be 
culturally relevant with cumcula designed, developed and delivered 
by First Nations people. (NNEC Annual Report 1997-98:3) 

Very few research participants, especially the students, were able to 

articulate a definition of successful education without spending considerable time 

thinking about it. In many cases, the nature of the research was introduced with the 

participants first, leaving them with the main questions to reflect upon before the 

actual interview. The responses to defining a successful education from 

Administrators ranged fmm ''10 have the students graduate high schod" to a more 



culturally-based definition: 

To provide a quality education system for Native students where 
Native language, cuitme, expeerience are mugnized and inwrporated 
into al1 aspects of the cumculum including essays and assignmenfs. 
Where acquired knowledge is expenenced baseci because that is our 
way of life. 

The predominant response from the Administrators who w r e  intewiewed 

referred to instilling wittiin students a desire for Iife-long learning from kindergarten 

to university. This definition of life-long learning appears to differ from the 

traditional meaning, in that leaming ideally would take place within a formal 

institution rather than through daily living and role modelling. 

Figure 4.1 

Defining Successful Education 
50% , 

Li PFC Students N=lQ Respondents 
IntownlQE Students N = 11 Respondents 



Some Administrators identified developing and achieving goals following 

secondary graduation as an important part of their definition. One research 

participant defined a successful education as 'Being able to meet the needs of 

every individual student so that they may be able to successfully complete their 

education and reach their dreams and aspirations." 

The other major theme of a successful education identified by Administrators 

revolved around positive identity, self-esteem and getting to knw oneself better. 

"10 be able to recognize and utilize strengths ... To define and improve 

weaknesses.. . to have many ouflets.. .to explore and leam on any s u b m  matter.. . " 

Some administrators who are First Nation carnmunity members identified the 

importance of making a positive contribution to and supporting the community as 

part of their concept of a successful education. One such respondent stressed the 

need for this support ta be mutually reciprocal, suggesting that students are not 

adequately encouraged with scholarships and bursaries throughout their secondary 

school efforts, rather these awards are reœived only upon graduation. In addition, 

being able to meet personally set goals was also identified as an important 

component of a successful education, whereas successfully cornpleting university 

and the ability to eam a good income were only mentioned once out of nineteen 

interviews. 



In contrast to the Administrators, students had a diffiwlt time articulating 

responses to defining a usuccessful education'. Combining ansuvers from students 

attending both schools, the overwhelming response for defining a successful 

education was finishing high sdiool. PFC students w r e  able to artiwlate 

responses to the question more readily than In-toWQE students. T m  primary 

responses for PFC students (20°h) w r e  that a successful education (a) provides 

them with job skills and (b) prepares them for pst-secandary education 

opportunities. This was closely followed by (1 Som) (c) graduating from high school. 

Pelican Falls Centre students spoke of (d) achieving whatever goals you set for 

yourself as an indication of a successful education (27%) with lSOh of these 

respondents specifically referting to achieving personally set goals at the post- 

secondary level. A further 12Oh of students felt that a successful education is 

dernonstrated by (9 having a "gmd lm, family and job that you are happy with". A 

Iess frequently mentioned response is that a successful education allows you to 

learn and use that knowledge throughout your Iife. 

Similar to the Pelican Falls Centre students, IntoWQE students had even 

more difficulty responding to this question. Almost 50% of the eleven responses 

received identified (a) finishing high school as their definition of a successful 

education. Two additional themes identified by 18% of the IntownlQE students 

suggested that (b) preparing for pst-sewndary opportunities and (c) achieving 

goals were indicaton of a successful education. Only one Intown/QE research 



participant identified (d) getting a good job as an outcome of a successful 

education. One IntownlQE research participant responded that attending school 

daily is their definition of a successful education. 

One of the most obvious gaps of students' definitions of successful education 

relates to the importance of culture integrated into the curriculum. Pelican Falls 

Centre Administrators anticipated this lad< of response. citing their immaturity and 

lack of recognition of the long-term significance of a culturaily based education in 

forming positive self-identity. Pelican Falls Centre Administrators noted that it is 

former graduates who maintain links with the school Hiho subsequently recognize 

the advantages of the biwltural curriculum provided. However, additional findings 

reported in Chapter Four will further outline student responses vvhich do relate to 

culture. 

Motivation: 

This section of the chapter will examine student motivation to attend 

semndary schools, from the perspectives of Administrators and the students 

themselves who took part in this study. Preliminary discussions and observations 

in the field, particularly with the younger students, raised the question "Why are 

these young people carning to school?" Initial observations ied the researcher to 

believe that the response to this question had very little to do with getting an 

education. Students appeared to be more concemed with their social life, 



relationships, and finances than with studying for exams or completing 

assignments, partiwlarly in the open environment in t ow .  All the careful planning 

undertaken by NNEC to provide a wlturally-based program was not identified as 

a priority by most of the students who took part in this study. Many of the students 

dismissed the cultural wmponents as irrelevant to their academic experienœ, 

although there are some indications that they subsequently contradictd 

themsefves as wilt be elaborated on in Chapter Four of this study. 

Figure 4.2 

Motivation for Secondary Education 

Multiple Responses 

- - - - Adrninstratom N=lQ Respondents - 
3 PFC Students N=18 Respondents 

lntown/QE Studenb Nt14 Respondents 

The Administrators ovenirihelmingly identified parental and community 

pressure as the motivation for students attending secondary school. 



Probably because Band Members Say they have to.. .sotne patents 
may Say the same. Some First Nations want students to get their 
education and come back to help the oommunity thrive. Had to say 
ifit is true or whether they are saying it as a way to encourage young 
people to get an education. 

. . . there is something missing - not just with these kids but al1 IOds. 
Parents want them to get an education and al1 kinds of supports are 
the- but it just doesn't happen.. . They have to want it br themselves - 
not for their parents or wmmuni&s - h r  themselves. 

The next most frequent response identified the desire to leave home and 

family as student motivation. These Administrators felt that some students wish to 

escape boredom, or parental control and that other students attend sewndary 

school to leave a difficult living environment. 'These students have lived through 

more in their young /ives than we will ouf entire Iives. We can 't imagine it - violence, 

death, and sexual abuse". However, an equal number of Administrators felt that 

some students genuinely are self-motivated wanting to leam and desiring a 

secondary education. 

Young people don? have a choice - it is a part of society. It is a new 
way of I ik and surviving in this world. They turned education into a 
building - made it more theoretical. It is a different way of Iifk for 
students and native people. If parents didn't send their children to 
school, their a//owance was cut off. Parents and people recognize 
that times have changed We canY /ive off the land anymore so we 
must get an education to survive in this society. 

Additional responses by Administrators identified the desire to pursue a post 

secondary education, future employment and to be with friends as student 



motivation to attend sewndary school programS. (See Figure 4.2) 

The most frequent response by both PFC and I n t W Q E  students identified 

desire (a) to get an education and (b) to feam, as their motivation for attending 

secondary school. Many of these students w r e  specifically interested in acquiring 

a high school diplorna. "1 knew that l'd need it. The way 1 was brought up, 

education was important". There seems to be an interesting distinction between 

parents "who made men and those parents who seemed to instill a value for 

acquiring a formal education that the students seemed to buy into or take on 

ownership. Only two of the 33 students who responded to this question 

dist inguished this farnil y ingtained value as a motivation for attending secondary 

school. 

Meeting new friends or joining friends who were leaving the community was 

frequently mentioned by student research participants as motivation for attending 

secondary schwl. Half of these respondents specifically identified finding a 

boyfriendlgirlfriend or "scoring with chicks" as their primary motivation. 

A significant number of students v iewd gaining a secondary education as 

an important tool towards gaining a job. Students are wll aware of the high 

unemployment rate among their community members and wish to get ahead with 

a well-paying job. Some students identified a desire to leave their comrnunities as 



their motivation for attending secoridary school. ' 1  didnDt want to sit amund home. " 

Some students wanted to 'escape the boredom' of their communities. Only one 

student specifically identified a desire to pursue a pst-secondary education as a 

motivating factor in attending secondary school, which is interesting in mmparison 

to student responses identifying their goals following completion of their secondary 

education. 

These findings demonstrate that there is some overlapping of responses for 

defining success and identification of student motivation. The most obvious 

contradiction behiueen students' and administraton' responses regarding student 

motivation for attending school is the perception held by Administrators that. for the 

most part, students are not self-motivated; rather it is suggested that many 

students are responding to community pressure. 

Long-lem Goals: 

This section will present student responses identifying their long-terni goals 

(Figure 4.3) following completion of their secondary program. An ovenvhelming 

majority of students identified attending wllege as their immediate goals folfowing 

completion of high school. These students specified their career goals as follows: 

pediatrician; reaeation management; construction; eng ineer; Aboriginal law; 

nursing; architect; pilot; welder: law and security; chef; and artist. Many of these 



career goals actually require an university education, yet only one student 

expressed an interest in punuing their Ontario Accreditation Courses (OAC) which 

wuld allow them entrance to university programs. 

Figura 4.3 

Multiple Responses 

PFC Studem Ni1 0 Responâent. a ln-~OW~IQE Stuâenîs Nt16 Rmpondenb 

Those students hoping to acquire a job right away expressed an interest in 

the following areas: police; joumalisrn; teacher; entrepreneur; and heavy rnachinery. 

Given the diverse responses received about long-terni goals, students were 

subsequently asked whether they wu ld  be seeking wrk on or off reserve with a 

very interesting distinction betwen the Pelican Falls Centre and In-toWQE 

students. The PFC students vvho responded to this question oveniuhelmingly 

suggested that they would probabiy seek employment off reserve (62.5%) vvhereas 

the same nurnber of I n - t m  students (62.5%) identifid that they would be seeking 



employment on resenre. A small number suggested that they wduld like to w r k  on 

and off reserve in the future. 

Students wanting to take a year off for personal reasons emphasized that 

they do not want to experienœ dropping out of post-secondary. They indicated that 

they are aware of the large dropout rate at the post-secondary level and identify 

this year off as a strategy for preventing themselves from having the same negative 

experience. 

There is some overlap and inconsistencies behiiieen defining success, 

motivation and long-term goals Mich may impact influence students' ability to fulfill 

their aspirations regarding education. One finding vuhich emerges from the 

preceding data is that although students articulateci long-tem goals, they are 

currently focussed on much shorter-term goals and many do not appear to have a 

realistic understanding of what is involved in achieving those goals. Students 

attend secondary school for social or future employment related reasons, whereby 

a significant number of students (especially Pelican Students) begin to identify post- 

secondary education as an indicator of a successfui education, and subsequently 

have set college education as a long-tem goal. Inconsistencies are apparent M e n  

students identify a college education as suitable for careers vvtiich obviously are 

university oriented. Chapters Five and Six of this study highlight further barriers 

and challenges students face in obtaining a secondary, let alone pst-sacondary 



education. 

Summary: 

In the early stages of this study, it was deterrnined that before one could 

diswss factors influencing a successful education, an attempt to define that 

concept wu ld  have to be made. m a t  may be considered a successfuf education 

for one person, family or group may differ significantly for others. It was not 

surprising to discover that this research question of defining a successful education 

would be a difficult task. A significant finding of this discussion is that leadership, 

administrators, and students do not share a common vision or goals for education. 

The foremost common theme that emerged from leadership and the Northern 

Nishnawbe Education Council in Chapter One is the belief that Sioux Lookout 

District First Nations have a distinct culture from mainstream society. Although this 

culture is viewed as evolving, it is based on language and consistent values that 

are critical for community members' identity and well-king, and therefore must be 

reinforced through the education system and curriculum. In the viewpoint of these 

leaders, the traditional value of providing a 'holisticn education is still considered 

important, and in the contemporary education setting this is seen as possible by 

integrating their culture and values in ail aspects of the education program . 

According to these leaders, a traditional education that combines academics with 



the mental, emotional and spiritual well-king of students expônds upon the 

importance of cultural relevanœ for providing a successful education. Life-long 

learning, achieving personal goals and positive seif-esteem and identity are also 

identified by the leadership as important themes of a successful education. 

Education is viewed by leadership as a comerstone for developing healthy, s e s  

sustaining communities. 

One major finding of this study is the gap between the philosophy of these 

leaders artiwlated in Chapter One and those of the Administrators and students, 

who, with a few exceptions, did not articulate the importance of culture in their 

philosophy of education. It may reflect that leadership is out of touch with 

c~mmunity or that the leadership has reBected upon a long-term vision for the 

community and believe that education will play an important role in realizing that 

vision. The Sioux Lookout District Chiefs and Nishnawbe-Aski Nation have more 

opportunities in their political roles and travel to various meetings to philosophize 

and, in many ways, argue for recognition of their still distinct way of life, through 

negotiation for jurisdiction and financial resources. For administrators and even 

students, culture may be operationalized in a subtle way on a daily basis, through 

use of the Native language and an unwritten cultural protocol in dealing with 

communities, parents, boarding homes and students. In the efforts of 

Administrators to meet the more pragmatic needs and concems of the student's 

education, such as homesickness or alcohol and drug use Mi le  in their care (Mich 



is elaborated upon in chapters), the importance of culture was not articutated 

through this study in the same philosophical manner as demonstrated by the 

leadership in their speeches and vision statements. 60th students and 

administrators are more preocaipied with dealing with the daily challenges of 

keeping the student in school. 

A further inmnsistency betvrsen the leadership and participants in this study 

relates to emphasis by the leaders that a great deal of hope for future healthy se* 

sufFicient communities is being placed on the shoulders of today's Aboriginal youth 

in the Sioux Lookout District. Although there has been considerable growth at the 

regional level for Sioux Lookout Districts in the areas of health, policing, education 

and social services, it has really been a very few First Nation community members 

who have spearheaded this development. There will continue to be tremendous 

growth and development in each First Nation requiring knowiedge of the unique 

culture, languages and values of the Sioux Lookout District First Nations as wll as 

skills in govemment negotiation, program development, planning and evaluation. 

And yet, the ovetwhelming response for defining a successful education by 

students is graduating from high schml. \NiIl graduation from high school be 

sufficient to provide these young people with the tools to fulfil the needs of these 

envisioned future communities? How do students maintain their culture and 

language, identity and self-esteem vvhich are critical to future of their mmmunities. 



if they pursue a post-secondary education within mainstream society institutions? 

Perhaps the reason community members focus on high sdKK>I graduation as an 

indication of successful education {in the v iemint  of the administrators who took 

part in this study) refleds concem about the importance of acquiring a "mainstream" 

education to benefit community development without students losing their culture 

and language, and ultimately the young people themselves to the wrallurban 

society. 

The vision for the future role these students will play in their community is 

clearly not shared by the young people vvho took part in this study et this pafkular 

time of their /ives. The motivation identified by students was much more short-terni, 

such as graduating high school, attending college, or getting a job. As a result of 

my observations, I muid speculate that student motivation for attending school was 

also more frequently for social reasons, such as being Ath friends, to leave social 

problems at home, and to be able to Party, than was identified by the students. 

The chosen career goals identified by the students will clearly lead to much 

needed capacity-building within their home communities. However, the students 

who will be able to overcome the challenges of acquiring a pst-secondary 

education Wich are mil-docurnented in Gail Wintets doctoral thesis, Breaking the 

Camel's Back, potentially represent a brain-drain for First Nations, in that 40% 

indicate a preference for seeking employment off reserve. This reflects an 

interesting dilemma between the stated goals of education to be able to meet the 



dreams and aspirations of the individual student versus making a positive 

contribution to the community vuhich reflects a more traditional cultural value. 

Maintaining culture as the basis of knowledge and wisdom Mi le  developing 

healthy, self-suffïcient comrnunities is a challenge facing the Sioux Lookout District 

First Nations. Marlene Castellano refers to this as "putting knowledge into 

practiœ." She Mers an interesting analysis of this dilemma by suggesting: 

The confidence of Abonginal people in what they know from 
expenence and their trust in knowledge that has been handed down 
to them suffered as the qualïty of their lives deterForated histotici)Ily 
under the control of extemal govemments and institutions . . . many 
people antMpate that Abmginal knowledge will resume ih place as 
the basis of decision-making and social order in their comrnunitk~~. . 
(Brant Castellano, 1 99834) 

The goals and aspirations for education expressed by the Assembly of First 

Nations, Nishnawbe Aski Nation and the Northern Nishnawbe Education Council 

are the basis for policy decision-making for the Sioux Lookout District First Nations. 

The fact that not ail community members and young people are able to articulate 

this philosophy demonstrates that there is a need for the leadership and community 

to dialogue and perhaps corne together in their vision for the educational needs of 

their students as reducing this gap in perception may influence student educatiooal 

success. These findings wi-Il be further discussed in relation to the literature in 

Chapter Six of this study. 



CHAPTER FWE 

EXAMINATION OF THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE IN THE CASE STUDY 

This chapter will examine the Pelican Falls Centre/First Nation High School 

and the In-townlQueen Elizabeth District High School Boarding Program case study 

environments from the narrative viewpoint of the students, as well as of the 

administrators. This case study approach provides an opportunity to examine the 

educational experienœs of students corning from similar backgrounds but attending 

two significantly different programs administered by the Northern Nishnawbe 

Education Council in Sioux Lookout, Ontario. This chapter will provide a 

description of the findings gleaned through the interview process with students and 

administrators, mncluding with a comparative analysis of student experiences 

between the programs- 

The data presented in this chapter, primarily from the students' intenriews, 

are designed ta provide the reader with an in-depth description of the cantext under 

which Sioux Lookout District First Nations students obtain their secondary 

education. They are offered almost in a story-telling format , first sharing the 

perspective of the students followed by the perspective of the Administrators. Not 

only is this strategy designed to give voiœ to the students who participated in the 

study, but it will also allow the reader to form their own opinions about the 

strengths, contradictions and chal langes encountered by the students. Graveline 

(1 998) argues the First Voice as a critical pedagogical tool arises out of Aboriginal 
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discourse. Graveline asserts 'the power of Fi& Voice is mted  in identity and 

authority through lived experience" (1998: 1 18). Given that this research is located 

in a text-based institution, a Master's thesis, in keeping with Aboriginal diswurse 

it is important to integrate the v o i e  of the community so that the daily lived 

experiences which are analyzed in this thesis actuatly have an emotional impact on 

the reader. aFirst Vo ie  pedagogy uses the daily fived expenénœs of the 

cornmunity members themselves as the starting poinr (7 998:l21). Use of the First 

Voice is also designed to recognize that the White researcher is not the expert in 

this research; the students and administrators possess the critical knowiedge which 

is diswssed and further constructed (Graveline, 1998). 

Given the limitations of space within the text-based thesis, the ideal use of 

First Voice pedagogy is not fully realized as the researcher has condensed and 

organized responses from the research participants within themes. Howver, 

numerous direct quotations frorn the voice of the students and administrators are 

included. Further analysis of the findings in relation to the literature and how they 

[end themselves to identifying potential factors influencing secondary student 

success wilt be provided in Chapter Six of this study. 



PELICAN FALLS CENTREIFIRST NATiONS HlGH SCHOOL 

STUDENT U(PERIENCE: 

As noted in Chapter one, NNEC developed its own high schwl program at 

Pelican Falls upon the direction of the Sioux Lookout District Chiefs to better meet 

the needs of the students coming from the north. Pelican Falls First Nation High 

School is located on 172 acres of wodland on the shores of Pelican Lake, 

approximately Wn ty  minutes from Sioux Lookout. 

Pelican Falls First Nations High School (PFFNHS) has b e n  in operation 

since 1992. The Pelican Falls First Nation High School provides a bilinguai, bi 

cultural education program for First Nations students who do not have a complete 

secondary program available on resenre. Off-reserve Aborig ina t students are not 

eligible to attend. PFFNHS has a student population of 150, with 120 students 

living on site and 30 students commuting daily from Lac Seul First Nation. 

The Pelican Falls Centre (PFC) is the Boarding Home Program on the site. 

Pelican Falls Centre began with three student homes in 1978 for grade nine and ten 

students attending Queen Elizabeth District High S-l in Sioux Lookout, in order 

to prepare the students for the transition to an urban centre. It has expanded to 

nine homes for the grade 9-1 2 students attending PFFNHS. Each home houses 

eight to -Ive students and is staffed by Counsellors. 



For the comparative purposes of this study, the Pelican Falls CentreIFirst 

Nation High School program is characterized as a 'Closed Environment," that is, 

a twenty-four hour a day supervised residential program which provides al1 aspects 

of bilingual, bicultural, social, emotional, mental and physical programs within a 

controlled and highly stnictured selfcontained First Nation private schwl 

environment. 

This section of the chapter summarize the student school experience as 

shared with the researcher primarily through interviews with the students and 

participant observation. The perspectives of the administration will be integrated 

into specific topics or areas of discussion. 

Nineteen Pelican Falls Centre students w r e  forrnally interviewd in this 

study. (See chapter three for age/grade/gender breakdown of student research 

participants). The researcher atternpted to gain an understanding of the students 

secondary school experienœ by having student research participants share their 

secondary school history to date (May 1999). 

Support Network: 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants were asked whether they 

attended school on their own or wi-th familylfriends from the cornmunity in order to 

detennine their initial support system. 
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As indicated in Figure 5.1, 37% of the students indicated that they came out 

on their OM. However, the remainder of the students did enter the secondary 

program weth a combination of siblings, friends or community members. Student 

research participants made a dear distinction b e w e n  friends from their home 

community as opposed to fellow students from their home community. However, 

even if they did not get along with or know these other students back home, they 

became an important support in this new environment. 

Pelican Falls Centre Students were asked to identify Wat supports they 

receive that assists them in their efforts to actiieve a secondacy education. As 

demonstrated in Figure 5.2, students identified their school support net& 

primarily as siblings and friends back hornewhorn they keep in touch with by phone. 



Students also identified House Counsellors and teachers as important 

supports, followed by Parents, peers and others such as the Principal and Elder in 

Residence. 

Student Identifid Supporb Received 

- Muîtiple R e e p o m  - - 
= Pelican Falls Centre Students N = 19 Reapondenb 

Sense of BelongingJCommunity: 

In an effort to detennine what, if any, community students attach meaning 

to, Pelican Falls Centre Students w r e  asked to identify M a t  community they relate 

to h i l e  attending this program. As indicated in Figure 5.3. some students had 

difficulty answering this question and did not reply. Other students overwhelrning 

identified with their home community as k i n g  the most relevant or having the most 

meaning to them. 



Figure 5.3 
Student-Identifid Community 
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An equal number of students (1 5% of responses) suggested the cornmunity 

they attach meaning to is friends from their home community who attend Pelican 

Falls Centre, vufiile others felt their community was the Pelican Falls Centre 

program as a Mole. Only one response suggested that the Boarding House group 

formed their sense of comrnunity. 

Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School Administration identified the 

students' comrnunity as follows: 

One of the diffefences in comrnunity (between Pelican and the ln- 
town program) is spi&. At PFC we deal with humanness - spiritual, 
emotjonal and physical. We deal with kindness, sharïng what w e  can 
do for each other. ItJs about nature, the trees, the land, the water - 
being in the bush. 

Other staff believe that this community is a family, an extension of home. The 



student's communrty is their mmmates, house mates and then the la- Pelimn 

community. (NNEC Administrator 05/99) It was rewgnized by staff that many 

students also fom a comrnunity with fellow students from their First Nation. 

Strengths of Program: 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants w r e  asked to identify the 

strengths of the program. This open-ended question led to a variety of responses. 

The most frequently identified responses (25%) identified the modified 

school calendar which enabled them to go home earlier than other secondary 

students as a strength. An equally articulated strength of the program was that the 

design of the program keeps the students fowssed and in school. Students noted 

that the supports provided by the program were important as was the cultural 

component, such as trapping. The next most frequently identified responses (1 6%) 

suggested that the fact students cannot drink or party at Pelican Falls Centre is a 

strength. The same number of responses suggested that the privileges afforded 

Pelican Falls Centre students, such as going to the movies, arena and gym was a 

strength. Students partiwlarly pointed out their ability to travel on group trips 

across Canada and the United States is a special privilege which is a strength of 

the program. Finally, 16% of the responses identified the use of the Native 

Language both in school and the boarding houses as a strength of the program. 

However, it was pointed out that not every student speaks the Native language. 

Fewr frequently mentioned strengths of the program identified by Pelican Falls 



Centre students included the Efder in Residence, sports activities, the small 

environment and the ability of the program to enhance student confidence. 

Administraton' identified strengths of the program had a slightly different 

emphasis from that of the student research participants. Most, if not all, of the 

responses relate to the environment created at Pelican and the people who help 

create it. The first cornmon theme is that of a safe environment staffed by caring 

staff and qualified professionals. The small size of the program and school (1 50 

students) supports a asmall family environment." In addition. the program is viewed 

as informal ufnéndly but p m ~ ~ ~ i o n a l ~ '  and a unique teacher-student relationship 

exemplified by students, teachers and staff addressing each other on a first name 

basis. 

A second theme that emerged from the Administrators' viewpoint is that of 

a sense of belonging. It is suggested that the curriculum and program goals and 

objectives allow students to work within their knowiedge and experience base, 

encourage them to use the Native language. al1 of which contributes to recognition 

and affirmation of their Native identity. The Elden program, Cultural program and 

incorporation of traditional skills are viewed as strengths of the program. The 

shortened school year was identified as a strength of the program as it helped 

students ta remain connected ta the cornmunity and their families. 



In addition to the program's relevance to Iife experienœ, administrators 

believe that they are promoting a "quality education program as outlined in 

provincial guidelines through the special programs we offe/ such as: technobgy - 
offer strong cornputer programs as well as traditional skills; cio-op program; 

extracurncular activities; tutorial program; and guEdance pmgrams. " 

Pelican Falls Centre Students w r e  asked to identify things they disliked 

about the program. House chores; curfew; lights out; lack of privacy; emphasis on 

school wrk; tutoriallstudy hours; rules; supervision; boredom and the small 

environment were disclosed as aspects of the program that they objected to. No 

one cornplaint stood out from the rest when analysing the research participants 

responses. 

Controls and Rules: 

Students were asked to identify controls and rules of the Pelican Falls Centre 

prograrn. They consistently identified the following controls: curfevy lights out; 

faxes from home giving permission for students to socialire or stay over night with 

relatives in tom; not al lowd to go past the guard house; contraband list; no 

drinking or drug use on site; no talking after Iights out; must be up and dressed 

before activities; and phone limits. 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants w r e  asked if they agreed 
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with the niles and controls in place; 27% responded affimatively, vvhereas 73% 

responded in the negative. When further queried as to wfiether the students resist 

the niles/cantrols, the majority of respondents (64%) indicated that they did not 

resist, suggesting that they have to agree in order to be admitted to the prograrn, 

and that it is easier to just go along with them. Those students who resist the 

controls do so by breaking the rules, such as staying out past curfew knowing that 

they will be grounded. T w  students f o l l a ~ ~ d  fomal policy and laid cornplaints 

about specific application of rules and felt that they were fairly heard and suitable 

adjustments w r e  made. 

. Administrators w r e  also asked about the controls and rules in place at 

Pelican Falls Centre/First Nation High Sdiool. They wre queried as to the 

effectiveness of the controls and rules. and to their knowiedge whether students 

resist the oontrols. Administrators at Pelican Falls First Nations High School stated 

that compared to most secondary schoois, their prograrn does not have very many 

rules. They daim the schooi experiences no vandalism, theft and minimal graffiti. 

Students wn't skip classes because they live on the site and there really is no 

wtiere else ta go. The school enforces natural consequences such as cleaning up 

after themselves. Staff supervise cornputer use. It was generally felt that the 

school itself is a very open environment within a closed environment. 

In contrast, the Pelican Falls Centre Boarding Homes have a number of niles 
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including: house nrles related to chores, respect for each other, telephone use; 

study time; contraband; curfevy niles regarding trips; policy regarding travelling 

to tom. In addition, Pelican Falls Centre has a watch guard on duty between 490 

p.m. and 8:ûû a-m. M o  operates the gate to the community to ensure that only 

people with permission have access to the students. 

In response ta the query regarding resistance to niles, Pelican Falls Centre 

administrators stated that some students resist by ignoringhreaking rules, 

especiall y curfew othemvise there is no overt or deliberate resistance. 

Coping Mechanisms: 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants w r e  asked to identify 

coping mechanisms that they use during their educational experience. The most 

frequently mentioned response was laughter and humour as a coping mechanism. 

Students equally noted that talking to family at home, who encourage them by 

assuring them that 'they can make itu, is another coping mechanism. Physical 

activities such as vmlking around the site and playing sports was recognized as a 

coping mechanism. Students noted that it is important to keep busy and the full 

routine of the Pelican Falls Centre program enables them to do so. Less frequently 

rnentioned coping mechanisms included writing, drawing. hunting and playing 

guitar. The second most frequently mentioned coping mechanisms were smoking 

and faxes. Almost every student smokes at Pelican, a pattern Mich students 



asserted also occurs in their home community. "We smoke to be c ~ o l -  . . and 

because of peer pressure." The system of faxes is another popular coping 

mechanism. Accarding to the students who participated in this study. they use 

faxes as a means of getting a break away hom the Pelican Falls Centre program 

in order to go to town and drink and party with family members who are visiting 

Sioux Lookout. Students must receive a letter (fax) of permission from their parents 

before they are allowd to go stay with their visiting relatives. 

It is generally felt by Pelican Falls Centre administraton that students are 

developing coping skills through the program. It is believed that the students are 

learning to develop more positive relationships and leam to lean on and talk to one 

another. In addition to the support provided at Pelican, the students speak with 

friends and family at home, the guidance counsellor and the on-site Elder to wpe. 

At Pelican we help build sense of identdy as the comemtone to 
developing ooping sMls. We have mal staff. El&m and staff. to help 
them believe in themselves, to have confidence in being native and 
proud. We meâ to build skills in the rest of smety. Survival skills am 
being addressed as a whole - socially, emotionally, physicaliy and 
culturally. M e n  these things are addressed then al1 kids are 
developing coping skils. Society needs to look at us a human people 
who actually care. 

However, it is recognized that the strength is the family unit at PFC. #Once they 

leave here they no longer have the same coping ability - someone to speek to- 

They are so quick to run themselves down and their sen-esteern goes downhl.  

The dilemma faced by the program in tems of developing such a supporting 



program is further emphasized by an administrator who said: 'Students are s w n -  

fed at Pelican. That's okay because it gets thern through, but they am not ready for 

post-secondary." Expressing the concem that coping mechanisrns acquired 

through the supportive environment of Pelican Falls CentreIFirst Nation High 

School are not transferable to outside environments, or that the students are not 

able to seek out similar support networks. 

Desired Improvements to the Program: 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants w r e  asked wtiat 

additional supports they wu ld  like M i l e  attend this school pmgram. The 

predominant response referreâ to more freedom. They w u l d  Iike more choice 

about participating in reaeational activities and more phone time. Some students 

would Iike the gate house to be taken away and that they are given more trust. A 

few students suggested that they should be provided with a pool hall on the site. 

Another suggestion was that the Education Authority from their home communities 

should ta ke them out to dinner more &en. "Sornetimes we &el like they just send 

us away." Another suggestion made by students was that more spending 

money/allowance should be provided by NNEC. 

Pelican Falls Centre administrators identified numerous supports which they 

felt could enhance student success. ldentified needs fell into three main areas: 

social; acadernic; and Iifeskills. The most frequentl y mentioned improvement that 



wuld benefit the Pelican Falls Centre program is a n e d  for the carnmunity to be 

more honest and forthcoming about the social emotional problems of students, so 

that staff are in a better position to help the student. Administrators think that 

additional supports should be provided for students M o  are suicida1 and rape 

victims. Another frequently suggested tool that -Id improve student success is 

that parents need to encourage students to stay in school M e n  they cal1 home 

homesick. More integration with their home carnrnunities, perhaps through 

multimedia, was suggested as a means of supporting the social needs of students. 

Numerous suggestions w r e  made that wu ld  enhance the academic 

program by the Pelican Falls Centre and First Nation High School administration. 

An obvious concern of staff is the lack of acadernic preparedness of al1 students 

entering the grade nine program. It was suggested that grade nine should be half 

transition program and half credit system to increase the acadernic readiness of 

students particularly in the areas of English and math. A senior adrninistrator 

would like to institute the Sylvan Leaming Program at Pelican because this is an 

'evaluation assessrnent system which will identm specific areas of dilY5cullty and help 

students catch up without them even knowing what level they are al. " In addition, 

many administrators believe that Pelican Falls First Nations High School needs a 

special education program. The issue faced by administrators is funding 

restrictions which prevent them from implementing these programs. One 

administrator suggested that they need to kick some supports -y, for example, 



give a zero for an incomplete assignment. 

The third wmmon theme that emerged from administrators is that students 

need to acquire more lifeskills, such as parenting, financial management, and anger 

management. In particular, it was suggested that more regular meetings or 

mrkshops on developing coping skills should be held with students. It was also 

recommended that students wuld be provided with more group activities, such as 

publishing a newsletter, as another means of encouraging peer support. 

A final suggestion to improve the Pelican Falls Centre program is "more 

qualified staff in boarding homes who demonstrate patience, understanding, godd 

lisfeners and who are here for the students not just the pay cheques." 

Academic and Identity Outcornes: 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants were asked M a t  they feel 

that they have acquired in terms of academics and identity. Fourteen students 

responded to this question. The most frequent response (36Oh) noted by students 

was that they feel better about themselves. Some students (21°h) feel that they 

have gained more self-confidence. Two students feel that they are more 

knowiedgeable and have leamed something in this program. Other student 

responses included: feeling like more opportunities are available; proving that they 

can do it; making more friends; and leaming M a t  good they can do. 



Administrators w r e  askeâ how PFC students uuere faring in ternis of 

achieving academic and identity outwmes. Although they recognize the need for 

irnprovement, the general response seemed to indicate that they believe that 

students are doing quite well, especially with their identity. Staff identified a need 

to first identify and then build the academic skill level up to M a t  is required for the 

students themselves, for the wmmunities and at the pst-secondary level. One 

responded noted that "in relation to success, students need to see a future; need 

to visualize a future job. " 

Another Pelican Falls Centre research participant emphasized the individual 

nature of students: 

- . . canY make blanket statement. Some students am more 
interested in academjcs than others, therefore they have more 
success at leamhg skrïls concepts. Sorne students have more 
parental support. DHerent students have ditferent abilities. Some 
kids are getting it, some sfruggle fmm day one. 

Perceptions: 

Students from both programs wre asked about their perceptions of what 

other people in general think of them. The Pelican Falls Centre student research 

participants did have very strong ideas about how they are thought of by others. 

Twenty percent of the Pelican Falls Centre student research participants did not 

respond to the question, and a further 20% stated that they didn't wre  what others 



thought of them. It wu ld  appear that for those students who did respond to the 

openended query, their perceptions were made in reference to Native students 

who attend other school programs and the responses were predominately negative. 

More than half the Pelican Falls Centre students who answred this question stated 

that other people think of them as 'Prisoners." The students said that they get 

teased a lot and called 'big babies." Sixteen percent of the students pointed out 

that fellow community members who do not attend Pelican Falls 'rnock" them. One 

student said that other people think 'that oor parents force us to corne off reserve," 

whereas another student said that others think that 'PFC is a school for dummies." 

Only one positive comment was made by a student who noted that some community 

members are proud of them. 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants were asked about their 

opinion of the In-townlQueen Elizabeth program. Six of the students who 

responded have previously attended school there for one or DNO years. The 

responses to this question included: "Students have more freedom, but not as 

good an education" and 'Students are not nudumd". One former student of the In- 

townIQueen Elizabeth prograrn stated that the people there were 'racisf''. One 

student noted the formal relationship In-tom students have with their teachers 

"They have to cal1 them Mr and Mrs" Other students noted that fewr students 

graduate from Queen Elizabeth and pointed out that students need self4iscipline 

to attend. 



Preference for On or Off Fimt Nation Education: 

Pelican Falls Centre student research participants were asked if they had a 

choice between attending secondary school on or off reserve, Mich would they 

prefer? T w  of the nineteen respondents indicated that they wu ld  prefer to attend 

secondary school on reserve to be close to their home and family. Seventeen of 

the nineteen (90%) respondents stated that they w u l d  prefer to attend secondary 

school off-reserve. Reasons identified for this choiœ included: to broaden 

experience (50%); to meet new people (42%); to get away from the cornmunity 

(42%); to have more opportunities (33%); to learn independenœ and to support 

oneself (33%); to leam to be -y from parents (25%) and for more freedorn (8%). 



SIOUX LOOKOUT BOARDING HOME PROGRAMIQUEEN ELIZABETH 

DISTRICT HlGH SCHOOL STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

This section will examine the educational experienœs of students residing 

in community Marding homes and attending at the Queen Elizabeth District High 

School, a public school located in Sioux Lookout with a total student population of 

500. The student population decreases throughout the year vvith student dropouts. 

Prior to the establishment of Peiican Falls First Nation High School, this public 

high school accepted 150 NNEC students each year which has since been reduced 

to 100 NNEC students. The school has a 50% Native population, - a mixture of off- 

reserve Native people and an overfiow of NNEC First Nation students Mich cannot 

be accommodated at Pelican or do not wish to attend Pelican Falls First Nation 

High School. Students reside with families in t o m  who are paid by NNEC to 

provide boarding homes. There are three In-School Program Counsellors in Sioux 

Lookout who in addition to their responsibilities for the 335 secondary students 

attending school elsewhere, oversee the Boarding Homes, provide social and 

recreational adivities and generally supervise and support the Sioux Lookout 

students' education. This In-town program (described in Chapter One) provides a 

significant cornparison to the nearby off-reserve rural Native bi-cultural program. 

For the comparative purposes of this study, the In-ToWQueen Elizabeth 

program is characterized as an "Open Environment," that is, a less controlled 



boarding hometpublic school environment with some Native Studies content. 

This segment of the chapter will summarize the students' school experienœ 

as shared with the researcher through interviews and participant observation. The 

researcher resided at an NNEC In-tow Boarding Home during the numerous 

planning and field trips which took place over the course of the study. Depending 

on the time of year and student drop out, three to eight NNEC secondary students 

w r e  boarding at this home. The perspectives of the administration will be 

integrated into specific topics that are described in this section. 

Sixteen ln-TownlQueen Elizabeth program students were formall y 

interviewved for this study. (See chapter three for breakdown) The researcher 

attempted to get a sense of the students' secondary school experience by having 

student research participants share their secondary school history to date (May 

1 999). 

Support Network: 

In-toWQueen Elizabeth students identified vuho they came out to school 

with in Figure 5.4 in an effort for the researcher to determine their initial support 

network. An ovewhelming majority of students (82%) divulged that they came out 

to school with siblings or friends from their community, although a number of 

students stated that many of these friends have since dropped out. 



Figure 5.4 
Who Students Attend School With 
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In-ToWQueen Elizabeth Students were asked Mat supports they receive 

that helps them in their efforts to achieve a secondary education. As indicated in 

Figure 5.5, students related a number of supports, with friends and siblings at home 

topping the list. The tutorhg program was identified as important support, followed 

closely by the House Parents, Recreation and Social Activities. No student 

identified their parents as a support in response to this question. 



Figure 5.5 
Studant Identifid Supports Received 

Sense of BelonginglCommunity: 

1 n-ToWQueen Elizabeth Students were asked to identify what community 

they relate to M i l e  attending this prograrn. Most students were unable to articulate 

a response to this question. The three students who did respond identified good 

friends 

ail. 

from their First Nation and one stated did not have a community at 

The majority of Administrators positively feel that the 

TowdQueen Elizabeth students' communities are friends 

boundaries 

from their 

of ln- 

home 

community. "If one student goes home - the next week anotkrWlowsn Students 

have their own corner where they hang out at school. 

there is not real sense of community, whereas 

One administrator felt that 

feels that students who are 
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dealing with similar issues, such as sexual abuse, fom a community, although they 

don't speak of it. Queen Elizabeth administrators believe that the NNEC students 

are part of the school community. 

Strengths of Program: 

In-ToWQueen Elizabeth students were asked to identify strengths of the 

program. There w r e  relatively few responses to this question compared to the 

Pelican Falls Centre Students. Only half of the students responded to the question 

and the most frequent strength identified was NNEC social activities such as trips 

and movie passes. Participating in sports, such as the volleyball team was identifid 

as a strength of the prograrn. One student identified the Native StudiesfNative 

Language course as a strength of the program. Another student identified the close 

proximity to home as a strength of the program. One student suggested the ability 

to speak hislher own language is a strength of the program. There was an equal 

dearth of responses M e n  queried about dis1 i kes regarding the program. 

Responses about dislikes included: not having activities for poor academic 

performers; being grounded for nile violations; and curfew. One student responded 

that sorne students at Queen Elizabeth are racist. 

Queen Elizabeth District High School Administrators were more readily able 

to identify what they consider strengths of the In-toWQueen Elizabeth prograrn 

which ernerged in three main thernes: Bi-cultural program; Academics and 



SociaIfRecreationai activities. Queen Elizabeth administrators stated that the 

bicultural components which offers Native language and studies courses is a 

strength of the program. The school environment is composed of a mixture of 

Native and non-Native students (approximately a 50% -50% mix) wttich is also 

viewed by staff as a strength. Respondents also identified experienced Native and 

non-Native staff as a strong point of the program. 

The academic program provided by Oueen Elizabeth District High School is 

viewed as a strength of the program. Respondents specifically re fend  to the 

provision of a tutor; Special education teacher; Native Art Program; madified 

curriculum, special courses; and the antiracism program as contributing aspects of 

this strong program. 

Administrators highlighted social and recreational activities as a general 

strength of the In-toWQueen Elizabeth program. Respondents described the 

availability of high school counsellors who provide support and help if the students 

go to them as a strength. The school hired new Aboriginal counsellors 

specifically for NNEC students. Administrators noted that social/recreational 

activities are available, although it is difficult to organize activities that al1 students 

enjoy. It was recognized that the program attempts to integrate Native students into 

community sports. "We try to integrate Native kids into  commun^ sports but they 

don? want to be alone on a team. They feel overwhelmeû and it affects their ability 



and confidene. A lot of W s  are good at hockey. 1 don't think they should only look 

at academics first therefore excluding a lot of kids from trying out. " 

Controls and Rules: 

In-ToWQueen Elizabeth students had no dÏfficulty identifying controls and 

rules that are in place. Every In-Town/Queen Elizabeth student research 

participant made reference to NNEC's no drinking alcahol or dfug use policy and 

weil as NNEC's wrfew. Almost 75% of the In-TownlQueen Elizabeth students 

identified Queen Elizabeth District High School's Attendance Policy, whereby if you 

miss twelve classes you [ose your d i t .  One third of the students identified a 

policy whereby students must sign a contract with NNEC regarding their behaviour 

and agreement to follow NNEC rules. A further twenty percent of the respondents 

also identified key rules as: grounding policy; visiting niles; smoking rules, and not 

skipping school. 

1 n-Town/Queen Elizabeth students w r e  asked if they agreed with the niles 

and controls in place. Only of the sixteen respondents agreed with the rules. 

Almost thirty percent of the In-ToWQueen Elizabeth student research participants 

acknowledged they break the rules and controls in place, particularly the C~rfew 

and no-drinking mies. 

Sometimes 1 break the rules. 1 drink once in a while but 1 am discreet 
and responsible. Some kids am only out here to drink. I bmak curiew 
but no punishment. The rules stopped me when I got caught once. 



I stopped dnnking because I dîdn't want to ruin my life. I wanted to go 
to school. 

Students recognize that niles are there to keep them safe because they are 

in NNEC1s Gare now and to help them get through secondary school, but as one In- 

Town/Queen Elizabeth student put it, estil/ doesn't mean that they know what is best 

for US". 

In-ToWQueen Elizabeth students are teenagers and young adults, many 

of whom clearly are resisting the niles being imposed on them and, as 

demonstrated by the carnments of the following student, they have put some 

thought into rationalization their resistance to these controls. 

t dan? agree with any of them. I've never lîked des,  therefote 1 rebel 
against them. Parents couldn't csntrol me, what makes NNEC think 
they can. Work îs ditferent . . . it's not trying to contml what I do . . . 
Sometîmes 1 don't go to schod, but 1 keep dose track of days absent. 

Administrators were equally -II-informed about the control and rules in 

place for both the Boarding Home Program and Queen Elizabeth District High 

School policies. Research participants identified NNEC official policies and 

discipiinary measures including: grounding; behaviour contract; and expulsion for 

h m  semesters if students persist in breaking rules. One adrninistrator pointed out 

the diffiwlties faced by the In-town/Queen Elizabeth program in applying the niles: 

Secondary students are spoiled and manipulative . . . as soon as 
some lîmits are imposed by building home parents - students 



cornplain that the boardng home parent is abusing them and they get 
moved. Wrd ing  Home Parent has no deiénœ. Students don? say 
that it is physical or sexual abuse - just that they are mean . . . 
students wme from walking around al1 night to having to be in by 9:30 
p.m. They just walk around in packs ignoring rules. They get 
grounàed - again something that doesn't happen at home - oomplan; 
ignore grounding; and ultirnately get sent home. 

There is a perceived lack of wnsistency by some Administrators regarding 

enforcement of the niles/wntrols in the In-TmdQueen Elizabeth Boarding Home 

program. It was also suggested that the first four rnmths of niles are the most 

dificult to adapt to. It was pointed out by al1 research participants that students 

resist the niles/controls by breaking thern. Forty-eight percent of the In-tom 

students leaving the 1997f98 school year did so due to rule violations related ta 

drug and alwhol use, behaviour or safety reasons or conflict with the law. 

The Queen Elizabeth District High School attendance policy was identified 

as the most difficult rule for students to adapt to. 'The aftendanœ policy doesn't 

sink in nght a way to students. They don 't realize until it is too late . . . they don Y 

realize the impact. Sometimes the students don7 grasp whaf is a good excuse and 

a bad excuse? Once students have missed W l v e  classes in one subject 

regardless of reason, they lose that credit. When students lose their credits, they 

are sent home by NNEC, which accounts for a 29% of the 1997-98 drop out rate. 

Another school policy involved serving detentions in the ofFice for missed 

assignments and k i n g  late. The school determined that serving detention in the 



office was not effective and now sends students to the tutorial program to serve 

their detentions and receive help with assignments at the same time. Students are 

more accepting of this policy. 

Coping Mechanisms: 

In-TodQueen Elizabeth student research participants w r e  asked to 

identify coping mechanisms that they use during their secondary educational 

experience. One third of the In-ToWQueen Elizabeth students felt that they do 

cope on their own by just leaming to deal with the experience of going to school 

away from home and living in boarding homes. They did not articulate how they 

actually wpe, although hm students shared, "Don't mjnd it. it's a break from the 

family and you get useâ to it aîter a while". 

A coping mechanism identified by students involves keeping physically 

active by participating in organized sports and walking around tom. These group 

activities take place with other NNEC In-ToWQueen Elizabeth students. Twenty 

percent of the respondents to this question identiried "skipping school" as a coping 

mechanisrn, while one student identified sleeping as a coping mechanism. 

Thirty percent of the In-ToWQueen Elizabeth students M o  responded to 

this question identified drinking alcahol as a coping mechanism. 

Coming out changes you. Experience is not always good. My friends 



got sent home, those who help me relax. No opportunilés exœpt to 
drink. Nobody cares who you are. 

1 cope by drinking and going ta school. You corne across problems 
when you are out hem . . . Racism . . . never it expMenced it back 
home . . . You get it at school or on the streets. Get caught drinking 
is the easiest way to go home. People at home am mad at you but 
they get over it. 

There was no real consensus on the part of Administrators about the In- 

towdQueen Elizabeth students' use or development of coping mechanisms as is 

demonstrated by the varied responses outlined in the following comrnents. One 

Adrninistrator divulged: 

1 think the mapnty of Queen Elizabeth students do have coping skills, 
if th& intentions for comïng out to school are good. Students coping 
s M s  would be better if they were betterprepared before cvming out 
to school. We're talking about Sioux Lookout which is still within the 
cultural referenœ of students, more so than Thunder Bay or 
Peterborough. 

Another school administrator felt that "Some students leam to cope very quicWy 

with home and school. The two counsel/ors on staff at the Queen Uizabefh High 

School help: 

A Boarding Home parent eloquently identified the pathos of the situation by sharing 

the following: 



If's unfortunate that sorneone has to corne out and awpe." They have 
to mpe on resewe . . . but maybe they have fo survive on reserve 
and leam to cope here. The students 1 know rely on unhealthy coping 
skills such as dnnking and drug use. 

Dfinking and dnig use are seen as coping mechanisms by some research 

participants: 

Gids are open about their dnnking. Boys were dnnking al1 the time but 
they hid it. They w n t  to schtwl, did their homework and finished their 
year . . . the turning point is up to you how to dea/ with L 

Another administrator reinforced the sense that In-town students are not 

developing good coping skills, rather Yhey are relying on drinking and gmuping 

together as coping mechanismsa. 

Desired lmprovements to the Program: 

In-ToWQueen Elizabeth student research participants w r e  asked M a t  

additional supports they wuld they like to receive to help them succeed. Students 

asked that NNEC counsellors be more available to them. One group of students 

really missed the Recreation Counsellor that was hired by NNEC and wish that she 

would be rehired. Fifty percent of the students wu ld  Iike a higher monthly 

allowance and clothing allowance to be provided by NNEC and twenty percent of 

the In-ToWQueen Elizabeth student research participants requested more 

opportunities to go hunting and fishing. 

Administrators identified the numerous additional supports which they felt 
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could enhanœ In-town program student success which fell into tw main themes, 

social and academic supports. The most frequently mentioned need is for 

communication be-n the community and NNEC to be more open and honest. 

As mentioned 4 t h  PFC students, research participants suggested that the 

communities need to be more forthcoming to NNEC counsellors regarding the 

social emotional problems of &dents they send out. It vas suggested that NNEC 

needs to bring badc a full-time Reaeation Counselior that can actively engage the 

In-tom students. 'Students and boredom is a for trouble",specially since 

it was noted that there is a need for more follow through to get students to 

participate in activities. 

It was recornmended that there should be rewards for al1 students, not just 

those who are doing well academically. NNEC administrators noted that in addition 

there is a need for more recreational funding. 

Gmups activities and tnps are used as incentives for students to stay 
in school. We've done well the past two years and al1 tnps have been 
paid for fhmugh fundraising. They've even gone tubing and skïing. 
PaRicipation in tnps is oîten a combination of student behaviour and 
academics, although the next trip is for everyone. 

It was recommended that NNEC should provide addictions counselling. It was 

suggested that there should be more consistency in applying NNEC policies and 

procedures to In-toWQueen Elizabeth students. 

One research participant suggested: 



Some kids should be allowed to go home more offen at NNEC's 
expense, then rnaybe they would be able to cope better and not be 
so lone/y. They mund them up and send t k m  home fora funeral Ibr 
someone who died and dan? ml ly  know, instead of when they neeâ 
to. Boys need to go home more offen especrally b r  hunting and 
fishing . 

An ongoing struggle faced by NNEC is the need for finding good Boarding homes 

and some administrators even suggested irnplement ing criminal checks of 

prospective boarding home parents. 

1 think we need to get befter boarding homes. There is a shortage of 
boarûing homes. The kids get into a boardhg home situation, 
whefeas lots of kids want a family Iife to feel mmf6rtable at home. If 
they are not cornfortable, they tend to stay out. 

lt was also suggested that a shortened schoal year wu ld  support In-toinIQueen 

Elizabeth students in achieving their secondary school education. It was felt that 

ten months is too long for some students to be away from their community and that 

if they know they are going home soon, they might try harder to finish their 

semester. One final suggestion to enhance the In-toWQueen Elizabeth student 

program is for NNEC to sponsor its o m  sports teams. 

A few suggestions were made by Administrators that wuld enhance the 

academic program of Queen Elizabeth District High School. It is recognized that 

support from home is a strong element as wll as stronger elementary programs in 

supporting the academic achievement of students. Respondents also suggested 

the development of a peer counsellinglmeritoring program, more Native teaching 

staff, and that students need to have a cornmitment to attend and develop study 



habits. 

Lastly, an administrator made the following suggestion: 

Need a space for NNEC students - a dmp-in œntre for kids in the h@h 
schod. A lot of them neverkam the wmmundy even when they are 
hem. They don't get lonely for their parents, only for the wmmunity. 
Have to instill in students something that tesembles their w t n m ~ n ~ ~  
even in school. Like a mini powwow, arts and craffsJ native cUd0ng. 
This wil/ help with theiil& and idenMy issues. They are studying stuf 
they can 't &ntm W h J  that has no meaning attached. They neeâ to 
get cWit îbr Native language- They need an appmntr'iceship program 
to do hands on work (arts and craffs) rather than just the head. They 
know they are not up there academüally anâ feel stupuiJ so we have 
to budd on their strengths and not just have them fail. 

Academic and ldentity Outcornes: 

In-TownIQueen Elizabeth student research participants were asked m a t  

they feel they have acquired in tenns of academics and identity. Thirteen of the 

sixteen students wre  unable to articulate a response to this question. One student 

felt that gaining a high school diplorna will give them opportunities. Another student 

shared that he/she felt praud of being able to make it thus far through secondary 

school. One student does believe that he/she has achieved academically and has 

gained knowîedge. 

Rather than being able to identify what they have achieved academically and 

identity, some students expressed other concems in response to this question. One 

male student who MI1 graduate this year expressed anger and fear: 



IJm going to try to go to cd-. Tly. I'm afraid of failing. 1 know l am 
ready academically. l'm going to take a year off. We're having a 
baby in November. IJm going to work. 1 don 't know i f  the tim is Mht 
for college. The Band Counul is bullshit. They say they want hgh 
school graduates, but they don't give them pbs. They only give pbs  
to olderpeople who don? havepbs, not to young people. M a t  have 
1 achieved? My diporna. It makes me feel good in school. People 
are proud of me. My fnend graduafed /a& year in May. But he has 
no job - they're liars. They want us to finish, but they don't give us 
jobs. We students talk about it. We wnte Ietfe~s, but no response. 
1 don 't know. / get angry and fnrstrated. Pmbably we're too young îbr 
the Chief Makes us want to move away lbr a career orpbs. 1 know 
my diploma gives me opporfuniti;es. 1 donJf want to be on welfare. 1 
want to work right now. 1 want money. 

Other individual responses by students included one vvho noted that most of hislher 

friends have already dropped out. One student just felt there was too much 

partying which inhibits hisher ability to achieve academically. Another student 

made reference to the shame that is felt when he/she gets caught breaking the 

rules. Three students mentioned that it is hard to see what opportunities wÏll really 

be available to them. 

Administrators w r e  asked for their opinion as to how In-tom students were 

managing in terms of achieving academic and identity outcomes. The overall 

response from these research participants was one of hesitancy. One former 

NN EC studentlcommunity member felt: 

From what 1 can see at home, young ones are not 
achkving those goals. The aduns going back and 
taking Wahsa courses are doing wie/I. 1 think you have 
to want if. Are they more mature? Myseif, 1 aîtempted 



to go back to school. 1 didnJt finish if. 1 had long houts 
at work and took a cornputer course, but it didn't have 
relevance. 

Another research participant responded with uncertainty: 

1 offen wonder how many of these kids w m e  out and 
graduate, only to go home, have babrés and /ive on 
welfare. 1 donJt know really. 1 suspect that most who 
corne down to get an educafbn? go home and just try to 
survive. Many kids have good ideas for commundy 
development but no one listens. 

One administrator felt that 

The way I look at it we've k e n  doing things the wrong 
way. We have to build them up. Once they get hem 
we have to bring their s0clalJ emotidnal pampafion up. 
If a kkî is enpying himseK then he wi// leam. Deal with 
identlty first, then the academics. 

Another administrator felt that in ternis of achieving academic outcomes, the 

students are doing poorly in ternis of low academic achievement. Howver, the 

identity outcomes are doing better. 'Students self-esteem is improving; however 

fhen they are forced to drop out because they canJt adjust to the fuiesn. 

Perceptions: 

In contrast to the Pelican Falls Centre students, the In-To~inIQueen 

Elizabeth student research participants responded to the question about their 

perception of what others think of them referring to NonNative people in school and 

in the t o m  of Sioux Lookout. Eleven students responded to this query. One male 



student responded, 'They wmhip the ground 1 walk on. " Three students stated that 

they didn't care. Four students have wondered Mat  others think of them but said 

they were not bothered by it. 'They look at us strangely . . . A new face in town." 

However, three students felt like they are mocked, partiwlarly by other students 

in the schwl, 'Every Native expenénces get bugged in class, they thmw things at 

you and mimic the language". 

l n-ToWQueen Elizabeth student research participants w r e  asked about 

their opinion of the Pelican Falls Centre program. Four of these respondents had 

attended Pelican Falls Centre for one or two years. There were main 

responses to the program. One student noted that Pelican Falls Centre is like a 

little reserve, vvhich is good in this student's opinion. This student views Pelican 

Falls Centre as a community of Native people in an isolated setting similar to their 

First Nation communities. Other students agree that it is 'cool" to be able to go to 

school that way. They feel that Wudents do good work there and get high marks. " 

Sixty percent of the students M o  responded to this question did view Pelican Falls 

Centre in a more negative light They compared the program to a prison because 

it is strict, has too many niles and chores. aPe/ican has a short year, longer hours, 

can 't dnhk or smoke. It's like a prison. 1 wouldn 't want to go. 1 want more tke&m". 

One student also felt that Pelican Falls Centre is too isolated. 



Preference for On or Off First Nation Education: 

ln-TowVQueen Elizabeth student research participants were asked if they 

had a choice between attending secondary school on or off reserve, Mich would 

they prefer? Four of the ffieen respondents (27%) indicated they w u l d  prefer to 

attend secondary school on reswe because it would be better, noting that it would 

be easier to be with family (hm respondents have children back home) and to go 

hunting. Eleven of the fifteen respondents (73%) stated that they muld prefer to 

attend secondary schwl off-resewe. Reasons identified for this choice (in order 

of frequency of response) include: less boring (Nom) ;  more opportunities to engage 

in social and recreational activities, Iike sports and partying (24%); opportunity to 

meet new people (1 8Oh); just to get away (1 2Oh); and because Sioux Lmkout is not 

a "dry" community (6%). 

Discussion: 

This chapter wi-Il conclude with a comparative analysis of student 

experiences in the Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School and In- 

town/Queen Elizabeth program. One of the obvious distinctions between the hm 

programs in Midi NNEC students attend school is the incorporation of Native 

culture into the goals, policies, curriculum and student activities in school and the 

boarding home environment. The Pelican Falls First Nation High Sctiool is 

distinctly bicultural as stated in its mission staternent and program. Policies ensure 

that al1 courses must refiect First Nations perspectives and some courses must 



specifically contain 50% Native content. The Native language is freely spoken and 

encouraged in al1 courses including the Native Languages courses. Queen 

Elizabeth District High School offen some courses with Native content (1 1 out of 

130 courses). Although Queen Elizabeth has a multicultural policy, there is no 

mention in sdiool literature, policies and procedures about the unique divenity of 

the school makeup, such as the student body being 50% Native people. 

The Pelican Falls First Nation High School and Centre provides a nurturing, 

culturally based environment which is almost taken for granted by students. Queen 

Elizabeth District High school has hired h m  Native Counsellors H o  wrk out of the 

school and this has been very well received partiwlarly by the NNEC students. 

Both schools offer tutorial programs, but in Pelican's controlled environment 

participation in the program is mandatory. Boarding Home parents and staff at 

Queen Elizabeth can't force participation in their daily tutorial program. Although 

the tutorial leader and Native Counsellors are wll Iiked by students, 70°h of the In- 

town/Queen Elizabeth students stated that they do not attend (1999 Queen 

ElizabethDHS NNEC student survey). 

Student activities are more organized and held more frequently at Pelican. 

In this close knit all-Native student community, there is a certain amount of cornfort 

level to interact with one another. This sense of belonging and cornfort in the 

controlled environment is the most important factor for the success of the Pelican 



Falls program. In the closed environment, participation is usually mandatory with 

the exception of senior students. Participation in activities sponsored by NNEC or 

Queen Elizabeth is voluntary for the In-tom students. In-townlQueen Elizabeth 

students gravitate to activities which other Native people are joining in. The Queen 

Elizabeth Native Student Newsletter is an example of a quite successful student 

venture. The 1999 student survey of NNEC students found that 64% of students 

indicated that they need other Native students on a team for thern to feel 

cornfortable trying out or playing. Academic restrictions imposed by the school may 

impact on NNEC students eligibility to play team sports, if they were A l h g  to 

attempt to overwme the cornfort baniers. The Queen Elizabeth District High 

School Calendar does not note any special activities that would reinforce Native 

culture; rather they focus on team sports, Halloween, Christmas and a Winter 

Camival m p l e t e  with King and Queen. 

The Boarding Home situations are distinctly different between Pelican Falls 

Centre and the In-townIQueen Elizabeth program. Pelican Falls Centre has a staff 

structure a busy routine designed to assist with the transition from First Nation 

to rural community. The ratio of staff (counsellors) to students is 1:8. and the 

program also has an Elder, relief staff, maintenance staff, a lunch-time cook and 

gatekeepers who al1 interact with students in one way or another. In contrast, the 

In-town Boarding Home program is a roorn and board model, although Boarding 

Home parents are encouraged to include students in their farnily Iife. There is a lot 



more freedom and not as many organized activities in this relatively unstmdured 

environment Midi the key factors leading to the problems and difficulties 

experienced by these students. Boarding home parents are limited in M a t  they 

may actually enforce A th  students. The ratio of NNEC wunsellors to students is 

3300, although this is a misrepresentation as these wunsellors are also 

responsible for the overall coordination for al1 450 secandary students. 

Both groups of students identified siblings and friends at home as their 

primary school support network, followed by staff and house parents. Whereas 

Pelican Falls Centre students identified parents as a support, not one In- 

town1Queen Elizabeth student did. This might reflect the effort by Pelican to include 

parents in the program, M i ch  the NNEC wunsellors do not have the resources to 

undertake with the same intensity. This observation may also reflect less parental 

involvement in the lives of In-town students in general. This has significant policy 

implications as links with home are significant, M ich  will be elaborated upon in 

Chapter Six. 

Administrators viewed Pelicans Fall CentreIFirst Nation High School as the 

community to which Pelican Falls Centre students attached meaning and belonging. 

There was no consensus on community for the In-tom students by Administrators. 

Students from both programs were ambiguous about this area of discussion, 



although the majority of those student research participants vutio did respond still 

identified strongly with their home community. 

Pelican Falls Centre students were able to more readily identify strengths of 

their program than the In-town/Queen Elizabeth students. Pelican Falls Centre 

student ovemhelrning responses wnsidered the modified schwl calendar, f o l l o d  

by the ability of the program to keep them engaged in their studies as well as the 

cultural component as the strengths of the program. The unavailability of alcohol 

and dmgs was considered a strength, in addition to the recreational activities and 

the freedom to speak their Native language. In-towWQueen Elizabeth students 

had a low response rate to this question, with NNEC recreational activities and 

sports ernerging as the predominately articulated strengths of the In-tom prograrn. 

Administrators emphasized the safe, caring, culturally-based environment and 

sense of belonging nurtured at Pelican Falls Centre as the strength ufthat program. 

The integration of Native and non-Native students and academic support available 

was viewed by Administrators as the primary strengths of the In-t&Queen 

Elizabeth program- 

There are more controls and rufes at Pelican Falls Centre than the In-town 

program, and these controls are more easily and consistently enforced within the 

control led environment. While Pelican Falls Centre students w u l d  prefer that the 

controls w r e  not in place, particularly those rules wbich interfere with their 



personal life such as curfewand Iights out, there is minimal resistanœ to the rules. 

In-town/Queen Elizabeth students identified NNEC's no alcohol and dnig use policy 

and Queen Elizabeth's attendance policy as the most well-known rules, with 73% 

of the In-toWQueen Elizabeth student research participants disclosing that they 

break the niles. In the open boarding home environment in t~ it is much easier 

for the students to get caught up in the 'town life" and engage in particularly 

negative influences such as alcahol and dnig use, and loitenng in arcades and on 

the main street. The less structured routine of the In-town boarding home situation 

allows students lots of free tirne. There are few restrictions on their movements, 

thus is it easier for them to socialize (and party) with friends and relatives frorn the 

north. As mentioned earlier, Boarding Home parents experience difficulty enforcing 

policies and discipline measures because they are not the students' guardians, and 

if students dislike the home then they can't be for& to remain there. 

The attendance policy at Queen Elizabeth is another difficult nile Wich In- 

t o m  students must conforni to. In the wntrolled and isolated environment at 

Pelican Falls Centre, poor attendance is not an issue because Vie students Iive on 

the site and there really is no alternative available to attending school. If Pelican 

Falls Centre students are ill, then they must go to the Health trailer to be supervised 

by a nurse. High school staff wwld argue that the program is so interesting and 

wll-suited to student strengths that most want to be there. In the In-toWQueen 

Elizabeth program, there are more opportunities for students to go uptown and 



engage in other pursuits. Classes missed due to illness cuunt as an absence 

toward their attendance unless students are hospitalized. Weekend trips home 

Monday travel days and sleeping in quickly add up and More they know if students 

acquire -Ive absences and lose their credit. 

Pelican Falls Centre students identified laughter as a coping mechanism, 

h i l e  In-toWQueen Elizabeth students suggested they just learn to deal with the 

pressures of attending school in a non-familial, non-Native environment. Both 

groups of students identified physical exercise as a coping mechanism. Although 

both groups of students shared that they walk around with friends a lot in the 

evening, Pelican Falls Centre also offers regular stnidured activities such as 

sports. Students in both programs identified m a t  could be considered negative 

coping mechanisms. Pelican Falls Centre students suggested that they smoke 

cigarettes and use "faxesn to go into town to party as coping mechanisms. In- 

townJQueen Elizabeth students stated that they use "skipping" school and alcohol 

as coping mechanisms. Whereas, the granting of 'faxesn can be controlled at 

Pelican Falls Centre and alcuhol consumption restricted, the sarne controls are not 

available in tom. It should be clarified that not every Pelican Falls Centre student 

who requests a fax does so for the purpose of drinking, and that most boarding 

home parents are unaware of the degree of alcohol and dwg use of their students. 

The perspectives of the Administrators are ambivalent as to the degree to 
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which students are acquiring wping mechanisms. One issue that may need to be 

examined further is the ability of those students who acquire some coping 

mechanisms to be able to transfer that skill to another environment. For example, 

if Pelican Falls Centre students leam to lean on their peers for support at schwl, 

are they able to seek out and utilize support ne-rks in other environments once 

they leave, such as their First Nation or at a post-secandary institution? As for In- 

t om students who tough it out or drink atcohol as a coping mechanism. are they 

any more prepared to cope when they move to a larger urban centre for 

employment or to further their education? Even more challenging is the question 

of whether coping mechanisms can even be effectively taught, or is it something 

one acquires through experienœ and maturity? 

Al1 groups of research participants were asked to formulate a wish list of 

additional supports for either program which they feel might augment student 

secondary success. Not surprisingly, Pelican Falls Centre students wish for more 

"freedom" Mi le  In-townIQueen Elizabeth students request more stnictured 

activities and nurturing from wunselling staff. Administrators generally identified 

a desire to enhance social, academic and Iifeskills support for students. 

Essentially, the need for communities to work more closely with NNEC in disclosing 

the special social, emotional and mental needs of the student in order to provide 

them with better support has been repeated as a pressing need sinœ NNEC's 

inception. Research participants emphasized the importance for NNEC to be 



provided the financial resources to develop and implement inhouse specific 

professional mental and social health services in a culturally-appropriate manner 

that will address these needs, such as addictions counselling, counselling for 

victims of sexual and physical abuse, counselling for students vvho have engaged 

in suicide ideation, and bereavement counselling. In addition, additional financial 

resources to develop academic transition programs that will increase the academic 

level of students is ako strongly desired- 

The Pelican Falls Centre students w r e  more readily able to identify 

academic and identity outcornes than In-towniQueen Elizabeth students. The 

design and nature of the Pelican Falls Centre/ First Nation High School program 

continually emphasizes the strengths and achievements of the students, 

individually, in class and through numemus 'showcasen opportunities. Pelican Falls 

Centre students are acwstomed to people and educators visiting their unique 

program from across Canada and the United States. These visitors are often 

greeted a feast or special adivity. Pelican Falls regularly puts on events 

showcasing student talent. &entific achievements and cultural activities. The self- 

confidence, personality and positive self-esteem is the most obvious characteristic 

of the Pelican Falls Centre students. The In-tOHnI/Queen Elizabeth students wre 

more mncerned about obtaining promised work in their home cornmunit)' or wping 

with potential pst-secondary programs. 



Throughout the study, students w r e  encauraged to share their perspectives 

on a variety of topics. Students w r e  also asked to reflect upon how they think they 

are perceived by others. Pelican Falls Centre students interpreted 'others" as 

Native students and pers  not in the program, M i le  In-tWQueen Elizabeth 

students interpreted 'others" as Sioux Lookout tomspeople and non-Native 

students in their sctiool. Pelican Falls Centre students believe that other Native 

young people make fun of them for being in the strict school. In-toWQueen 

Elizabeth students suggest that they are recognizable as outsiders by tovvnspeople, 

and that fellow non-Native students mock thern. In-toWQueen Elizabeth students 

daim not to be bothered by this perceived behaviour, M i le  Pelican Falls Centre 

students resent k ing  teased by their peers. Students in both pragrams were 

queried about their opinion of the 'othef program. Ten of the thirty-five students 

(29%) have experienced both programs, six students frorn Pelican Falk Centre and 

four students from the In-townlQwen Elizabeth program. Pelican Falls Centre 

students discem the In-town/Queen Elizabeth students as having more freedom, 

more fomality in the school but fewer graduates. In-town1Queen Elizabeth students 

view Pelican Falls Centre as strict but feel that the students do well academically. 

In conclusion to this chapter, it is noted that, despite the many difficulties 

faced by students attempting to acquire their secondary education away from their 

First Nation. given a choice between attending sdiool on or off-resenre, an 

ovewhelming majority of students (82%) still prefer to access their education off- 



reserve. Challenges faced by students and situating key findings within the 

literature will be fut-ther examined in Chapter Six. 



CHAPTER SIX 

FACTORS POTENTIALLY INFLUENCING SUCCESS 

Factors potentially influencing success will be delineated from the study 

findings leading to a discussion about the factors and their relative importance in 

affecting success. Success is defined in Chapter Four as wmpleting an academic 

program or year desired by students, while supporthg a positive Aboriginal identity. 

This discussion includes an examination of the findings in relation to the literature, 

in particular Dr. Gail Winter's dissertation about factors influencing post-secondary 

success with Sioux Lookout District First Nations students. 

Factors Potentially lntluencing Secondary Student Succeu: 

This section-will discuss the factors that emerged from this study as 

potentially influencing secondary student success. Factors identified in this study 

as potentially influencing secondary school success for Sioux Lookout District First 

Nations students include: academic preparation; support; utility of education; 

cultural discontinuity; transition to urban environment; alcohol abuse; path events 

and cognitive dissonance. In particular, these fadors will be discussed in relation 

to Dr. Gail Winter's 1996 study 'Breaking the Camel's BadC and other literature. 

The overlapping nature of the factors discussed in this section Hnll becorne evident. 



Academic Preparation 

Perhaps the most significant challenge facing Sioux Lwkout District First 

Nations sewndary students identified in this study is that of academic 

preparedness. Essentially, students must leap from grade five to grade nine Men 

they leave their on-reserve education programs. Generally speaking, students 

assessed upon grade nine entry are found to average two to four grade levels 

below grade nine levels in the areas of reading, witing and math.' These 

assessments are conducted annually by NNEC and the DND secondary schools 

wtiich took part in this study. 

Weak First Nations education programs are the major cause of the 

inadequate academic preparedness. Administrators who took part in this study 

identified high teaching staff turnover, unqualified teaching staff, unqualified 

Education Authority staff and a failure to build up on the basic foundations of 

education - reading, witing and math, as the significant contributing factors to the 

low academic standards of on-reserve education programs. English as a second 

language is another challenge vvhich must be addressed in the on-reserve 

education programs as wll as subject materials, sape and sequence. In general, 

the la& of academic standards (First Nations do not have to meet ministry 

guidelines at the elementary level) and a push to pass students who did not meet 

school grade standards impact on students' lack of academic preparedness. 

1 NNEC Management Staff - Personal Interview, AMI 1999 



None of the Administrative research participants responded positively M e n  

asked if NNEC students attending Pelican Falls First Nation High School or Queen 

Elizabeth District High School were academically prepared for grade nine. These 

respondents noted that in the past they could identify a couple of First Nations that 

sent out students that were more academically prepared than most, but this is no 

longer the case. VVhen queried about possible explanations for this change, the 

respondents suggested changeover in qualified staff as a plausible reason. If a 

group of qualified school teachers remain in that community over a five or six year 

period, then the students benefit from the cansistency of a long-terrn, stable goal- 

oriented education program. 

The Administrators, in partiwlar, felt that if students have natural academic 

ability, the basics of education, as well as effort and desire, they can overwme the 

initial disadvantage they face when entering a grade nine program off-reserve. 

Many students do "scrape through grade nine with marks between 50-60%." 

However, students with a learning disability can't overcome this significant barrier. 

Students are individuals. .. some have a predisposition 
to take on the challenges of academics, some are good 
af singing, some am predisposed to music and other 
are good af spotts. Some students are naturally able to 
take on the challenges of academics, some need help. 

The challenge facing both high schools is that they must take the student 



from where they are at and significantly improve their academic levels within a 

regular classroom setting. Given the all-Native student population at Pelican Falls, 

this task is made somewhat easier as the cammitted staff are dealing with a 

consistent problem and have a school philosophy vvhich racognizes and supports 

upgrading of students. Queen Elizabeth District High School is delivenng a 

curriculum which is finnfy rooted in provincial curriculum guidelines and standards 

and must address the diverse acadernic needs of Non-Native urban students, 

Native urban students, and Northern Native students. This issue bewmes more 

cornplex for both sdiools with the new Ontario sewndary curriculum impiemented 

in the fall of 1 999 under whicti students must pass a grade ten literacy test. 

An interesting development occurred vutien the student researcb participants 

were questioned about their academic preparedness for entering grade nine 

programs off-reserve. An overwhelming majority of students believe that they were 

academically prepared for grade nine - 68Oh of the Pelican Falls First Nation High 

School students and 81 O h  of the Queen Elizabeth District High School District High 

School students responded affirrnatively. This significant contradiction between the 

students' and the administrators/cornmunity members' perceptions reflects 

dissonance between students perceptions and administrators. The empirical 

results from the academic testing of students entering the grade nine program 

demonstrating the low acadernic levels of the students are valid. This data has 

been consistent over the past ten years. The student response suggests that 



teaching staff at both schools are doing such a good job of supporting the students' 

selfesteem that they didn't realize how poorly they were doing, or the students' 

responses are a smokescreen, whereby students are engaging in a fantasy 

because the reality is too threatening for them to articulate or admit. Cultural and 

cognitive dissonance vinIl be examined in more detail later in this chapter. 

The Pelican Falls First Nation High School and Centre provides a nurturing, 

wlturally based environment which is almost taken for granted by students. Oueen 

Elizabeth District High school has hired tvvo Native Counsellors who wrk out of the 

school and this has been very well received partiwlarly by the NNEC students. 

60th schools offer tutorial programs, but in Pelican's controlled environment 

participation in the program is mandatory. Boarding Home parents and staff at 

Queen Elizabeth can't force participation in their daily tutorial program. Although 

the tutorial leader and Native Counsellors are well Iiked by students, 70% of the In- 

toWQueen Elizabeth students stated that they do not attend (1999 Queen 

Elizabeth DHS NNEC student survey). Hence, the academic abilities of the In-townl 

Queen Elizabeth students are not developing as quickly as Pelican Falls students. 

Academic preparation as a factor Mich  influences progress was a key 

finding in Winter's (1 996) study. This study confimed that poor academic 

preparedness is a pre-existing condition, and inadequate academic preparation is 

the most influential factor for academic success at the secondary level. Students 



are attending secondary programs that are administered under Ontario Ministry 

guidelines, and therefore there is not much flexibility for students to choose 

programs that better meet their existing academic level. La& of academic 

preparedness is a problem for both schools. However, as diswssed in Chapter 

One and Five, different supports and controls are in place in each school to 

address this factor. VVinter found that: 

Aithough students with weak academic skills must wtxk  
harder to master the program content this does not 
necessarily impede progress, however, with adequate 
academic preparation progress is much casier. (Winter 
1996:294) 

This study confimed this finding as administrators repeatedly suggested that 

many students had a natural ability, the basics of education and desire Mich 

allowed them to work hard and become more acadernically prepared (Wright, 

1991 ). Winter suggested that the effects of inadequate academic preparation can 

result in a loss of confidence and motivation, emphasizing the importance of close 

friends, family teachers and other members in providing support and 

encouragement, a finding confimed in this study. The closed environment at the 

Pelican Falls CentrefFirst Nation High School provides in4epth support and 

encouragement. The mandatory tutorial program their teadiers supports 

students personally and enhances their efforts to reach their academic potential. 

enabling them to remain registered in and passing generai level courses. However, 

there is no way to enforce In-town Program students to attend the tutorials that are 

available to them at the Queen Elizabeth District High Schwl. Queen Elizabeth 



closely monitors student progress and sends letten to boarding home parents 

informing them of outstanding assignments and the need to attend tutorial. 

However, the Boarding Home parents and NNEC counsellors can only encourage 

students to attend. lnadequate academic preparation contributes ta feelings of 

incompetence. More students at Queen Elizabeth are enrolled in basic level 

courses than at Pelican. This study suggests that the poor attendanœ of In-town 

students, and skipping of classes resulting in loss of credits and ultimately being 

sent home is one indication of these feelings of inadequacy. The dissonance 

be-en the students' stated opinions of being adequately academically prepared 

for their programs, and the administrations' testing which shows the majority of 

students two to four grade levels b e l w  academic standards presents an interesting 

dynamic. Since it is mandatory that al1 Pelican Falls students attend daily tutoriels 

they receive needed help without k i n g  singled out. H ~ v e r .  ln-town students are 

able to maintain their fantasy that they don't need tutorial assistance despite 

obvious failing grades or not handing in assignments (Kramer I W O ;  Festinger, 

1957, Rehner, 1991 ). 

Support 

Support has been identified as a factor potentially infiuencing success. 

Winter discusses the importance of familial, First Nation and institutional support 

as important factors affecting participation and retention. The Administrators M o  



took part in this study confirmed the importanœ of parental support for students 

wmpleting their secandary schaal year. Students, on the other hand, primarily 

identified siblings and friends from their wmmunity as their most valuable support. 

The two students who did identify that their parents had instilled within them the 

value of a formal education did graduate h m  their secondary program, and have 

long-terrn goals for acquiring a post secondary education. The literature strongly 

emphasizes the importance of parental or family support in hefping Aboriginal 

students achieve their educational goals (Aitken 8 Falk, 1983 , Wilson, 1983, Noley 

1991 , Kleinfeld, 1992, Winter 1996). 

First Nation support is limited to financial awards for graduates, as well as 

a representative taking students from their home community out for dinner once 

or twice a year. Students occasionally expressed anger at their First Nation for not 

doing more for them. Mackay and Miles (1 995) argue that First Nations M o  tank 

education as the top priority of their children and demonstrate their cammitment to 

education enjoy a high graduation rate. 

Students' relationship to their home comrnunity is actually essential to their 

efforts in pursuing a secondary education (Kramer 1970, Kleinfeld, 1992). The First 

Nation community is the centre of students' family and social life and the source of 

their culture. The comrnunity serves both negative and positive functions for the 

students. On the one hand, some students are using their pursuit of a secondary 



education as an opportunity to leave their community, whether they are escaping 

boredom or personal problems. However, the community still ads as a safety valve 

for the students. When the students experienœ difficulties or wgnitive/cultural 

dissonance, they want to and do go home - if not !O their parents. then to their peen 

and siblings. They are connected to the community despite its dysfunctional 

attributes, and M e n  students' reality or fantasies can no longer be supported in the 

urbanlrural environment, then they retum to their perceived reality of their 

community for validation. Unfortunately, while out at school experiencing 

hornesickness, cultural diswntinuity and cognitive dissonance, students' 

perceptions of home also bemme more reflective of fantasy rather than reality, and 

their return home often quickly becornes disappointing, but it serves its purpose at 

the time in providing immediate reassurance and validation for the students. This 

results in almost a ping-pong bal1 effect; students in their First Nation communities 

want to leave and feel confident that they are strong enough ta cope with the 

outside wrld, but m e n  they nin into obstacles in the outside world, they want to 

return home to a sense of belonging, where they quickly become discontent again 

and desire to retum to school again. Eventually, 10-15% of the NNEC students 

who engage in this ping-pong educational experience graduate from secondary 

school. Somehow it is important that the First Nation communities provide a more 

positive support system that will help to reduce the frequent breaks or stoppages 

in education experienced by students. 



The institutional support provided by NNEC through Boarding Home parents, 

counsellors, Pelican Falls First Nation High School teachers, tutorial programs and 

special activities impact on secondary school success. The Boarding Home 

situations are distindly different between Pelican Falls Centre and the In- 

town/Queen Elizabeth program. Pelican Falls Centre has a staff structure with a 

busy routine designed to assist with the transition from First Nation to rural 

wmmunity. The ratio of staff (counsetlors) to students is 1 :8, and the program also 

has an Elder, relief staff, maintenance staff, a lunch-time cook and gatekeepers 

who ail interact with students in one w a y  or another. The cantained environment 

provided at Pelican Falls Centre and the low ratio of staff to students enables staff 

to be more involved in providing support to the students. Student activities are 

more organized and held more frequently at Pelican. In this close-knit all-Native 

student wmmunity, there is an enhanced comfort level vvhich allows students ta 

more easily interact with one another. In the closed environment, participation is 

usually mandatory with the exception of senior students. 

In contrast, the In-tom Boarding Home program is a room and board modal, 

although Boarding Home parents are encouraged to include students in their family 

life. There is a lot more freedorn and not as many organized activities in this 

relatively unstnictured environment. Boarding home parents are limited in what 

they may adually enforce with students. The ratio of NNEC counsellors to students 

is 3300, although this is a rnisrepresentation as these counsellors are also 



responsible for the overall coordination of al1 450 secondary students. Participation 

in activities sponsored by NNEC or Queen Elizabeth is voluntary for the In-tom 

students. In-toWQueen Elizabeth students gravitate to activities Mich other 

Native people are joining in. The Queen Elizabeth Native Student Newletter is an 

example of a quite successful student venture. The 1999 student survey of NNEC 

students found that 64% of students indicated that they need other Native students 

on a team for them ta feel camfortable trying out or playing. Academic restrictions 

imposed by the school may impact on NNEC students eligibility to play team sports, 

if they were willing to attempt to overwme the discornfort barriers. The Queen 

Elizabeth District High School Calendar does not note any special activities that 

would reinforce Native culture; rather they focus on team sports, Halloween, 

Christmas and a Winter Carnival wmplete with King and Queen. 

Overall, Pelican Falls Centre students are more adively involved in 

organized activities than the In-town students. Tinto (1987) argues that la& of 

participation and insuficient contact with rnembers of the institution is the most 

important predictor of eventuai departure at the post-sewndary level. If students 

are unable to establish a strong relationship with the NNEC or Queen Elizabeth 

institution and staff, then this la& of support in conjunction with other factors 

contributes to students being unable to complete their schooling. 



Utility of Education 

Winter (1 996) found that many First Nations in Northwestern Ontario do not 

support or encourage post secandary education, a finding supported in the 

literature (Kleinfeld, 1992; Wintrob 8 Sindell 1968, Degen 1992). Winter's finding 

was confinned in this study, as Administrators suggested that parents view 

graduation from high school as their definition of a successful education as 

opposed to attending post secondary or acquifing a job. Seaindary students from 

both schools who participated in this study, on the other hand, overwtielmingly 

identified a desire to continue on to college, despite the challenges encountered in 

their secondary education and relatively low academic success as indicated by the 

number of breaks in education and loss of academic credits partiwlarly at Queen 

Elizabeth. Students appear to recognize, on one level, the utility of both a 

secondary and post secondary education in reaching their career goals. The 

literature suggests that if students perceive that their education will lead ta 

employment or other future opportunities, then they are more likely to meet with 

success (Stairs, 1995; Winter, 1996; Noley 1991). H m v e r ,  there is also 

dissonance between the type of education students feel they require in order to 

achieve their career goals. Many occupations necessitate an extensive university 

education, yet students unrealistically think a college education will prepare hem 

to become a pediatrician. 

The literature suggests that desire for a post secondary education in 

sewndary sctiool has a positive impact on future academic success (Wilson, 1983; 
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Degen, 1992). One might spewlate that the dissonance in recognition of the 

desirability for a p s t  sewndary education between students and their wmmunities 

may lead to a negative impact on the students' future efforts. Winter's suggests 

that cultural dissonance between M a t  the students leam Mi le  engaging in p s t  

secondary education in an urban environment and life on First Nations can dilute 

parental and First Nation support (Winter, 1996:318). Based on researcher 

observations and interviews with administrators, a cfear finding is that parents 

prefer their children to attend Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School rather 

than the In-tom program. This finding is supported by the establishment of 

additional NNEC programs based on the Pelican model, including the Ear Falls 

First Nation prograrn and a proposed urban high scbool program in the Thunder 

Bay area as per the direction of the First Nation Chiefs. One reason for this 

preference is due to their confidence in Pelican being able to keep their children 

safe. 

It could also be argued that the wrnparatively reduced cultural dissonance 

between the First Nation and the Pelican Falls Centre program environment is also 

a factor in the parental and First Nation preference. Kramer suggests that the 

negative reaction to further education relates to its role in allowing opportunities for 

mobility which is 'in large part a functEon of the communal fear of loss of 

membership" (Kramer, 1970:129). Other literature suggests that 'parents 

apparently hold conflicting attitudes towards institutionalized education, seeing it as 

beneficial to their children's future but threatening to their culture" (Maclvor, 

199584). Although the community members and First Nations want students to 
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return home following their secondary education (Stairs, 1 995, Kleinfeld. 1992). 

students recognize that hiring practices in the community are usually unrelated to 

their education. Hence, many students recognize the need for further education so 

that they may have employment opportunities off resewe. Twenty percent more 

students at Pelican than the In-town program identified that they wwld prefer ta find 

employment off-reserve, despite the In-tom students being more vocal about lack 

of opportunities in their First Nation. This might reflect the relative lack of urban 

experience and reduœd cultural dissonance experienced by the Pelican students 

compared to the I n - t m  students M o  ultimately need ta retum home to find their 

sense of place and belonging. 

Cultural Discontinuity 

One of the obvious distinctions between the tvvo programs in which NNEC 

students attend school is the incorporation of Native culture into the goals, policies, 

curriculum and student activities in school and the boarding home environment. 

The Pelican Falls First ~a t i on  High School is distinctly bi-cultural as stated in its 

mission statement and program. Policies ensure that al1 courses must refiect First 

Nations perspectives and some courses must specifically contain 50% Native 

content. The Native language is freely spoken and encwraged in al1 courses 

including the Native Languages courses. Queen Elizabeth District High School 

offers some courses with Native content (1 1 out of 130 courses). Although Queen 

Elizabeth has a multicultural policy, there is no mention in school literature, policies 
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and procedures about the unique diversity of the sctioal makeup, such as the 

student body k i n g  5û0h Native people. 

As noted in Chapter Tm, the Iiterature supports the idea that reduction of 

cultural conflid for Aboriginal students in education and the presence of 

identifiable, sensitive and wlturally aware role models are factors which contribute 

to persistenœ in education (Falk 8 Aitken, 1983; Winter 1996; Degen 1992, 

Kleinfeid 1992). Stairs' (1 995) Model of Native Education that argues for a culturally 

based proœss of leaming and teaching is more effectively operationalized at 

Pelican Falls than at Queen Elizabeth District High School. 

As suggested in the previous factor related to utility of education, students 

attending the I n-tow1Queen Elizabeth program clearly noticed alienation betwen 

themselves and the institution and society at large. Wintefs literature identifies this 

as adversely affecting progress. Eber Hampton diswsses hm standards of lndian 

education which need to be addressed to reduce cultural discontinuity: culture and 

tradition: 

The fourth standard of Indian education is culture. 
Indian cultures have ways of thought, leaming and 
teaching, and communicating that am d-rent than but 
of equal validity to those of White cuitures. These 
thoughtways stand at the beginning of lndian time and 
are the foundations of our children's lives. Their full 
flower is being one of the people. . . The fifth standard 
of lndian education is tradition: lndian education 
maintains a continuity with tradition. Our traditions 
define and preserve us. It is important to understand 
that this continuity with tradition is neifher a r e m o n  of 



the artifacts of other cuItu~s nor an attempt to Yurn 
back the clock' . . . It is the wntinuity of a Iiwng cubure 
that is important to / d a n  educafbn, nof the 
preservation of a fmen museum specimen. (Hampton, 
SQ5:26- 19) 

Pelican Falls Centre students are obviously enrolled in an Aboriginal specific 

institution with little contact Ath mainstream society, a process Mich reduces 

cultural discontinuity. Contact that does occur with mainstream society, such a CO- 

operative wrk placements and recreational activities are organized within a 

supervised and protected framewrk. The close-knit protected environment of 

Pelican Falls Centre gives students a strong feeling of connection to the school, 

and the support services provided in the program help ta foster a desire to succeed. 

Culture and tradition as described by Hampton are incorporated into the curriculum. 

It is the researcher's observation that many of the Pelican Falls Centre 

students have a much more positive self-concept than the rnajority of the In-tom 

students. The students were more articulate and confident than the In-town 

students - more willing to respond to questions, despite the fact that the researcher 

actually spent more time and had stronger bonds with the In-town students. The 

most clear example of how self-concept suffers as a result of cultural discontinuity 

is demonstrated by Pelican Falls students who leave the program to attend the In- 

toWQueen Elizabeth program. The students w r e  doing well at Pelican but 

wanted the freedom of the In-tom program or a different IÏfe emence. However, 

many of these students' self-concept and confidence dramatically diminished Mile 



in the In-tom program. The students struggled with the challenges of adapting to 

the experienœs of 'tow-Me" that they originally thought they could handie. They 

found themselves without the Pelican safety net and many ultimately dropped out 

from school altogether. A number of students identified that they needed to return 

to Pelican Falls Centre in order to graduate. A Pelican Falls Centre administrator 

noted that a number of their wrrent students wu ld  actually do quite well in the In- 

town program but prefer to remain at Pelican. Perhaps these students are 

reflecting an awareness of the cultural discontinuity that exists more noticeably in 

town and ~ Î s h  to avoid that experience at this time of their lives. 

One of the key questions raised by this study is why are so many In-tom 

students affeded by the Queen Elizabeth attendance policy? Why don? the 

students go to school? Although there is a danger in oversirnplify reasons 

(Paquette, 1986), one possible explanation is that poor attendanœ is an indication 

of the cultural discontinuity experienced by Sioux Lookout District First Nation 

students in an environment which lacks the key factors outlined above. 

It could be suggested that the overwhelming homesickness identified by al1 

students and Administrators alike is an expression of the conflict which emerges as 

a result of the cultural discontinuity. See research participants - administrators, 

cornrnunity members and students - identified homesickness (female response) or 

missing their friends at home (male response) as one of the challenges faced by 

students attending secondary programs off resewe. As a Pelican Falls First Nation 
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High School teacher noted: 

Being a way from home is similar to students' fi& year 
affending univetsrty. It is usually the fi& time away 
from fnends and family. Only these students are much 
younger. 

Some students identified a sense of exclusion and alienation by being out 

ai school and missing wmmunity events: 

There are things going on at the reserve thai you can't 
go to because you have to be here. Speaal events 
such as sports, tournaments and Hunters' Festival. 

Many students long for traditional adivities; male students miss hunting and 

fishing, whereas the female students miss sharing in the comradery of the hunting 

season. It is a very important time for developing social relationships. An educator 

suggested that there is a significant blip in the drop out rate for secondary school 

students during goose hunting season. Familial responsibilities w r e  also identified 

as a contributing factor toward homesickness because six of the students M o  

participated in this study have babies at home. 

The student research participants who took part in this study reflected a wide 

range in age and life experience, yet al1 identified homesickness as a major 

challenge and their ability to wpe with it becomes a significant factor in their ability 

to successfully mnplete their school year. This finding is supported in the 

literature, " . . . the greatest factor affectiing stuâent boarders who dropdut is simple 

homesickness. Not only do they pine for family and tiends, but they also long for 

their accustomed food and lifesylen (Macùay 8 Miles, 1995: 1 70). The students did 
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not identify that they missed their parents; rather they missed their close siblings, 

friends, and adivities Mich take place in the community. At the same time, they 

identify that they coma out to school because they are b o r d  and there is nothing 

to do at home, to meet new friends and enjoy new opportunities. Perhaps this 

inconsistency is a refiection of the inner turrnoil they experience as a result of the 

cultural discontinuity as well as adjusting to the transition of moving to an urban 

environment. ft may ais0 be a refiection of their relative young age and that rnany 

of these students are not emotionally ready to be away from friends and family. 

Transition to the Urban Environment 

Many prevalent themes ernerged that can best be described as adapting or 

adjusting to an urbanlrural environment rather than an isolated resewe Me. Sioux 

Lookout is a rural community with a population of 5,500 vuhich is much larger than 

the Sioux Lookout District First Nations which range in size fmm 300 to 2000 

individuals. It is significant that this challenge was identified by Administrators and 

In-townIQE students. It was not mentioned by Pelican Falls Centre Students and 

hence is the one exception to the consensus of challenges faced by Siow Lookout 

District First Nation secondary students. 

Some students have experïence with small town li/ie and 
adapt better than others. Right away the schod (QE) 
wanted to change kids to be accepted in town by having 
wrkshops with the NNEC students. 1 think with al1 the 
pressure the WS go through when they fi& corne here 
that it is premature to try to change them. 1 muld have 
pre&m?d that the local kfds go to the workshops. 1 



wanted to do an exchange pmgram with local M s  
spending time on reserve. There was not one 
volunteer, therefore how can you expect our kids to 
change so readily. (QEDHS Administrator 05/99) 

IntownfQE students also divulged their uneasiness being with non-Native 

people, adjusting to the food and generally adjusting to a different environment. 

We have some families who move into town so that 
their kids can go to schaol. At first they have good 
attendance and g o d  grades and then if goes downhill. 
The pressure builds, students get acquainted with town 
life and the ready availability of alcohol. Students have 
a hard time understanding the rules in town . . . Nobody 
explains what the rules are. Attendance poliicy duesn 't 
sink in nght away. They don't realize until R's tm late. 
They don 't realize the impact. (QEDHS Administrator) 

These many challenges combine to make acquiring a secandary education 

very difficult for the Sioux Lookout District First Nation students lvho participated in 

this study. The fact that students continue to seek an education despite Ml three, 

or four stopouts or breaks are a testament to their resiliency and tenacity. 

Arguably, the students who corne out to acquire their secondary education are an 

elite group of their community. These challenges account for the statistics 

presented in Chapter One, which indicate that although 35% ofthe Siow Lookout 

District First Nation population over the age of fifteen attended secondary school 

at some point, only 5W have received a secondary school graduate certificate. 

However, according to Winter's study, 10 -1 5% of NNEC students have graduated 

from a secondary school program. 



It has long been recognized by First Nations and researchers that transition 

to the urban environment is a stressful process and an obvious factor affecting 

educational success (McCaskill, 1970; Fiddler, 1997; Witt, 194; Paquette, 1986). 

The Pelican Falls CentreIFirst Nation High School was originally established as a 

transition program to assist secondary students from the north to adjust to the urban 

environment, that quickly evolved into permanent grade nine to -Ive secondary 

institution. ln-toWQueen Elizabeth students readily identified the difficulties of 

transition. Winter confirrned this finding in her study with Sioux Lookout District 

post secondary students, incorporating McCaskill's findings about permanent 

relocation into her analysis of the transition factor. Of particular relevance to this 

study is a factor identified by McCaskill as 'support fmm a kinship group already 

settled in the city and& an agency or organizatbn," which is utilized in varying 

degrees by bath programs (Winter, 1 996:319). 

In-toWQueen Elizabeth students disclosed that they came out to schwl 

with friends, residing together in Boarding Homes as a strategy to adjust to urban 

living. Unfortunately, this mechanisms often backfires, as Ron Mackay and Miles 

fou nd, "Drop-outs in boarding homes report& a number of social problems . . . In 

some cases they only had contact with students from their home communities. 

Educators reported that this situation o#en had a 'domino e M '  in that the decision 

of one student to retum home precipitated a mass departure. " (Mackay 8 Miles, 

1 995: 1 70) an experience confirmeci in this study. The In-tounilQueen Elizabeth 

students socialize together and gather together for support as exhibited by the 
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grouping together in a section of the school hall or on Front Street, possibly as a 

means of adjusting to the non-Native environment. Hmver ,  the upper-year 

students, who are more experienced with the urban Iife and could perhaps provide 

support to new students adjusting to the urban environment, are still stniggling with 

the same challenges as the newomers and perhaps are unable to provide much 

positive support. 

The administration at Pelican Falls CentreIFirst Nation High Schaal noted 

that they now allow students from the same First Nation to reside together in the 

same house. This study found that many Pelican Falls Centre students identified 

that they came out on their o w  or with other cornmunity members whom they did 

not necessarily consider friends. Pelican's previous policy of dispersing cornmunity 

members among the various homes vms designed to prevent cliques forming and 

to strengthen the Pelican wmmunity bonds. Despite the fact that students stated 

that they were not friends prior to attending Pelican, they expressed a need to 

reside together possibly reflecting this need for kinship support. There are 

examples evident at Pelican Falls CentreIFirst Nation High School whereby the 

upper year students act as role models and leaders for the younger students. The 

upper year students coordinate social and recreational activities for their fellow 

students and provide emotional support. During these activities, it is not unusual 

to see two upper year students lounging around with intemediate and junior 

students from their First Nation and sumnding communities. This kinship bond 

was even more notiœable at the graduation of the senior students, M e n  the 
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intamediate students one year behind expressed dismay and concem at the 

realization that their support network, friendswuld not be there next year. The 

difference between Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School and the In- 

town1Queen Elizabeth is that, despite the loss of particular kinship rnembers, the 

formai institutional support network is still in place. This study supports the finding 

that kinship support, in particular peer mentoring, is a factor which supports student 

transition to urban life (McCaskiil, 1970). 

Adapting to routine and structure is a significant challenge identified by 

administrators, cornmunity members and students alike. "Just following rules is a 

challenge to these kids because they don? have that at home - whether its NNEC 

rules, school rules or communrty rules". The routine and structure expected by 

western institutions is an example of cultural dissonance experienœd by First 

Nation students. Even at the Pelican Falls Centre, students are expected to 

confom to a strict routine. 

Students mme from walking around a// night (on 
reserves) to having to be in by 9:30 p.m. (at school). 
They just walk around in packs ignonng rules. Students 
get grounded . . . again something that doesn't happen 
at home. Students complain, t k y  E'gnore the rules and 
ultimately they get sent home. Every time we send 
them home for breaking the rules or drinking - we are 
stopping their atternpt at a seiwnâary education. 

Students and administrators recognized the difFerences between 

expectations in the First Nation education program and the educational institutions 

attended in Sioux Lookout. "The mrkload is diferent here. Them is more 
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homework, routine. rules, regulations and a long schod da< An In-tovWC2E 

student points out, 4 miss my freedom to hang out, to hunt and shoot or to play 

pool al1 nighr 

It wu ld  appear that adapting to routine and developing personal discipline 

is not a skill that is quickly developed by these students. The dosed environment 

at Pelican Falls Centre provides plenty of support for students to adjust to routine 

and increased expectations. Grade nine and ten students have no choice but to 

attend tutorials at school and mandatory study times in their homes. However, 

there is no way of enforcing the In-town students to attend the tutorial prograrn 

offered by Queen Elizabeth and Boarding Home Parents can only encourage 

students to study. In the open environment, the responsibitity rests with the student 

to develop such routines. According to Queen Elizabeth District High School staff. 

tutorial attendance is poor. A 1999 student survey found that 70% of the In-tom 

students do not take advantage of tutorial opportunity despite their low and failing 

grades. This same sunrey found that 25% of the students indicated that they 

believe that they don't need help with their homework. This student perspective 

contradicts the viewpoint of NNEC administration who identified significant 

academic problems with a majority of NNEC students. 

At Queen Elizabeth District High School District High 
School yodd have to have self discipline to attend. Lots 
of students get sent home. Many students corne here 
to graduate (PFC). Many students go to other places 
and finally find out that this place is bettef. 



Winter's study (1996) discwses the importance af t i m  management, 

suggesting that it is strongly influenced by academic preparation. 'Weakacadernk 

skills, espeeaa/ l y r  reading comprehension, increase the time needed for study 

. . . students experiencing academic dMcuNies offen need to seek remedial help, 

which increases the strain . . . on their time" (Winter, 1996:294). Winter also fwnd 

that "path eventss such as illness, death or tragedy, can have devastating effeds 

on time management. "They result in absenœ from school and a /ack of 

concentration upon returning to s c h w  (Winter, ibid). l ime management, 

particularly related to academic preparation, is built into the highty strudured 

Pelican Falls Centre program, and is not the responsibility of the junior and 

intermediate students. Senior students are provided more freedom from the 

structure and therefore have more personal responsibility for time management. 

This is critical for future academic success, as Winter suggests that time 

management is often dependent on the level of personal motivation (Winter:294). 

Students at Pelican are not necessarily demonstrating personal motivation in 

adjusting to the routine, structure and expectations of the sewndary sct-iaol 

program; rather they are 'answering the M l . "  This study found that there was little 

resistenœ to the niles and controls in place, because the alternative is to not attend 

the program. For those Pelican students who choose to pursue a pst-secondary 

education, time management and adjusting to the urban environment may becorne 

more of an issue for them, without the existing supports to fall back on. This is a 

concem expressed by Aboriginal leadership Hihich wuld not be proven within the 
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limitations of this study. This study suggests that perhaps by making some 

adjustments with the Pelican Falls Centre program such as providing more urban 

and work experience for senior students, they are still better equipped to pursue 

future opportunities than the In-tom students. 

The stmggles faced by In-town students in adjusting to routine and structure, 

as well as time management has been well-doalmented in this study. Supports are 

in place, but the challenge is convincing students to buy into them. Pemaps this 

is a result of the overwhelming culture shock faced by the students. Mackay and 

Myles found that: 

Northem Ontario students encounter an overwhelming 
variety of new experiences which rnay sometimes 
frighten, distract, or attract them. Educators report& 
that many student boarders &und it extremeIy dinicult 
to adapt to the new envïtvnment and at the same time 
respond to the increased academic demands of 
secondary school . . . In their efforts to be accepted by 
local (Native) students, some boarders devdopeâ such 
behaviour as skipping school, hanging out at 
amusement centres, drinking, drug ta king and staying 
out a// night. (Mackay & Miles, 1995: 171) 

Despite the special programs instituted by NNEC and the Queen Elizabeth 

District High school, such as rewards for academic adiievement, rewards for 

attendance and social and recreational counselling support, most students are 

simply unable to adjust to the routine and expectations placed upon them. This 

may be a result of the homesickness, loneliness and alienation they experience in 

the In-town prograrn, as well as the unhealthy coping mechanisms they have 

developed to remain in school. Although with maturity students may be better 



equipped to self-motivate and make the adjustments to the urban environment, the 

finding of this study is that the In-town Boarding Home program and public 

secondary school system does not serve to meet the necessary social and 

academic needs required by most students to adiieve a secondary education. The 

overall trend in higher yearly secondary school retention of the In-townlQueen 

Elizabeth program (1 990 = 25%. 1999 = 60%) reflects the individual and collective 

efforts of Boarding Home parents, NNEC uwnsellors and high school staff. 

However, these efforts are simply not as effective as the model provided by the 

Pelican Falls Centre/First Nation High School in meeting the needs of secondary 

students from the Sioux Lookout District First Nations. 

Alcohol and Dnig Abuse 

There is a prevalent problern with secondary students' alcohol and drug use, 

particularly with students participating in the In-toWQE program. Although some 

students at Pelican identified drinking and drug use as a challenge, they also 

pointed out that they do not have access to it at Pelican Falls Centre. To be able 

to party and drink, they must first receive a fax from their parents at home giving 

them permission to visit family mernbers in tom. Pelican Falls Centre staff 

rewgnize that drinking and substance use often ocairs during these times; 

however they note that if a student frequently receives faxes for a pass out every 

weekend, then steps are taken to detemine if there is an abuse problem and 

treatment is offered. If this is insufïicient, then it is recognized that Pelican Falls 

Centre might not be the appropriate school for those students. 
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In contrast, it appean that drinking, substance use and partying are a way 

of life for many In-town students. Every In-town research participant identified 

drinking as a challenge for students attending secondary programs. 

One In-town/QE student who had previously dropped out four times frorn 

secondary school, painfully shared his diffiwlty: 

My greatest challenge is dn'nking. I just get with my 
fnends and we just dnnk - because of my fnends. 
Thete's not enough to do in town. fhat's why we dhnk a 
lot- They don 't have activities we like. They don7 have 
adivitks for kids like us. Only good students get to go 
on trips. / want to go hunting. That's why I'm going 
home. They should take us hunting. 

Given the student's past experience and candidness about his downfal 1, the 

interviewer tried to discover vvhy the persistence in continuing to try to complete 

high school. The student expressed no aspirations for pst-secondary school. The 

student was only able to articulate, thought 1 could do it this time." 

The factors discussed in this section have not been ranked in priority; rather 

they are al1 seen as influential in secondary school success, particularly since they 

were rnentioned by atl research participants. In the M i n g  of this thesis, there was 

considerable discussion by comrnunity members and administrators as to whether 

alcohol abuse should be discussed first, because like acadernic preparation, it is 

a factor which is interconnected with other factors. All research participants 

identified alcohol abuse as a challenge faœd by students and a factor infiuencing 

secondary school success. Winter found that alcohol abuse 'impacts negatively 
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on attendance, time management, finances. . . Students HRlo are close to sorneone 

who abuses alcohol can suFer a deterioration of their time management skills and 

motivationn (Winter, 1996:293). 

As demonstrated in Chapters One and Five, Pelican Falls Centre has more 

control ove? student access to alcohol and iiiegalsubstances use than in the In-tom 

prograrn. NNEC is iegally respocisible for the secondary students in their care and 

subsequently have clear niles as directed by the First Nations about alcohol use, 

prirnarily as a safety concem. As noted in Chapter One of this study, students are 

coming from"dty" communities Mere alcohol and non-prescription drugs are not 

permitted in the cornmunities for personal or public consumption. NNEC has a 

policy in place that ranges from wamings to students to being expelled from the 

program after three violations of the no-substance use rule. However, it is 

acknowiedged that there are inconsistencies in the enfarcement of this policy, as 

it places NNEC in the dilemma of contributing to frequent stoppages in a student's 

education. Particularly, numerous student research participants who taak part in 

this study suggested that it is preferable in tens  of social acceptanœ back home 

ta be sent home for drinking or nile violations rather than because of academic 

failure. Student research participants openly disclosed nile violations and family 

problems as explanations for their high number of breaks or stopauts in their 

education. Not one research participant identified an inability to pass schaal 

courses as a reason for a break in education. 



The interwnnededness of the factors is especially prevalent with the alcohol 

abuse. It could be theorized that students drink to cope with the dissonance they 

experience, including cultural discontinuity and adjusting to the urban environment. 

However, the alcohol abuse. particularly for the In-townlQueen Elizabeth students. 

could also be a means of supporting the fantasy that they are doing wll 

academically and socially in their studies. 

Eduardo and Bonnie Duran examine Native Arnerican alcohol use through 

a postcolonial approach. They suggest that minority l iterature does not have one 

al1 encompassing explanation for almhol abuse among Native people. Rather, 

Duran suggests that factors that have been identified in health research as 

amunting for the high prevalence of substance abuse within this population 

include: 

(a) cultural disi-tion and lack of integration either into 
traditional lndian or western culture, (6) lack of deareut 
sanctions of use in the population, and (c) strong peer 
group pressure and support for inapprophate use (Bell 
7 988; Edwards and Edwards 1984; May 1982). In 
addition to these determinants, many researchers a g m  
that substance-related problems can be attrïbuted partly 
to poverty, poor schooi adjusment and failure. 
unemployment, antisocial behawQur, criminal amstI 
increased rnorbidity and mortality, lack of opportunity, 
feelings of uncertainty, hopelessness and despair, and 
the family breakdown (Edwards and Edwards 1984; 
Schinkle, Bebel et al. 1988; Tninble 1984)- (Duran, 
1995:113-114) 

Many of the factors put forward by the literature are present in the school 

experiences of the students who twk part in this study. particularly the In- 



tom/Queen Elizabeth students, including cultural discontinuity, paor schoal 

adjustment and failure, increased rnorbidity and mortality, and la& of opportunity, 

hopelessness and despair. For this study I did not have access to previous data 

detennining how prevalent drug and alcohol abuse is, which is not surprising since 

this la& of information from the cornmunity is a major cornplaint fmm NNEC 

counsellors. It is questionable if the cornmunity is even awre  of the extent of the 

problem. Based on the anecdotal information provided by the students and staff, 

abuse rather than experirnentation or use is a problem with perhaps as many as 

40°h of the students. Students shared that they use 'soft drugs" such as marijuana 

men they are able to access it on reserve, as alcahol is usually out of their 

financial reach. The ready availabii ity and affordability of alcahol and drugs in t om 

bewmes a greater temptation for students. The closed environment at Pelican 

Falls Centre is very effective at controlling substanœ use by their students, 

although occasionally students are able ta cirwmvent the controls in place. StafF 

are able to provide support for students who do have alcohol or drug related 

problems, when they become aware of them, by linking them up with counselling 

programs. Students sometimes disclose their problems three or four months into 

the program or staff become cancerned about the nurnber of 'faxesa used by 

students for waekends in t o m  with farnily, if there are indications of substance use. 

Although NNEC has rules for alcohol and substanœ use by students In-town, as 

well as on-cal1 caunsellors, there really is no way to enforce these niles. Even the 

most vigilant Boarding Home parents cannot monitor students al1 the time, and if 

students want to use alcohol and drugs, it is much easier for them than the Pelican 
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Falls students to access the drugs. Given Mat the cultural discontinuity and poor 

adjustment to school and failure is more evident with the In-tom students, 

cornbined with the reduced wunselling support, then it is fair to theorire that 

alcohol and drug abuse is a more serious problem during their academic year 

the In-town students. 

Pafh Events 

All administrators and cornmunity member research participants as w d l  as 

the majority of student research participants identified personal problerns as 

another challenge faced by students attending secondary sdiool programs. These 

social emotional problems include substance abuse, sexual and physical abuse as 

well as depression associated with Ioss of friends and family members ta death, 

wtrether accidental, illness or suicide. 

These students came to us alcoholics, drug abusers. 
We don? know what they are mping with and they &n't 
Say until something happens or really late in the school 
year. They corne out with al1 this baggage. 

Personal problems w igh  heavily on the minds of the students vvho 

padicipated in this study. The students, particularly the girls, rewgnized that 

having to live with these social or ernotional problems ~ i a s  such an overwtielming 

dificulty that it influences their thoughts of dropping out of school. 

1 was pmlty lucky, 1 stayed in so many boarding homes. 
1 was drunk, but 1 was honest about it and let them 
know. I'd get grounded and do it again. There were 
reasons behind it. 1 was sexually abused, raped in my 
cornmunity. l just shut down and wwld dnnk to forget. 



1 didnJt care if 1 lived or died. 1 was already dead. 
Throughout the years 1 knew who was sexually abused 
even if they didn 't admit it. 1 belbue that more than 50% 
of the male and &male students 1 went to school with 
were sexually abused in theri home communrty. 

A number of female student research participants disclosed that they w r e  

receiving counselling through the Nodin Counselling program in Sioux Lookout- 

This unsolicited disclosure may be an indication of an improvement in confidence 

of being able to address their personal problems as opposed to trying to mpe or 

juggle these issues with the challenge of attaining a secandary education. 

Boys don't talk about abuse. If they watched their 
mothers being abused, they becorne either withdrawn 
or macho and abuse their girffnends . . . Girls treat 
boyfriends ternble - hit them, push them like they are 
trying to get control. Seem to act like s o m m e  from a 
True Romance. They have to have a man in their /ives- 
It seems like gitls from abusive situations are more like 
that - needy. Want to be loved but want to hurt too. 
Boys don? seem to get into that sa much unless they 
have emotional problems. Boys seem to have mote 
going on in their /ives than girls. 

Grief and loss are challenges which students must cope with ever increasing 

reg ularity . "The mapr challenge they face is staying focussed fmm the &ad news 

they hear every second day". And 'Ourpe~sonal problems at home affect our facus 

in schooln Every 1999 graduating student from Pelican Falls First Nations High 

School spoke at their commencement of tragedy and violent death that had touched 

their young Iives. The students identified their grief as a result of suicides of close 

relatives, unfortunate accidents resulting in death or loss of a family member 



through illness. 

Path events such as ilfness, death, tragedy, sexual, physical, and emotional 

abuse are an important factor potentially influencing student success. This study 

did not document the extent to which these events are a serious challenge faced 

in the Sioux Lookout District First Nations. It was a decision made in consultation 

with NNEC, who are the legal guardians of the students, and other stakeholders to 

not question students on these sensitive matters. Howver, in the open-ended 

questions which w r e  raised related to challenges faced by students, research 

participants dearly identified these events as factors influencing their education. 

Testimony and research frorn the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People 

show that many Aboriginal people suffer from social and emotional il1 health. 

The Commission heard accounts of the years lost by 
Abonginal people in jails and prisons, in struggles with 
alwhol and drugs, and in violence and suicide, and of 
the breakdown in communlty and family order that 
underles these social and e ~ o n a l  ills. Social disorder 
contributes to accidents, injuries and lack of self-care. 
(RCAP, 1996: Vol3 Ch3 s i  -3) 

The Equaymk Women's Group, established in 1988, provides support to 

Aboriginal wmen, youth and families in the Sioux Lookout District First Nations, 

and finds that family violence is a camplex, multi-faceted and widespread social 

problern in many Aboriginal communities. A 1989 study by the Ontario Native 

Women's Association indicated that eight out of ten Aboriginal women in Northern 

Ontario have been abused in some way. In Northwestem Ontario, Aboriginal 



people tend to marry comparatively younger than non-Aboriginal populations. 

When domestic violence occurs, a wman's situation is often exacerbated &y low 

income status, difficulties in accessing services in northem wmmunities because 

of Iimited services, fear of breaches of canfidentiality, retaliation and cantinued 

abuse. Equay-wuk notes it has been statistically indicated that children who have 

witnessed family violence are more likely to use violence in confiid situations 

and/or become involved in violent relationships as adults (Equay-wuk, 1995). By 

the tirne an Aboriginal youth reaches teenage years, a significant number have 

already experienœd or been exposed to farnily violence, hence Equay-wuk's focus 

on youth related programs. In cornparison to the national population, Aboriginal 

people in the Sioux Lookout District have a wnsiderably larger youth population. 

Equay-wuk's community rnembership identified the follow-ng prïorities for wlturally 

appropriate programs and services to be delivered by Equay-wuk: suicide 

prevention; family violence prevention; parenting skillslsingle parenting skills; 

communicating~rking with youth; building self-esteern/tnist/positive thinking; 

healthy relationships; stress management; anger management; solvent abuses; 

sexual abuse; alwhol abuse - adult children of alcoholics; Fetal Alcohol 

SyndromeIFetal Alcohol Effect; support netvvorkshharing circles, and 

counsell inglleadership skills. (Equay-wk, 1 998/99 Women and Wellness Needs 

Assessment). 

Winter found that %th events in tduce  emotionally chargeâ interactions 

which initially cause schaoiwork to pale in importance and in theriaîtennath to a W  
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concentration on schodwork" (Winter, 1 996: 307). This Rnding was repeated 

frequently in this study. All students are impacted at some time by the grief which 

is occurring in their home wmmunities. During each visit made by the researcher 

to Sioux Lookout, there was a violent death in a cornmunity, either by suicide or 

accident First Nations insist on sending their students home for the funeral and to 

provide support. It is difficult ta relate ta that grief and sense of loss experienced 

by these students. A Pelican Falls Centre students perhaps expressed it best by 

saying, 7 am so tir& of attending funerals". Students want the grief to end and the 

deaths to stop. 

Eber Hampton raises the conœm of how to describe the diffiwlties facing 

Native people that gives full justice to their strength and resilience. Standard Nine 

of his redefinition of lndian Education is vitality. Hampton wites: 

It is a mark of human strength and resilience that 
lndians continue to sunive and individual lndians 
manage to rnake productive /ives despcte the extrernes 
of the oppression they face . . . lndian education 
recognizes and nourishes the powenul pattern of litè 
that lies hidden within personal and tribal suffering and 
oppression Suffe~ng begets strength. We have not 
vanished. (Hampton, 199535) 

MacKay and Myles in their research on Aboriginal retention and drapautin 

Nort hem Ontario wote, "One educator commented: '1 understand why they leave; 

the better question is, why do some of them stay?" (1 995: 171 ). In this discussion 

about the horrors of path events which negatively impact on secondary students' 

effort to acquire a secondary education, it is important to recognize their vitality and 



resilience to continue despite overwtielming circumstanœs. 

Cognitive Oissonance 

This study suggests that cognitive dissonanœ is a factor that impacts on 

secondary students' ability to successfully achieve a sewndary education. Utilizing 

Festinger's Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, reducing the cognitive dissonance 

experienced by Sioux Lookout District First Nation secondary students *il reduce 

the tension they experience. Students who participated in this study repeatedly 

expressed wrldviews, value systems and practical knowledge that w r e  

inconsistent with those of the rnainstream system. The formal education system, 

particularly Queen Elizabeth, vafidates knowledge on the basis of objective proof 

and expert knowledge provided in texts and other scientific curriculum materials. 

Students insist upon practical experience, such as going hunting, where their 

knowledge is validated and they are operating within the context of learning. 

Students are expected to foars on independent study rather than cooperative group 

learning which is more prevalent in their home communities. Students found it very 

difficult adapting to regimented routines and niles, such as limitations on their 

movements and curfews, Mich cantradicts their notions of integrative inquiry 

including independence, observation and self-reliance (Archibafd, 1995:303). 

The basic assumption of cognitive dissonance theory is that people are 

motivated to reduce inconsistent cognitions - cognition refening to any kind of 

knowledge or opinion about oneself or the wrld. This explains the behaviour of In- 
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t o m  students who insist they are academically prepared and do not need to take 

advantage of tutorial assistance, despite report cards that show they are faiting and 

letters sent home from the schoal detailing outstanding assignments. Students in 

these cases are simply dismissing the cognitions that do not support their 

worldview. 

Changing existing cognitions reduces dissonance if the new content makes 

them less contradictory to others or their importance is reduœd. Pelican Falls 

Centre students are equal l y acadernically unprepared as the In-town students, but 

the requirement for them to attend tutorials is buiit into the program, and they are 

not made to feel singled out for reœiving extra help. It could also be argued that 

the relevanœ of the curriculum, role rnodelling of staff, and informal school 

atmosphere help to reduce cognitive dissonance experienced by Pelican Falls 

Students. 

Lindsay and Aronson (1 985) further argue that if new cognitions cannot be 

added or the existing ones changed, behaviors that have cognitive wnsequences 

favouring consonance will be recruited. It wuld be suggested that students 

(especially In-tom students) who tum to alwhol and dnig use are actually 

developing behaviours that favour consonance. The hallucinatory or catharsis 

effects of the substance use allow students to support the fantasy that they are 

actually doing well in school. Duran and Duran supports this possible explanation 

when they wite, 'As part of the drug cuttute Native AmenCan youths are otfkred an 
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initiation into a community tbat at b s t  on the sunace provides existential meaning 

and relief for th& painn (Duran, 199543). Additional behaviours recently taken on 

by students, such as acting out or confiict with the law, may also be a reflection of 

cognitive dissonance. Extreme examples of this behaviour could include suicide 

ideation and attempts. Students who took part in this study do attempt to remove 

any inwnsistency that threatens their self-wrth. At the Pelican Fall CentrelFirst 

Nation High School, they wnstantly are provided approval fmm staff, and 

opportunities to do things they are good at, vvhich w r k s  to restore a sense of self 

wrth  (Steele, Spenœ 8 Lynch, 1993). NNEC attempts to provide the same 

support to the In-tow students through re~lards and the very effective Native 

newsletter produced by Queen Elizabeth District High School, but la& of human 

resources restricts the level and amount of positive reinforcement they c m  provide. 

Thus, we find many examples as documented in Chapter Five of this study of how 

In-tom students especially, reinterpret situations to minimize cognitive 

inconsistency. The most obvious example of this reinterpretation occurs when In- 

t om students with failing grades or courses taken away from thern due to the 

absentee policy, suddenly get caught "drinkingn and sent home for breaking NNEC 

policy. Students suggested it is preferable to be sent home for breaking the niles, 

than because they were failing academicall y. 



Summary: 

Overall, this study has wrroborated what the Sioux Lod«>ut District First 

Nation community was already aware of, that secondary students face enorrnous 

challenges in their efforts to pursue a secondary education off reserve. These 

challenges include academic preparedness, homesidmess, alcdiol and drug use, 

adapting to routine and structure, personal social and emotional issues related to 

iiiness, death and tragedy, and adapting to the urban environment. Despite these 

challenges. students clearly state that they prefer to access their secondary 

education off reserve in order to broaden their life experienœ and create future 

opportunities. 

This study wrmbarated the literature findings that factors uvfiich potentially 

influence sucœss include: academic preparation, support, uti lity of education, 

cultural diswntinuity, transition to the urban environment, alcohol use, path events 

and cognitive dissonance. The Pelican Falls CentrefFirst Nation High School 

model is found to better address these factors than the In-tom program, although 

there is a need to enhance some areas (See figure 6.1,6.2). In particular, Pelican 

Falls CentreIFirst Nation High School wu ld  be able to further reduce dissonance 

and potentially influence student success by developing strategies to improve 

parental and First Nation support for students. This is not an easy task given the 

findings of this study, and the literature dernonstrating wnflicting support from some 

parents and First Nations for secondary education. The First Nations must take 

more responsibility for adequately preparing students academically at the 
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elementary level so that they may have the opportunity to pursue a secondary 

education if they so desire. First Nations need to encourage parental support for 

the secondary education of those students who wÎsh ta proceed with their 

education. As the elementary education system stands now, Sioux Lookout District 

students are entering the provincial secandary system at a severe disadvantage 

before any of the other equally important factors enter into their experienœ. A 

further factor that could be improved in the Pelican Falls Model relates to providing 

more urban experience to assist with the transition to the urban environment that 

will eventually be faced by those students who chwse to pursue a post secondary 

education. 

A common theme which has been woven throughout many of the findings 

presented in this study is that of dissonance. Students experience cognitive, 

cultural, social and ernotional dissonance. There is dissonance between the 

perspectives of leadership, administrators, community mernbers and students in a 

number of different topics. As noted previousfy, efforts to reduce these gaps in 

perceptions c m  only enhance common goals and positively influence student 

success. 



Figure 6.1 
Operationalization of Factors lnfluencing Fimt Nation Secondary Schod Succeu at 

Pelican Falk First Nation High School And Centre 

Cognitive Dissonance 
Aboriginal Ways of Knomng and 
leaming are validated. 
Çocus on provid'i ap~rwal for 
idenüly and values. 
Emphssis on life e)qx!rience, 
themaüc, whd$tic le8rnhg. 
Collaborath leaming strategies. 
Student idenülied career goals do 
not correspond to acadernic goals. 

Utility of Education 
Students becorne mOtjVBted through staff 
support and encouragement 
Students take part m w-op worlr 
placements. 
Students receive ente- career 
wunselling and encouragement to set 
and achieue goals. 

Student )- 

support 
Close contact with parents, students and counsellors. 
Limkd F i  Nation support -occasional d i n n e r M  
Strong Institutional support- ratio of al1 staff to M e n t  
is 1 :8 or greater. Frequent rewards, trips and 
IncenticRs provided for all students. 

Legend: - Pre-e>Sstine and ûngoing Factor - PM- Factor Ongoing Fadors 0 Academic F ~ ~ o R  



Figure 6.2 
Operationalization of Factors lnfîuencing First Nation Secondary School Succeam at 

the IntowdQueen Elizabeth Progrun 

I I 
4 

I Acadsmic Prepatrtion I / Diverse academic lewls of Wal sludent body. ' 
; Voluntary Tut0ri.l PmQram - law pa,a@amn. + 
1 School dosety monaors and infomis Boardhg I 
j Home parenis of missal assipnments. I 

: Tutorial used in lieu of detentions. I I 
L--,,,,,,,, 

Utility of Educrtion 
Stuclents recognke importance of 
education for future jobs/schd. 
Fear jobs wÎit not be evailabie at home. 
Co-op work placements availabk 
depending on meridance and grades. 

support 
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dependent on each circumstance. 
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academic achieuernent and aüeridance by NNEC. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

Sioux Lookout District First Nations in Northwestern Ontario are a group of 

Cree, Ojibway and Oji-Cree people deeply entrenched in Aboriginal governance, 

taking control of institutions and services despite encountering social and 

emnomic change in their wmmunities. First Nation people view education as the 

cornerstone for advancing First Nations self-government, regaining self- 

detemination and self-sufficiency. A description of the context of these 

communities is provided to enhanœ awreness of the life experienœs these young 

people bring thern as they attend secondary school in Sioux Lookout. More 

students f rom the Sioux Lookout District First Nations are enroll ing in secondary 

school, although the graduation to enrollment rate is still very low. Therefore, 

studies examining factors which potentially influence success at the secondary level 

are important. This thesis utilized a case study approach to examine the 

educational experienœs of Sioux Lookout District secondary students wming from 

similar backgrounds but attending hm significantly different programs administered 

by the Northem Nishnauvbe Education Council in Sioux Lookout, Ontario, the 

Pelican Falls CentreIFirst Nation High School and the In-town Boarding Home 

program for students attending Queen Elizabeth District High School. A detailed 

description of both programs, particularly through the students' perspectives is 

provided to gain an understanding of their secondary educational experience. 



The literature indicates that a successful education is an education wfiich 

helps youth leam the skills they need to function fully in the economy, M i l e  

enhancing and maintaining their Aboriginal language, culture, traditions and 

identity. This study corroborates that educators, in particular, support this 

philosophy of a successful education. Students and community members identify 

success in the more conventionai understanding of progress, that is graduation 

from the secondary school program. 

This study corroborates that academic preparation, support, utility of 

education, cultural diswntinuity and uhan experienœ are fadors M ich  influence 

secondary school success. Common academic weaknesses affecting al1 students 

include English reading, witing and mathematical skills. The mlican Falls First 

Nation High School irnplements cumadum that has meaning and relevance to the 

students' life experience, which makes the content of some courses easier to grasp, 

Mi le  building upon the students' existing academic skills. 

Of the various types of support available, parental and First Nations support 

needs to be enhanced for the students. NNEC provides strong institutional support 

for students attending the Pelican Falls First Nations High School, and less 

effective support is available for students residing in Boarding Homes Wile 

attending Queen Elizabeth District High School. Most students believe in the utility 

of their education, as they have plans to attend wllege and create employment 



opportunities for thernselves. However, the lack of parental support for post 

secondary education may reduce students' mntinued belief in the utility of their 

education. In addition, the majority of students are wntemplating -king off 

reserve, believing that there is less utility for their education in the First Nation due 

to high unemployment and hiring practices. 

The Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School has taken nurnerous steps 

to reduce cultural discontinuity and assist students with the adjustment to the urban 

environment. Students in the In-town program experienœ considerable alienation 

between themselves, the school and the society of Sioux Lookout. This alienation 

contributes to the lowr  retention rates of the I n - t ~  program. 

Alcohol abuse, and path events such as grief and loss due to illness, death, 

tragedy, sexual, physical andlor emotional abuse are factors wfiich this study 

corroborates influences secondary school success. The closed environment and 

low ratio of counsellors to students at Pelican Falls Centre helps some students to 

cope with these challenges. The In-town students do not receive the same level of 

support, and many students who remain in the program engage in behaviours that 

allow the students to erase any inwnsistencies in their w r l d  views. 

By examining students' perspectives in relation to those of administrators 

and wmmunity members, a strong underlying theme in many of the findings relates 



to cognitive dissonance between the different realities supported by students. or 

dissonance between the students' and administrators/community rnembers' 

perspectives. A key finding of this study is that reducing these inconsistencies will 

enhance self-~iorth, reduce tension and, thereby, improve retention and success 

rates. 

This study corroborates Gail Winter's finding that rating fadors in order of 

importance is problematic. Winter charted the relative influence of factors upon 

each other, finding that a weakness in one factor can intensrfy the impact of other 

weak factors, and a strength in one or more factors can cushion the impact of weak 

factors, hence her 'straws that break the camel's back theow (Winter 1996:329). 

This study suggests that academic preparedness is the "Hercules" factor 

upholding all the other factors, corrobarating the relative influence of the factors 

upon one another. Whereas post secondary level students with low academic 

preparedness may be able to utilize other factors to succeed, the relative young 

age and la& of experience of the secondary students, compounded by their w a k  

academic background,' prevent them from utilizing the other factors to remain in 

their educational program without also upgrading their academic levels. 

Students are motivated to pursue their secondary education for a number of 

social, emotional and academic reasons, but a majwity of students who participated 



in this study also disclosed that they wish to pursue their secondary education off- 

reserve in order to broaden their life experience and enhanœ future opportunities. 

Caution must be expressed in interpreting this finding, as these students may not 

represent the viewpoints of potential students vuho remain in their home 

community. 

Enough cannot be said of the vitality and strength of the students who t w k  

part in this study and pursue their secondary education. Despite the often negative 

aspects of this study, it is important to respect and pay tribute to the students M o  

w r e  eager to participate and share their understanding in an effort to help those 

students who follow. The challenges and stniggles faced by these students have 

been well documented in this study. Many students went home during the course 

of this research, but their voice endures in the study. Students were still willing to 

share their story Ath others despite rewgnizing that they w r e  not going to be able 

to make it "this tirne? Hopefully the courage and relentiessness of these students 

will enable them to corne out ta school and try again. Many other students who 

shared their story finished their school year and have either returned to school or 

are engaging in other pursuits. One graduate in partiwlar has realized personal 

and professional success with his young family, obtaining a high paying job in a 

field of interest, proving to us al1 that for some people dreams can wme true, 

despite the hurdles along the way. 



In the introduction of this study, the researcher reflected upon hiK> questions: 

Who do you want to validate your knowiedge? Who do you want to persuade with 

your knowledge? It is hoped that the Sioux Lookout District Native wrnmunity, 

including students, will validate this knowiedge. It is equally important that the 

acadernic community recognize and validate the knowiedge shared by the 

community. It is further hoped that the information detailed in this study may 

persuade policy-rnakers and decision-rnakers in both the Native cornmunity and 

government to reflect upon these findings and find ways to further support the 

incredible efforts of students to acquire their secondary education in the face of 

tremendous odds. 

This is a study about success, and despite the challenges documented in 

this study, it is important to also recognize and celebrate the successes. The 

Pelican Falls Centre/First Nation High School provides an important model upon 

which to further develop secondary education programs that will best rneet the 

needs of Sioux Lookout District secondary school students. The efforts undertaken 

by the Northem Nishnawbe Education Council to address the exceptional needs of 

the secondary students who enter their program deserve special recognition. More 

students are accessing a secondary education, and graduall y more students are 

graduating. NNEC refleds a model of educational delivery vvhereby the Sioux 

Lookout District Çirst Nations Chiefs have joined together to wwk towards a 

common vision of providing a culturally relevant educational prograrn which 



reinforces their unique culture and language M i l e  providing opportunities for 

students to pursue their goals and aspirations. It is not an easy task to meet the 

diverse needs of the Wnty-three First Nations under one umbrella organization, 

even in a specific field such as secondary education, but the NNEC model 

demonstrates that it is possible to maxirnize resources in order to better meet the 

needs of students. Ta conclude with the words of the Chiefs, "Parents have 

entrusteû #NEC with their children, our most precîous resourcen and the Northern 

Nishnawbe Education Council, under the direction of the First Nations, is taking that 

responsibility seriously. 



Appendix 1 : 

ABBREVIATIONS 



AFN 

INAC 

In-townIQE 

NAN. 

NNEC 

PFC. 

PFCIFNHS 

PFFNHS 

QE. 

Assembly of First Nations 

Indian and Northem Affairs Canada 

In-toWQueen Elizabeth District High Schml 

Nishnawbe-Aski Nation 

Northern Nishnawbe Education Council 

Pelican Falls Centre 

Pelican Falls CentrelFirst Nation High School 

Pelican Falls First Nation High Schoal 

Queen Elizabeth District High Schwi 



Appendix 2 

INFORMED LETTERS OF CONSENT 



Andrea Williams 
Box 153, Orono, Ontario LOB 1 MO 

905 983 9229 
email: andreai@netrover.com 

Oear NNEC Student: 

The purpose of this latter is to introduce myself and my study in the hopes that you 
will agree to participate in it. 

I am an student in the Canadian Heritage and Development Studies Master's 
Program at Trent University. My Native Studies program of study requires that I 
write a thesis. I want to conduct a study that will attempt to identify factors leading 
to student success for Aboriginal students in the Siow Lookout District. I will 
atternpt to do so by conducting a case-study analysis of NNEC students attending 
Pelican Falls First Nation High School and the Queen Elizabeth District High 
School. This study is important because it wiII give voiœ to Abriginal students 
perspectives on their definition of a 'successfula education, and what factors they 
feel contribute to achieving success. 

The study I am asking you to participate in involves participating in an interview or 
fows group session. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time. 
Confidentiality be upheld by the researcher; however, other participants in a 
focus group may not recognize that M a t  you Say is canfidential. Your name and 
names you mention not be identified in the study. Data and information 
gathered from interviews and focus groups will complement data cbllected through 
other components of the study and summarized into main themes and issues. The 
thesis and any subsequent publications will be witten, to disguise al1 f o n s  of 
identification. 

I hope you will take this opportunity to participate in the study and take advantage 
of this opportunity to let the students' opinions and perspectives on secondary 
education be heard. 

Andrea Williams 



Andrea Williams 
Box 153, Orono, Ontario LOB 1 MO 

905 983 9229 
email: andreai@netrover.com 

Infomied Consent tetter for Key Informant Intenriews 

I am an student in the Canadian Heritage and Development Studies Master's 
Program at Trent University- My Native Studies program of study requires that I 
wite a thesis. I want to condud a study that will begin to identify factors leading 
to student success for Aboriginal students in the Sioux Lookaut District. I will 
attempt to do so by conducting a case-study analysis of NNEC students attending 
Pelican Falls First Nation High School and the Queen Elizabeth District High 
School. This study is important because it will give voice to Aboriginal students 
perspectives on their definition of a "successful" education, and M a t  factors they 
feel contribute to achieving success. 

The study I am asking you to participate in entails my interviewing about Wnty  
people who are stakeholders in Native education. These interviews will offer an 
opportunity for the community to express their views and share their opinions. I will 
make every effort to arrange the interview at a tirne and location that is convenient 
for you. 

If you agree to participate in an interview, you are free to withdraw from the study 
at any time. If you choose ta with draw from the study, you can instmct me to 
destroy al1 the data I have collected from you. Confidentiality will be upheld. Your 
name and names you mention will not be identified in the study. Information 
gathered from surveys and focus gmups will complernent data collected through 
other components of the study. The thesis and any subsequent publications will be 
written ta disguise al1 foms of identification. 

Thank you for your participation in this study. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Williams 



CONSENT FORM 

Andrea Williams 
Box 153, 
Orono, Ontario LOB 1 MO 

Dear Andrea: 

I have read the attached letter desaibing the researdi project you plan to do and 
1 agree to participate. It is clear to me that I am free to withdraw from the study at 
any time. 

Date Signature 



Appendix 3: 

INTERVIEW GUIDES 



lNT ERVlEW GUIDE - ADMINISTRATORS 

What is your definition of a successful education? 
Probes: Do you think this reflects First Nation communities expedations? 

Why do you think students attend school? 

Are the students academic prepared for entering the secondary program? 

What are the strengths of the education program in helping students achieve 
a "successful education? 
Probe: factors that influence success 

What challenges are students facing in acquirîng their secondary education? 

What controls are in place for students attending school? How effective are 
the controls? What is the impact of the cantmls? 

1s there resistanœ to the controls? 

What do you think is the cornmunity that the students belong to? What is 
important to them about that community? 
Probes: What symbols are they attaching meaning to - other students from 
north, from their community, language, culture, clothing, etc. 

Do you think that students are aquiring coping skills? How and M a t  are 
they? 

If academic and community identity outcomes are indicaton of a successful 
education, how are the students doing in achieving these outcomes? 

What additional supports do students need to influence success? 

Addit ional cornments: 



INTERVIEW GUIDE - STUDENT 

Why did you decide to corne to school? 

What are your goals after campletion of secondary school? 

What is your definition of a 'successful educationn? 

Description of Educational Experience: 

Have you been out to school before? Where, men, why did you go home? 

Did you corne by yourseif or with friends/siblings? 

Do you feel that you were academically prepared for the program you are in? 

What challenges have you faced? What difficulties are there with going to 
school? 

What supports have you received? 

Can you walk me through a w e k  of school? VVhat do you do from morning 
to night on weekdays, weekends? 

What is your community here? Who are your friends? What do y w  do with 
them? What is your relationship with them? What is important about your 
community? Probes: symbols, boundaries that distinguish thern from others 

What do you like about the program? (Strengths) Why? 

What don? you like about the program? Why? 

What are the controls, rules, policies, put in place when you attend school? 

Do you agree with them? Do you resist them? 

What do you think other people think of you? 

How do you cope w*th the various experiences of going to school? 

What other supports wuld  you like to receive to help you succeed? 

What do you think of the other school program? (Pelican or QEDHS) 



19. If you had a choice between attending secondary schoal on or off reserve, 
which wuld you attend? 

20. What do you think you have acquired in terms of acadernicslidentity as a 
result of your education? 

21. Additional Comments: 



Appendix 4 

DOCUMENTS 



NNEC. Annual Report: Education Services for First Nations Students. 1998. 

NNEC. Annual Report. 1995. 

NNEC. Board of Directors Meeting. 1999. 

NNEC. Policy and Procedure Manual. 

PFFNHS. Section VI: PFFNHS Policies. 1998. 

PFFNHS. Staff Handbook. 1998- 

PFFNHS. School Year Calendar and Course Calendar. 1998-1 999. 

QE DHS . Course Calendar. 1 998-1 999. 

Q EDHS. Course Calendar. 1 999-2000. 

QEDHS. Results of Student Survey. 1993. 

QEDHS. Results of Student Survey. 1999. 

QEDHS. Staff Handbook. 1999. 

Williams, Andrea J. 
An Analysis of NNEC Student Suicide Attempts. September 1988 - 
September 1989 
NNEC Mental Health Worker Proposal. 1990 
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Appendix 6 

MAP 



SIOUX LOOKOUT DISTRICT FlRST NATIONS 

Bearskin Lake; Cat Lake; Deer Lake; Fort Severn; Kasabonika Lake; Kee-way-win 
Kingfisher; Kitchenuhmaykocwib l n n i n w g  (Big Tiout Lake); Koocheching; Lac 
Seul; McDowell Lake; Mishkeekogamang (New Osnaburgh); Muskrat Dam Lake; 
North Cariboo Lake; North Spirit Lake; Pikangikum; Poplar Hill; Sachigo Lake; 
Sandy Lake; Slate Falls Nation.Wapekeka: Wawakapewïn; Wunnumin 



Appendix 7 

RECOMMENDATIONS 



Recommendations: 

The followi-ng recommendations are suggested to enhanœ Sioux Lookout 

District First Nations secondary student success, based on a review of relevant 

literature and findings of this study. 

Academics: 

a First Nations need to take responsibility for enhancing the academic Ievel 

of their elementary programs to better prepare potential secondary 

students. NNEC is not responsible for the lad< of academic preparedness 

which sets students up for low self-wrth, failure and drop-out, rather 

communities must be held accountable for the low academic level of 

education with wtiich students enter secondary schools. 

INAC must uphold its responsibility to provide an education for First 

Nation members by either allocating more financial resources that will 

better enable First Nations to meet the special educational needs of their 

students or make more effective use of finances available. The lack of 

academic preparedness is a fact which will take many years, even 

decades to improve. In the meantirne, it is imperative that INAC provide 

additional financial resources to the Pelican Falls First Nation High 



School so that they may be able to deliver special education programs 

that will upgrade students academic preparedness. In particular these 

resources must be directed to grade nine, ten and eleven students. 

a More programs based on the Pelican Falls Centre/First Nation High 

School model should be financially resourced and developed to meet the 

demands of al1 Siow Lookout District First Nation students wishing to 

access a secondary education, with a goal to eliminating existing 

boarding home programs. 

a NNEC services should be expanded to include cultural relevant 

curriculum development, particularly at the grade nine and ten levels. 

This curriculum could be developed in collaboration with First Nations and 

wuld  be designed to meet the upgrading needs of Siow Lookout District 

secondary students. This curriculum should include amputer technology 

and would be shared with al1 First Nations in the Sioux Lookout District 

that deliver grade nine and ten education. 

Support 

First Nations should encourage parents to support their children's 

secondary education. 



a First Nation Education Authorities should take a more visible role in 

supporting students who are attending secondary sdiool off resewe. 

a First Nations should offer a bursary or scholarship to al1 retuming student 

in September. 

a First Nations wuld establish a mentoring program Iinking successful 

secondary students with students attempting to obtain a secondary 

education. This w u l d  not only provide additional support for the student, 

but strengthen links to the wmmunity. 

Sioux Lookout District Chiefs should hold wrkshops with community 

members to enhance dialogue about education, increase support and 

reduce dissonance or gaps in perceptions. 

Utility of Education 

a First Nations should provide secondary students with summer jobs to 

increase their faith in the utility of their education, particularly in First 

Nations. 



8 NNEC should sponsor field trips to post secondary institutions and career 

fairs to increase student awareness of opportunities and educational 

requirements. 

Cultural Discontinuity 

8 NNEC continue to develop programs vvhich include wlturally relevant 

materials, student centred approaches, experiential learning, Native 

personnel and role modelling, use of Aboriginal language, and informa1 

instructional approaches. 

Transition to the Urban Environment 

8 Leadership programs should be provided to students in each semester 

which will include objectives aiding with adapting to the urban 

environment. 

Financial resources should be provided to hire additional In-School 

Program counsellors in order ta reduce counsellor to student ratios. 

8 Pelican Falls Centre/First Nation High School should develop more 

opportunities for students to gain urban experienœ in a healthy way. 



Mental and Emotional Support 

Financial resources need to be provided so that NNEC may hire mental 

health professionals who could provide direct services and coordinate 

services delivery that will address the student needs related ta alcohol 

and drug abuse, grief and loss due to illness, death or tragedy of friends 

and family and to assist students M o  have suffered sexual, ernotional or 

physical abuse. These same professionals may wrk with NNEC staff to 

address cognitive dissonance issues indicated by student behaviour. 




